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ABSTRACT

Mitosis and cytokinesis are the final stages of the cell cycle where organelles and
replicated DNA are equally separated to give rise to two daughter cells. Irreversible
progression through these stages is mediated by proteasomal-dependent degradation of
critical cell cycle regulatory proteins such as Cyclin A, Cyclin B, and Securin (Peters,
2002). In addition to proteasomal degradation, an important regulator of cytokinesis
progression is the small GTPase RhoA (Glotzer, 2001), whose high activity is required for
successful completion of cell division.
P190 is a RhoA-specific GTPase Activating Protein (GAP) that inhibits RhoA
activity by stimulating the hydrolysis of Rho-bound GTP to GDP. Previous work in our
laboratory defined a role for p190 in cytokinesis (Su et al., 2003), namely that (1)
overexpression of p190 resulted in a multinucleation phenotype, indicative of cytokinesis
failure, (2) p190 was localized to the cleavage furrow, where it colocalized with actin and
opposed the action of the Rho Guanine Nucleotide Exchange Factor (GEF) Ect2 (Mikawa
et al., 2008) and (3) p190 protein levels were observed to decrease drastically in
cytokinesis through ubiquitin-mediated proteasomal degradation.
Results presented in this dissertation reveal that the GAP activity of p190 is
responsible for the observed multinucleation phenotype and that mitotic p190 degradation,
and the associated decrease in GAP activity, is required for successful cytokinesis
completion, consistent with the requirement for high RhoGTP levels during this stage of
the cell cycle. Furthermore, we discovered that four N-terminal lysine residues in p190
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are required for its mitotic degradation. Preliminary results suggest the involvement of
the APC/Ccdc20 E3 ligase complex in mitotic p190 ubiquitination. Additionally, p190 was
found to affect the localization of the phosphorylated form of myosin II, necessary for
contractile activity at the cleavage furrow, likely through association with the molecular
scaffold Anillin, which is critical for the organization and stabilization of the contractile
ring.

Intriguingly, the interaction between these two molecules was contractility

dependent, providing an initial indication of a potential mechanosensing mechanism
whereby cells can sense appropriate tension along the cleavage furrow and relay that
information to RhoA, the master regulator of contractile ring dynamics. Finally, we
report the GAP-dependent involvement of p190 in the alignment of metaphase
chromosomes at the equator of a dividing cell. This process does not involve RhoA
function but rather, appears to be regulated by the Rho family GTPase Cdc42. This
observation suggests that p190 may act as a dual-specificity GAP with affinity for Cdc42
during mitosis and for RhoA affinity during cytokinesis. Together, the work presented in
this dissertation increases and clarifies our understanding of the role p190 plays in the
Rho family-mediated processes necessary for proper cell division.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
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Many important cellular processes such as migration, adhesion, polarity, and cell
division require the reorganization of the actin cytoskeleton. This structural system relies
on numerous actin-associated and regulatory proteins for proper function. RhoGTPases
have long been implicated as master regulators of actin cytoskeleton dynamics and,
therefore, the modulation Rho activity is of vital importance in the cellular context. The
protein that is the main focus of these studies is p190RhoGAP (p190), a negative
regulator of Rho activity. Although much is known about p190 function in migration,
adhesion, and cell morphology, processes that take part during the interphase stage of the
cell cycle, little was known regarding the involvement of p190 in modulating RhoGTP
signaling during mitosis until work from our laboratory was published in 2003. The
results presented in this dissertation are the continuation of that original work and offer
further clarity in our understanding of the role and regulation of p190RhoGAP during
mitosis and cytokinesis.

RHO GTPASES
RhoGTPases are a family of small GTPases that are central to the regulation of
actin cytoskeleton organization and dynamics. There are numerous RhoGTP family
members which are divided into three subgroups, Rho, Rac and Cdc42, named after the
best known GTPases in each group. The Rho subgroup is the largest of the three,
comprising RhoA, RhoB, RhoC, RhoD, RhoE, RhoG, RhoH and the Rnd proteins. The
Rac subgroup includes Rac1, Rac2 and Rac3 while the Cdc42 subgroup consists of
Cdc42Hs, Tc10, and G25K (Aspenstrom, 1999). RhoGTPases are nucleotide binding
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Figure 1. The Rho activation cycle
The activity of Rho family small GTPases is regulated by three classes of proteins:
guanine nucleotide exchange factors (GEFs), GTPase-activating proteins (GAPs) and
guanine nucleotide dissociation inhibitors (GDI). Rho binds GTP with the aid of GEFs,
which exchange GDP with GTP. Rho-GTP is the active form of the protein. GAPs
stimulate the intrinsic GTP hydrolysis activity of RhoGTPases, releasing inorganic
phosphate. Rho-GDP is the inactive form of Rho. GDIs prevent GDP release, thereby
maintaining Rho in the inactive state. Rho regulates actin cytoskeleton dynamics by
means of several effector proteins.
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proteins that function as molecular switches, given their ability to rapidly cycle between
on and off states. Their activation status is dependent on nucleotide binding: when
GTPases are bound to guanosine triphosphate (GTP) they are fully activated, whereas
binding to guanosine diphosphate (GDP) results in their inactivation. Nucleotide binding
status is affected by the actions of three GTPase regulatory proteins: Guanine nucleotide
Exchange Factors (GEFs), GTPase Activating Proteins (GAPs) and Guanine nucleotide
Dissociation Inhibitors (GDIs). GEFs promote nucleotide exchange of GTPase-bound
GDP for GTP, resulting in RhoGTPase activation. GAPs stimulate the intrinsic GTP
hydrolysis activity of GTPases, increasing the rates of bound-GTP conversion into GDP,
and GDIs block spontaneous Rho activation by sequestering it away from the membrane
(Figure 1). Due to the nature of Rho activation, rapidly cycling between active and
inactive states, growth factor stimulation, integrin engagement and G-protein coupled
receptors are known to activate both GEFs and GAPs (Hall and Nobes, 2000).
Although accepted as bona fide regulators of cellular actin structures and their
dynamics, it was several years before researchers discerned the specificity of these
proteins as studies clarified the different roles that RhoA, Rac1, and Cdc42 played in
directing the dynamics and stability of different actin structures in the cell.
Microinjection experiments that introduced constitutively active RhoA in serum-starved
NIH3T3 cells revealed that RhoA activity resulted in the assembly of actin stress fiber
formation (Nobes and Hall, 1995). In contrast, inhibition of RhoA activity by treatment
with the C.botulinum exotoxin C3, which specifically ADP-ribosylates Rho and prevents
its activation (Nemoto et al., 1991), resulted in the loss of stress fiber and lack of focal
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adhesion formation (Ridley and Hall, 1992).

Similar microinjection experiments

revealed that Rac 1 activity directs lamellipodia formation at the edges of the cell (Ridley
et al., 1992) and that Cdc42 activity resulted in the formation of finger-like protrusions of
cell membrane called filopodia (Nobes and Hall, 1995;Hall, 1998). Because the work
presented in this dissertation is focused on the regulation of RhoA activity and signaling
during mitosis by p190RhoGAP, I will further discuss and elaborate on the downstream
signaling specific to the GTPase RhoA.
As depicted in Figure 2, RhoA activity is the initiating signaling event that results
in actin polymerization, particularly in stress fiber formation. RhoA directs the three
major steps involved in stress fiber formation: actin polymerization, actin filament
stabilization and actomyosin assembly/contraction (Bishop and Hall, 2000b). Rho directs
actin polymerization through some of its most important effectors, the Diaphanous or
mDia proteins. mDia proteins contain formin homology domains which are capable of
nucleating actin filaments. Unlike the Arp2/3 complex, involved in the formation of
branched filament networks, mDia functions to mediate the formation of straight actin
filaments (Chang and Peter, 2002). These straight actin filaments can then be stabilized
and bundled to form stress fibers. Rho mediates filament stabilization primarily through
its effector Rho Kinase I, hereafter referred to as ROCK (Yoneda et al., 2005). ROCK
activation results in the phosphorylation of LIM kinase which in turn phosphorylates and
inactivates cofilin, an actin-binding protein. Cofilin disassembles actin filaments by
severing them and increasing the off-rate for actin monomers at the barbed-end (Carlier
et al., 1997;Ichetovkin et al., 2000). Rho-mediated inhibition of cofilin thus increases
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Figure 2. Stress fiber regulation by RhoA
Rho regulates stress fiber formation through acto-myosin assembly and contraction, actin
filament stabilization, and actin polymerization. Active Rho (RhoGTP) regulates these
processes through Rho-associated kinase I (ROCK) and mDia proteins. ROCK mediates
phosphorylation of myosin light chain (MLC) phosphatase, inhibiting its activity, and of
MLC directly. Increased MLC phosphorylation results in actomyosin filament assembly
and contraction. ROCK also phosphorylates LIM kinase (LIMK), which facilitates actin
filament stabilization by inhibitory phosphorylation of cofilin. Rho directs increased
actin polymerization through mDia proteins, actin nucleators that produce long, straight
filaments. The association of mDia with Profilin, an actin-binding protein, promotes
actin polymerization.
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actin filament stability. Rho also directs actomyosin assembly and contraction through
the actions of ROCK on the molecular motor myosin II. Discovered in 1978, myosin II is
an actin-binding motor protein made up of two heavy chains, two essential light chains
and two regulatory light chains (Pollard et al., 1978). Actin crosslinking by myosin II
and the ensuing formation of stress fibers is regulated by Rho through ROCK. For
myosin II to bind and crosslink actin, Threonine 18 of its myosin light chain (MLC) must
be phosphorylated (Bresnick et al., 1995;Matsumura et al., 2001). Moreover, ROCKmediated phosphorylation of MLC at Ser 19 results in the activation of the ATPase
activity and motor function of myosin II (Hirano et al., 2003). Thus, myosin motor
activity is controlled by phosphorylation of its regulatory light chains (MLC) at these two
residues which are also targeted by other kinases, including Rho substrate citron and
myosin light chain kinase among others (Hirano et al., 2003). To ensure full activation of
myosin II, ROCK also phosphorylates the phosphatase in opposition to MLC
phosphorylation, Myosin Light Chain Phosphatase. Phosphorylation of this phosphatase
renders it inactive and allows for a tremendous increase in MLC phosphorylation and
myosin II activation (Ito et al., 2004). Myosin phosphorylation and activation increases
its actin-binding affinity, permitting the crosslinking of several actin fibers into a more
stable and mechanically active actomyosin filament. Myosin II phosphorylation and
activation also result in increased ATPase activity of this motor protein, allowing it to
walk along crosslinked filaments and providing the mechanical force necessary for such
cellular events as cell migration and cytokinesis (Jaffe and Hall, 2005).
The involvement of RhoA in cytokinesis, the last stage of the cellular life cycle, is
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of particular relevance to the work presented in this dissertation. Though addressed in
further detail later in this Introduction, I will briefly review the participation of RhoA in
cytokinesis. Numerous laboratories have detected increases in RhoGTP levels during
cytokinesis and reported that inhibition of Rho activity at this stage of the cell cycle
results in cells failing to divide properly, giving rise to multinucleation (Kimura et al.,
2000b;Maddox and Burridge, 2003;Yoshizaki et al., 2004;Su et al., 2009). In order for
cells to divide properly during cytokinesis, an actomyosin ring must be formed at the
midzone of the dividing cell, where it provides the mechanical forces that allow
membrane furrowing and eventual separation of daughter cells. Activation and function
of downstream Rho effectors ROCK and mDia, as described above, is crucial for
actomyosin ring formation and contraction (Figure 6).
Central to the work in this dissertation is the negative regulation of cellular
RhoGTP levels by a particular GAP, p190RhoGAP. Of all RhoGTPase family members,
p190RhoGAP has greatest specificity for RhoA and is an important component of stress
fiber and focal adhesion regulatory complexes (Ridley et al., 1992;Ridley et al.,
1993;Nobes and Hall, 1995;Chang et al., 1995).

This dissertation expands on the

regulation and function of p190, particularly during cytokinesis, as we have previously
observed that its expression levels are significantly reduced at a time when RhoGTP
levels are greatest and reported that its overexpression causes multinucleation and
cytokinesis failure. Included below is a broad review of the p190 literature that will
provide readers with the proper perspective of my work, in light of the essential cellular
role of RhoA, described above.
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Figure 3. Schematic representation of p190RhoGAP
p190 is a RhoGTPase-activating protein (GAP) that consists of a N-terminal GTPbinding domain or GBD (indicated in light blue), a Middle Domain or MD (indicated in
blue) and a GAP domain (indicated in purple). The GBD can bind GTP directly. The
MD regulates p190 interactions and function through protein-protein interaction domains
and phosphorylation sites. Phosphorylation of Y1105 by c-Src results in increased
p190RhoGAP activity. The MD has been arbitrarily divided into 3 sections (Sect 1, Sect
2, and Sect 3). The GAP domain is specific for Rho family members, particularly RhoA.
Arginine 1283 (R1283) mediates p190-RhoA interaction. Adjacent to the GAP domain is
a proline rich region (indicated in orange).
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P190RhoGAP
Historical background
p190RhoGAP-A, a Rho GTPase activating protein (hereafter referred to as p190),
was first described in 1990 by Ellis and colleagues as a tyrosine phosphorylated protein
that associated with p120RasGAP and p62Dok in cells that had been transformed by
cytoplasmic and receptor-like tyrosine kinases such as v-src, v-fps and p56Lck as well as
in cells stimulated with the epidermal growth factor (EGF) (Ellis et al., 1990;Ellis et al.,
1991). A signaling pathway that directly linked the EGF and v-Src as upstream effectors
of p190RhoGAP phosphorylation and its association with the p120RasGAP-p62Dok
complex would be described shortly thereafter (Bouton et al., 1991b;Chang et al., 1993).
In 1992, p190 was cloned and characterized by a group from MIT lead by Dr. Robert
Weinberg (Settleman et al., 1992c). They analyzed several cDNAs encoding p190 which
yielded an expected protein sequence containing two discrete domains that were
homologous to others previously described. The N-terminus revealed motifs associated
with all GTP binding proteins (GTPases) known at that time. The C-terminus included a
GTPase Activating Protein (GAP) domain (Figure 3).

Moderate progress in

understanding the role of the N-terminal GTPase domain has been made since this initial
study was published. In fact, a partial aim of the work presented in this dissertation was
to shed further light on the biological role of the GTPase Binding Domain (GBD)containing N-terminus of p190. The C-terminal GAP domain has dominated the interest
of researchers working on p190 and much is known regarding its function and regulation.
Further discussion regarding each of these individual domains and our current
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Figure 4. Schematic representation of the homology between p190A and p190B
There is sequence conservation of the common regions of p190 among species and
related proteins. The light blue region represents the GBD domain, the blue region
represents the MD, and the purple region denotes the GAP domain. The percentages
indicate the amount of identity between the sequences for the particular domain. The rat
and human p190A proteins are nearly identical. Though structurally homologous, the
amino acid sequences of p190A and p190B are significantly different, the greatest
divergence being found within the MD.
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understanding of their function and regulation will be undertaken shortly hereafter, as
part of this Introduction.
Several years after the discovery of p190, an additional member of the
p190RhoGAP family of proteins was described and designated p190RhoGAP-B,
hereafter referred to as p190B (Burbelo et al., 1995). This study reported the cloning of a
protein with 52% overall amino acid sequence homology to p190, with which it shared
similar domain architecture.

Just as with p190, the N-terminus included motifs

associated with GTPases and the C-terminus included a GAP domain shown to have in
vitro specificity for RhoA, Rac1 and Cdc42, in this hierarchical order. Results further
showed that it localized diffusely in the cytoplasm of a variety of cells. Moreover, it
colocalized in fibrillar patterns with α5β3 integrin, a receptor for fibronectin, and Rho in
response to fibronectin treatment, providing a transmembrane link between integrins and
Rho.
Although the nomenclature used to designate these two proteins could lead one to
believe that these homologues are splice variants of one gene, p190 and p190B are
encoded by separate genes located on completely different chromosomes. The p190 gene
is found at chromosome location 19q13.3, which is reportedly deleted in some gliomas
and other carcinomas (Tikoo et al., 2000). The p190B gene is located instead on
chromosome 14q (Burbelo et al., 1998). Although encoded by different genes, the
redundancy of these two molecules at the nucleotide and protein sequence levels is a
good indication of their critical role and particular relevance on vital biological processes,
to be discussed in following sections.
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Structure and domains
The sequence of the p190 protein has been divided into three major regions or
domains: an N-terminal GTP-binding domain (GBD), a Middle Domain (MD), and a Cterminal GTPase activating protein domain (GAP), as shown in Figure 3. There is a high
degree of homology between human and rat p190 sequences throughout all domains. A
comparison between p190 and p190B homologues yields significant divergence in their
sequences, particularly in the Middle Domain region (Figure 4). P190 and p190B share
approximately 70% homology in the N-terminus sequences of the protein, including the
GTP binding domain (Figure 4).

N-terminal GTP Binding Domain
The N-terminus of p190 contains several motifs associated with GTPases
including phosphate-, magnesium2+-, and guanine-binding motifs (Settleman et al.,
1992c). Together, they mediate direct binding of p190 to GTP and GDP in a saturatable
manner that is time- and dose-dependent (Foster et al., 1994;Roof et al., 2000). Purified
p190 protein was reported to be unable to hydrolyze GTP to GDP, making the biological
significance of p190-GTP binding unclear. Interestingly, when the guanine binding motif
present in p190 is mutated, precluding GTP binding, its ability to interact with
p120RasGAP or function as a GAP remains unaffected, decoupling the functions of the
two domains. A later study where GTP binding is reduced by mutation of a different
residue, Ser 36 in the phosphate binding motif, reported that in vivo GAP activity toward
Rho is decreased when GTP binding is disrupted, opposing previous findings (Tatsis et
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al., 1998). Our studies, some reported here and others previously published by Su and
colleagues (Su et al., 2003), support the initial claim that GAP activity is independent of
GTP binding as several p190 deletion mutants missing portions or the complete GBD
continue to negatively affect RhoGTP levels as evidenced by an increase in cytokinesis
failure and multinucleation, a phenotype mediated through inactivation of downstream
Rho signaling. The GBD can be phosphorylated at several sites by Src kinase, and this
modification results in loss of GTP binding activity (Roof et al., 2000). Finally, Su and
colleagues (2003) reported that the GBD, together with a portion of the middle domain,
regulates p190 degradation during cytokinesis. Work described in chapter 3 of this
dissertation suggests that four individual lysines at the N-terminus regulate mitotic p190
degradation.

Middle Domain
The Middle Domain (MD) is the largest of the three p190 domains and has been
arbitrarily divided into sections 1, 2, and 3 for ease of study. The middle domain
contains several protein-protein interaction motifs as well as numerous putative and
confirmed tyrosine and serine/threonine phosphorylation sites that regulate p190 activity
and interactions. The MD contains four FF domains, which consist of 50 amino acids
flanked by two conserved phenylalanine (F) residues (Bedford and Leder, 1999). FF
domains are present in proteins that bind to or interact with RNA-binding proteins, and
the presence of four FF domains in both p190 and p190B suggest that they may have
nuclear functions by interacting with RNA binding, processing, and transport proteins.
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Recent reports have elucidated a transcriptional function for these p190 FF domains.
Researchers reported an interaction, via FF domains, between p190 and the
transcriptional regulator TFII-I wherein p190 sequesters TFII-I in the cytosol, preventing
its translocation into the nucleus and the resulting transcription of serum inducible genes
including c-fos (Jiang et al., 2005).

PDGF-mediated phosphorylation of p190 FF

domains results in TFII-I release and its transport into the nucleus, revealing a pathway
by which mitogens may promote transcriptional responses. Furthermore, through FF
domain-mediated interactions with TFII-I and its antagonistic transcription factor
GATA2, p190 is involved in the regulation of vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF)
receptor 2 (VGFR2) gene expression, taking active part in mechanisms that control
angiogenesis (Mammoto et al., 2009) by responding to mechanical as well as chemical
cues. In addition to FF domains, several putative SH3 binding motifs, with the sequence
PXXP, are found distributed throughout the middle domain. SH3 domains are found in
proteins that regulate the actin cytoskeleton, as well as in Src kinase.

Although

interactions with numerous proteins are possible through this domain, to date, no reports
of PXXP-mediated p190 interactions have been published.
Several confirmed and putative phosphorylation sites can be found throughout the
MD.

The most important phosphorylation event on p190 occurs at tyrosine 1105

(Y1105) in Section 3 of the MD. Phosphorylation of Y1105 is mediated by c-Src and
several other Src family kinases (SFKs) (Roof et al., 1998;Liang et al., 2004;Shen et al.,
2008;Wolf et al., 2001;Holinstat et al., 2006). Phosphorylation at Y1105 activates the
GAP domain of p190 and allows its association with p120RasGAP (Roof et al., 1998).
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Numerous serine and threonine (ser/thr) phosphorylation sites are also present in the MD
of p190. It has been reported that during mitosis, tyrosine phosphorylation decreases
while ser/thr phosphorylation increases, with an overall GAP inactivation effect (Maddox
and Burridge, 2003). Numerous kinases are able to modify ser/thr residues in the MD of
p190 and they are discussed in more detail in an upcoming section. As shown in Figure
4, p190 and p190B share only 45% sequence homology throughout the MD (Tikoo et al.,
2000). Given that regulation of p190 activity is exercised through the MD, the decreased
homology between p190 and p190B allows for different regulatory mechanisms to be in
place for each of these proteins, promoting their participation in non-overlapping cellular
responses.

GAP Domain
Rho family GTPases are active when bound to GTP and become inactive when
the bound nucleotide is hydrolyzed and converted into GDP. Rho family GTPases are
intrinsically able to hydrolyze bound GTP but do so with especially slow kinetics. A
GAP protein, such as p190, contains a GTPase activating protein domain which increases
the hydrolysis rate of Rho-bound GTP. The GAP domain of p190 is found at the Cterminus of the protein and it shares significant homology with other GAP domains found
in proteins such as bcr (breakpoint cluster region) and n-chimerin (Settleman et al.,
1992c), both of which have GAP activity toward Rho family GTPases. Shortly after its
cloning, the GAP activity of p190 was confirmed to be RhoGTPase-specific, with
greatest affinity toward Rho. Researchers tested the GAP activity of purified p190
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against a panel of small GTPases from the Rho, Ras and Rab families (Settleman et al.,
1992a). In their study, in vitro GAP assays revealed that the activity of p190 was
specifically directed toward RhoA, Rac1 and Cdc42 and thus could be classified as a Rho
family-specific GAP.

Anne Ridley and colleagues further showed that when

microinjected into Swiss 3T3 cells, the GAP domain of p190 had specific activity for
Rho, as cells became more rounded and lost actin stress fiber structures. What is more,
LPA-induced stress fiber formation was abolished in cells microinjected with the GAP
domain p190 whereas PDGF treatment continued to induce Rac1-dependent membrane
ruffles. These data establish the in vivo RhoA-specificity of p190.
The structural requirements of GAP-mediated GTP hydrolysis in RhoGTPases
were described over ten years ago by Li and Zheng using RhoA-p190 interactions as a
model for GAP function (Li et al., 1997). Using protein chimeras and point mutations,
p190 residues important for RhoA interaction were exposed. Two residues located in the
putative G-protein binding helix pocket of the GAP domain of p190, Arginine 1283 and
Lysine 1321, were found to be crucial for the RhoA-p190 interaction. Mutation of
Lysine 1321 resulted in loss of GAP activity and disruption of the p190-RhoA
interaction. On the other hand, mutation of Arginine 1283 preserved p190-RhoA binding
but ablated the GAP activity of p190. The latter construct is used in the research herein
presented as a dominant negative form of p190. The authors conclude that the role of the
GAP domain of p190 in the hydrolysis of Rho-bound GTP “is in part to supply active site
residue Arginine 1283 for efficient catalysis”. Similar to p190, the GAP activity of
p190B exhibits in vitro specificity for Rho, Rac and Cdc42 (Burbelo et al., 1995) and in
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vivo, has only been reported to act on RhoA. However, through interactions mediated by
its MD, p190B is also able to interact with Rac1 (Bustos et al., 2008). P190 and p190B
share around 70% sequence homology throughout the GAP domain (Tikoo et al., 2000).

Regulation of Activity
Through its ability to modulate RhoGTP levels, p190RhoGAP is a central player
in the regulatory signaling pathways directing cytoskeletal dynamics and organization.
Because of this vital cellular role, several regulatory mechanisms are in place to ensure
proper and timely p190 activation and inactivation.

Such mechanisms include

phosphorylation, dephosphorylation, protein-protein interactions and ubiquitin-mediated
degradation. Initial reports described p190 as a tyrosine phosphorylated protein that
associated with p120RasGAP upon transformation by Src or treatment with EGF (Ellis et
al., 1990;Bouton et al., 1991a). Because levels of phosphorylated tyrosine in p190 varied
with the level of Src protein and not with EGF treatment, it was determined that p190 is a
preferred substrate of Src (Chang et al., 1993;Chang et al., 1995;Roof et al., 1998;Brouns
et al., 2001). Although tyrosine phosphorylation is observed throughout the molecule,
the main phosphorylation site is at Y1105 (Roof et al., 1998). Y1105 plays a central role
in the regulation of p190 activity, as studies have shown that its phosphorylation by Src
results in an increase in binding to p120RasGAP and the activation of the GAP domain of
p190 (Haskell et al., 2001). Several other kinases, including Src Family Kinases (SFKs),
have also been reported to phosphorylate p190 at Y1105 and other residues, resulting in
the activation of its GAP domain and implicating p190 in a number of important cellular
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events.

For

example,

Fyn-mediated

p190

phosphorylation

is

involved

in

oligondendrocyte differentiation (Wolf et al., 2001), and Brk (Breast tumor kinase)mediated p190 phosphorylation results in increased proliferation and migration of breast
cancer cells (Shen et al., 2008). Other kinases, such a focal adhesion kinase (FAK), fgr,
v-abl, and TEL-ARG are able to activate the RhoGAP activity of p190 by
phosphorylation and have thus revealed the involvement of p190 in cell migration,
adhesion pathways, vascular permeability and semaphorin signaling (Continolo et al.,
2005;Holinstat et al., 2006;Hernandez et al., 2004;Shimizu et al., 2008;Palmi et al.,
2006).
The relevance of tyrosine phosphorylation as a means of activating p190 has been
cemented by additional reports where a number of signaling molecules, none of them
tyrosine kinases, indirectly regulate the GAP activity of p190 by transiently increasing its
overall tyrosine phosphorylation status. Some of the molecules that indirectly increase
the tyrosine phosphorylation and activation of p190 include v-FMS (Trouliaris et al.,
1995), NADPH oxidase (Nox-1) (Shinohara et al., 2007), angiotensin II (Rattan et al.,
2003), Gα13 (Bartolome et al., 2008), protein kinase C (PKC) (Brandt et al., 2002), and
the p110Δ isoform of phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase (PI3K) (Papakonstanti et al., 2007).
Tyrosine phosphorylation resulting from signaling initiated through these molecules
results in modulation of cellular pathways that direct contractility, cell morphology,
invasion, chemotaxis and proliferation.

The detailed mechanisms by which these

proteins activate p190 are still to be clarified.
How does phosphorylation of Y1105 result in an increase in the GAP activity of
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p190? p190 was originally described as a tyrosine phosphorylated protein associated
with p120RasGAP. This interaction has been further dissected and shown to result in
increased p190RhoGAP activity (Chang et al., 1995;Haskell et al., 2001;Bradley et al.,
2006;Shen et al., 2008).

Two tyrosine residues in p190, Y1087 and Y1105, were

originally reported as being required for p120 binding. It was proposed that the two
tandem phosphorylated tyrosines served as binding sites for the two SH2 domains present
in p120RasGAP (Bryant et al., 1995;Hu and Settleman, 1997). It was later reported that,
in fact, a single tyrosine, Y1105, was the sole mediator of p190-p120 interaction (Roof et
al., 1998). Point mutations of this residue result in inhibition of the interaction between
p190 and p120RasGAP and ablation of its GAP activity, suggesting that binding of p120
is required for p190 activation. Other reports indicated that the association between these
proteins allows the recruitment and localization of p190 to a detergent insoluble
cytoskeletal fraction, where it is able to exert its inhibitory function on Rho (Chen et al.,
2003;Shen et al., 2008). However, in some studies, p190 has been observed to remain
active even when it is precluded from p120RasGAP association (Tsubouchi et al., 2002).
Tsubouchi and colleagues report that paxillin, when phosphorylated at two critical
residues, competes with p190 for binding to the SH2 domains of RasGAP. Interestingly,
free p190 continued to perform its Rho inhibitory functions effectively. Moreover, in
p120RasGAP-null fibroblasts, p190 is still tyrosine phosphorylated but at a decreased
level, suggesting that p190 tyrosine phosphorylated and activated in the absence of
p120RasGAP, possibly through the mitogen-activated protein kinase (MAPK) pathway
(van der et al., 1997), illustrating that p190 may become and remain active after tyrosine
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phosphorylation regardless of its association with RasGAP.
The interplay between p190 and p120 carries out further, as research has
established that activation of one of these GAPs, by phosphorylation, results in the
inactivation of the other (Moran et al., 1991;Settleman et al., 1992a;Haskell et al.,
2001;Koehler and Moran, 2001;Sastry et al., 2006;Shen et al., 2008) establishing a
mechanism by which Rho and Ras activation can be coupled and result in coordinated
signaling pathways and cellular outcomes. Further details regarding the mechanism by
which Ras regulates Rho activation have been clarified. Researchers have reported that
p190 activation by phosphorylation is sensitive to the redox state of a cell, regulated by
increased Ras activity (Shinohara et al., 2007). For example, in K-Ras transformed rat
kidney cells, reactive oxygen species (ROS) generated by Nox-1 result in RhoA
inactivation. This effect is mediated through oxidative inactivation of the low molecular
weight-protein tyrosine phosphatase (LMW-PTP) and a concurrent increase in tyrosine
phosphorylation of p190, the direct target of the phosphatase. Similarly, Nimnual and
colleagues (2003) demonstrated that Rac activation also results in the production of
reactive oxygen species (ROS) which, in turn, inactivate LMW-PTP, resulting in an
increase in p190RhoGAP activity by preventing its dephosphorylation. Together, these
studies propose an elegant mechanism by which one GTPase can negatively affect the
function of another, thus coupling and coordinating signaling pathways and actin
cytoskeleton-dependent cellular processes.
Given that tyrosine phosphorylation increases the GAP activity of p190, it is to be
expected that tyrosine phosphatases have the opposite effect, as exemplified above by
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LMW-PTP. A number of phosphatases with activity toward p190 have been identified.
The tyrosine phosphatases PTP20 and Ptprz have been shown to mediate the
dephosphorylation of Y1105, specifically.

Overexpression of protein tyrosine

phosphatase 20 (PTP20) induces retraction of the cell body with the extension of long,
dendritic-like processes and decreased cell adhesion to the substratum which correlate
with a reduction in the phosphotyrosine levels of p190 RhoGAP.

Furthermore,

overexpression of PTP20 reduced the formation of p190-p120 complexes (Shiota et al.,
2003). Ptprz, predominantly expressed in the brain, has been implicated in memory
formation through a ROCK-dependent pathway.

A Ptprz-deficient mouse model

demonstrated that Y1105 phosphorylation levels remained elevated when compared with
wild-type mice. In vitro assays further confirmed the ability of Ptprz to directly decrease
Y1105 phosphorylation (Tamura et al., 2006). Several other phosphatases have also been
reported to decrease p190 tyrosine phosphorylation levels, although it is unclear whether
they have specificity for any particular residue. As previously described, LMW-PTP
decreases the tyrosine phosphorylation and activity of p190 in response to changes in the
cell’s redox state. The phosphatase PTP-PEST also acts upon p190 as a means of
directing cell protrusion and retraction in migrating cells (Sastry et al., 2006). A decrease
in the tyrosine phosphorylationof p190, however, is not solely mediated by phosphatases.
Several other proteins have been shown to indirectly decrease p190 phosphorylation
levels, by interfering with Src activation. Some of these proteins include Thy-1 (Barker
et al., 2004), Src-associated in mitosis 68 (Sam68) (Huot et al., 2009), caveolin-1
(Grande-Garcia et al., 2007), and the receptor for activated protein kinase C (RACK1)
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(Miller et al., 2004). Moreover, it has been shown that latent transforming growth factorβ (TGF-β) (Kim et al. 2006; Park et al. 2006) and tissue transflutaminase (tTG) (Janiak et
al. 2006) can also lead to reduced p190 tyrosine phosphorylation levels.
In opposition to the activating effect of tyrosine phosphorylation on p190, ser/thr
phosphorylation results in decreased RhoGAP activity. The negative effect of ser/thr
phosphorylation was first described by Maddox and colleagues as a part of a study to
determine the role of cortical retraction and rigidity during mitotic cell rounding (Maddox
and Burridge, 2003). They found that increased RhoGTP levels are required for both
cortical retraction and rigidity and looked further into the mechanism by which this
increase is mediated. Their report revealed that tyrosine phosphorylation of p190 and its
interaction with p120, hallmarks of p190 activation, are decreased during mitosis
whereas, ser/thr phosphorylation of p190 is increased.

Characterization of ser/thr

phosphorylated p190 isolated from mitotic cell samples revealed that it had decreased
GAP activity toward RhoA, as measured by in vitro GAP assays. Two ser/thr kinases,
glycogen synthase kinase-3β (GSK-3β) and ROCK, have been shown to target and
inactivate the GAP activity of p190. Researchers reported that p190 is required for
polarized cell migration as a phosphoprylation substrate of GSK-3β, a critical regulator of
cell polarity. This phosphorylation results in an in vivo decrease in p190 GAP activity
(Jiang et al., 2008). Similarly, the RhoA downstream effector ROCK phosphorylates Ser
1150, near the GAP domain, rendering this domain inactive and creating a positive
feedback loop that allows for prolonged RhoA activation, as observed in vasospasms
(Mori et al., 2009).
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Finally, degradation of nearly 70% of the cellular p190 pool during cytokinesis
serves as an additional negative regulatory mechanism for p190 GAP activity during a
clearly defined time period in the cell cycle. Su and others (2003) in our laboratory were
first to report severely decreased p190 protein levels in late mitosis, and their work
demonstrated that this decrease is mediated in a ubiquitin-proteasome pathway-dependent
manner. They also showed that upon re-entry into the G1 phase of the cell cycle, the
amount of p190 protein detected returned to normal levels. Overexpression of p190
resulted in a multinucleation phenotype, purportedly because p190 levels remained high
during cytokinesis, preventing sufficient RhoA activation. In a later study, our laboratory
showed that overexpression of p190 result in decreased RhoGTP levels at the cleavage
furrow, as determined using a RhoGTP biosensor (Su et al., 2009). These series of
results led us to hypothesize that a decrease in p190 levels was important and necessary
in mediating the increase in RhoGTP levels necessary for cell division. Work described
in Chapter 3 of this dissertation confirmed that p190 degradation is required for
successful cytokinesis completion and identified four lysines necessary for its mitotic
degradation.

Biological Function
By virtue of its ability to regulate RhoGTP levels and downstream actin
cytoskeleton dynamics, p190 is involved in numerous critical cellular events. In this
section, I will give a brief overview of the varied functions attributed to p190 and the data
supporting its participation.
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Adhesion, Migration and Invasion
Integrins are transmembrane receptors that mediate and regulate adhesion
between a cell and the extracellular matrix (ECM).

The first link between the

p190RhoGAP family of proteins and adhesion became evident during the
characterization of p190B, as it was reported to colocalize with α5 integrin subunits and
Rho after cells were stimulated with fibronectin-coated beads (an integrin activator)
(Burbelo et al., 1995). Further research described a direct link between integrins and
p190 through experiments showing engagement of the β1 integrin subunit as a means to
stimulate tyrosine phosphorylation of p190 (Nakahara et al., 1998).

The increased

phosphorylation of p190 correlated well with increased invasion through ECM and with
p190 localization to membrane protrusions, where it colocalized with actin.
Microinjection of p190 blocking antibodies resulted in decreased ECM degradation and
decreased invasive potential.

A decade later, Bass and colleagues (2008) brought

together the findings of Burbelo and Nakahara into a mechanistic model as they reported
that p190 is the convergence point of adhesion signals from the integrin heterodimer
receptor α5β1 and syndecan-4, a single transmembrane domain protein that acts as a coreceptor for G protein-coupled receptors (GPCRs). Their results confirmed that matrixinduced tyrosine phosphorylation of p190 is stimulated solely by engagement of α5β1
integrin.

Parallel engagement of syndecan-4 causes redistribution of the tyrosine-

phosphorylated (active) pool of p190 to the membrane, where it affects RhoA activity,
through direct activation of protein kinase C alpha by syndecan-4 (Bass et al., 2008).
Activation of both pathways is necessary for the efficient regulation of RhoA and focal
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adhesion formation. Arthur and colleagues (2000) provided further mechanistic insights
regarding p190 phosphorylation resulting from integrin engagement and corroborated the
important role of p190 GAP activity in lowering RhoA activity levels. Their study
showed that integrin engagement results in c-Src-mediated tyrosine phosphorylation of
p190 and a direct decrease in RhoGTP levels, which facilitates cell spreading and
migration by altering stress fiber dynamics.

Keeping with previously established

descriptions of p190 action, only Rho was affected and not Rac1 or Cdc42. Furthermore,
a p190 dominant-negative GAP mutant (R1283A) inhibited migration, suggesting that
p190-mediated Rho inactivation is necessary for migration (Arthur et al., 2000). Similar
observations were made in rat ovarian granulosa cells which, when treated with folliclestimulating hormone, presented with increased p190 tyrosine phosphorylation and
decreased RhoA activation, resulting in decreased cell substratum adhesion and increased
migratory potential (Shiota et al., 2003).
Cadherins are an additional family of transmembrane receptors that mediate cell
adhesion and migration and do so by affecting p190 and Rho activity levels. Cadherin
engagement induces Src-dependent tyrosine phosphorylation of p190, increases its ability
to interact with p120RasGAP and results in decreased RhoGTP levels (Noren et al.,
2003). Cadherin signaling has also been shown to suppress RhoA activity while Rac1 is
activated.

A recent report described roles for p120-catenin and p190RhoGAP that

coordinate crosstalk between these systems and regulate cadherin function (Wildenberg
et al., 2006). This report suggests that receptor-induced Rac activity causes translocation
of p190 to adherens junctions (AJs), where it couples to the cadherin complex via
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interaction with p120-catenin.

AJ formation is dependent on this p120catenin-

p190RhoGAP interaction and fails altogether if either of these proteins is compromised.
The proposed mechanism couples Rac activation to localized inhibition of Rho, essential
for AJ formation. Rac is activated by receptor tyrosine kinases (RTKs), integrins, and
cadherins, receptors that can also activate p190. p120-catenin and p190RhoGAP use
RhoGTPases to mediate crosstalk between a wide variety of receptors in order to
coordinate cadherin function with other activities that direct cell-substrate adhesion, cell
motility, and proliferation.
Regulation of cell-cell and cell-substratum adhesion is not limited to
transmembrane receptors and their ability to directly affect p190RhoGAP activity and
RhoGTP levels, as there is an ever increasing list of cytoskeletal-related proteins reported
to participate in focal adhesion and stress fiber regulation through modulation of p190
phosphotyrosine levels. For example, focal adhesion kinase (FAK) is a well established
regulator of cell adhesion and has been shown to exert direct influence on the p190-RhoA
pathway. Inhibition of FAK decreases tyrosine phosphorylation of p190RhoGAP and
elevates the level of GTP-bound Rho (Playford et al., 2008). Similarly, Thy-1, a GPIanchored glycoprotein, regulates migratory and adhesive events such as focal adhesion
formation and stress fiber disassembly in a Src-dependent manner through
phosphorylation of p190 and the ensuing inhibition of Rho activity (Barker et al., 2004).

Neuronal Differentiation/Development
p190A is ubiquitously expressed in all fetal and adult tissues (Settleman et al.,
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1992c;Tikoo et al., 2000).

Additional studies demonstrated that p190A was highly

expressed in brain, spinal cord and eyes of developing mouse embryos, a finding that was
the first to bring attention to the involvement of p190 in neuronal development (Brouns et
al., 2000). As a part of this study, Brouns and colleagues created transgenic mice with a
targeted disruption of p190 in order to study the effect of the partial deletion of p190. It
is important to note that the transgenic mice produced an enzymatically active form of
p190 since the resulting protein product, an N-terminal deletion, still contained intact
Middle and GAP domains. Transgenic mice with disrupted p190 were defective in neural
development, displayed aberrant tissue morphogenesis and abnormalities in forebrain
hemisphere fusion, ventricle shape, optic cup formation, neural tube closure, and layering
of cerebral cortex cells through excessive actin polymerization in cells of the neural tube
floor plate. Ninety-five percent of mice died within the first two days after birth and the
rest within the first three weeks (Brouns et al., 2001). Mice also exhibited defects in
axon guidance and fasciculation. Improper axon guidance may result in inappropriate
sensing of chemoattractant gradients and axons “wandering” into the wrong compartment
of the brain. Fasciculation defects prevent proper bundling or grouping of myelinated or
unmyelinated axons.
It is unclear why the authors of these studies decided to create transgenic mice
with gene disruptions that would yield N-terminal disrupted protein products while
leaving the enzymatically active GAP domain undisturbed. As discussed earlier in the
introduction, the GAP domain and its activity are the means by which p190 mediates its
effects on Rho and the actin cytoskeleton, with little known functionality being attributed
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to the N-terminal GTP binding domain. It was therefore surprising and puzzling to see
such marked phenotypes in these transgenic mice, unless the N-terminus is able to
regulate GAP domain function. Previously published results from work in our laboratory
(Su et al., 2003;Mikawa et al., 2008;Su et al., 2009) and results included in this
dissertation may provide an explanation for such striking phenotypes. Our results show
that the N-terminus of p190 is important in mediating its ubiquitination and degradation
during cytokinesis and that failure to decrease p190 levels during cytokinesis results in
multinucleation and apoptosis (K. Ludwig, personal communications). Furthermore, it is
possible that accumulation of p190 in cells that escape either phenotype results in
decreased RhoGTP levels and aberrant migration patterns leading to excessive actin
polymerization as well as incomplete closure of the optic fissure and neural tube, reported
by Brouns and colleagues. Nevertheless, the drastic phenotypes observed point to the
importance of appropriate p190 regulation and activity for proper neuronal development.

Vascular Permeability and Angiogenesis
The thin layer of cells that line the interior surface of blood vessels is known as
the vascular endothelium. It forms the interface between circulating blood in the lumen
and the rest of the vessel wall. Endothelial cells interact with ECM proteins at focal
adhesions, contributing to the integrity of the vascular endothelial barrier through
regulation of cell junctions. Angiogenesis requires the modification of these junctions to
allow new vessel growth. In lung injury patients, increased endothelial permeability
gives rise to serious conditions including alveolar flooding, hypoxemia, and tissue
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leukocyte infiltration, all of which trigger inflammatory cytokine production leading to
increased morbidity and mortality.

FAK activation is required for barrier function

recovery after thrombin-mediated increases in endothelial junction permeability and does
so through a mechanism of action that requires p190. In vitro studies showed that
thrombin causes a transient activation of RhoA followed by prolonged activation of FAK
and recovery of barrier function.

Moreover, thrombin induced increased tyrosine

phosphorylation of p190, along with a decrease in RhoA activity. Under thrombintreatment conditions, FAK was found associated with p190, and recombinant FAK
phosphorylated p190RhoGAP in vitro (Holinstat et al., 2006). Holinstat and colleagues
then took their findings into the lung microcirculation where they recapitulated their in
vitro findings in an in vivo system. Thrombin-induced permeability is also attenuated
through a separate, yet similar, pathway requiring Hepatocyte Growth Factor (HGF)
activation of the GEF Tiam1 and of Rac1. As previously described in this introduction,
activation of Rac1 results in the inactivation of Rho through an increase in p190 tyrosine
phosphorylation, leading to greater GAP activity toward RhoA, in a Tiam1-Rac1
dependent fashion (Birukova et al., 2007;Herbrand and Ahmadian, 2006). In conclusion,
these studies show that FAK- and Tiam1-induced down-modulation of RhoA activity, via
p190RhoGAP, is a crucial step in signaling endothelial barrier restoration after increases
in permeability.
Recently, a study reported finding a role for p190 in angiogenesis.

Quite

interestingly, p190 regulates angiogenesis at the transcriptional level, rather than through
a mechanism requiring its GAP activity toward RhoA.

Mammoto and colleagues
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cleverly discovered that p190 controls angiogenesis through its FF domains, which are
spread throughout the MD and mediate association with RNA-binding proteins and
transcription factors such as TFII-I and GATA2 (Mammoto et al., 2009). These two
transcription factors have antagonistic regulatory functions on Vascular Endothelial
Growth Factor receptor (VEGFR) expression, crucial in the initiation of the angiogenic
signaling cascade. TFII-I decreases VEGFR transcription, whereas GATA2 increases it,
and p190 was found to bind both transcription factors and sequester them in the cytosol,
preventing them from entering the nucleus. Through a series of elegant experiments,
Mammoto and colleagues demonstrated that p190 acted as a mechanosensing
transcriptional switch, given that variations in ECM elasticity directed p190 binding to
either TFII-I or GATA2 and thus either inhibited or stimulated VEGFR expression and
directed capillary network formation in human microvascular endothelial cells in vitro
and during retinal angiogenesis in vivo. The authors propose that “this is the first known
functional cross-antagonism between transcription factors that controls tissue
morphogenesis, and that responds to both mechanical and chemical cues.”

Cell Death
Study of p190-related cell death began in our laboratory after researchers were
unsuccessful in their attempts to create stable cell lines overexpressing p190 (L. Su,
personal communication, B. Dukes thesis). Overexpression of p190 in both epithelial
and fibroblast cells resulted in shrunken cells and chromatin condensation, originally
determined by DAPI staining.

More recent work by Kirsten Ludwig, also in our
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laboratory, has shown that p190 overexpression in both epithelial cells and fibroblasts
induces three different phenotypes: multinucleation, dendrite-like morphology and
apoptosis.

Her work suggests that multinucleation and acquisition of dendrite-like

morphology represent intermediate steps in a pathway to apoptotic cell death. Expression
of dominant-negative p190 (R1283A) and constitutively active Rho prevent cells from
becoming apoptotic. Furthermore, her work has also revealed that p190-induced
apoptosis is a caspase-dependent event, given that the pan-caspase inhibitor Z-VAD
drastically decreases the amount of apoptosis observed.

Finally, her observations

revealed that greater endogenous p190 expression levels in breast cancer cell lines
correlate with increased sensitivity to docetaxel-induced apoptosis. Conversely, cell lines
producing lower amounts of endogenous p190 prove to be less sensitive to the drug.
Together, these results propose an important role for p190 in Rho-dependent mechanisms
regulating cell death. The implication that increased p190 levels enhance the effect of
taxanes as chemotherapeutic agents is of particular relevance since docetaxel is
commonly used in the clinic to treat breast, ovarian and non-small cell lung cancers. One
could envision that, as part of personalized treatment regimens, identification of patients
with tumors expressing increased p190 levels would classify them as prime candidates
for docetaxel treatment given their potential increased sensitivity to the drug.

Cell Cycle Progression
Work in our laboratory has defined a role for p190 in cell cycle progression, as it
regulates the completion of cytokinesis, the last stage in mitosis (a more detailed
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description of cell cycle stages is given in the following section). In an attempt to
characterize the role that p190 plays in regulating the actin cytoskeleton and determine
the reason behind their inability to prepare stable cell lines overexpressing p190, Su and
colleagues (Su et al., 2003) discovered that p190 protein levels remained constant
throughout the cell cycle yet decreased drastically during the later stages of mitosis. The
decrease in protein levels observed through Western blot was nearly 70% of interphase
levels. Furthermore, the decrease in p190 levels was shown to be mediated through the
ubiquitin-proteasome pathway, in a similar fashion as other important cell cycle
regulators driving mitotic progression, such as cyclinB, securin, and polo-like kinase.
This was discovered through the use of the proteasome inhibitor MG132 as well as
through direct in vitro ubiquitination of p190 in mitotic cell lysates. To understand the
relevance of such a marked decrease in p190 levels, Su and colleagues overexpressed
p190 in MDA-MB-468 cells (468) and assessed its effects by imunofluorescence
microscopy. To their surprise, they noticed a striking increase in multinucleated cells, a
phenotype indicative of cytokinesis failure. Structure-function analysis of p190 revealed
that the C-terminus of the protein, containing the GAP domain, several phosphorylation
sites and a poly-proline domain, was required for the observed multinucleation
phenotype.

Moreover, immunofluorescence microscopy also revealed that p190

colocalized with actin at the cleavage furrow, the site at the midzone of a dividing cell
where furrowing occurs, placing p190 at the site where the most dramatic and important
actin reorganization events of mitosis occur. Further studies in our laboratory have
shown that overexpression of p190 results in a decrease in RhoGTP levels at the cleavage
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furrow of dividing cells, as measured by a Fluorescence Resonance Energy Transfer
(FRET)-based biosensor (Su et al., 2009), and that the role of p190 during cytokinesis is
to function in direct opposition to the RhoGEF Ect2, a well characterized mitotic
activator of RhoA signaling (Mikawa et al., 2008). Mikawa and colleagues also reported
that p190 was found in a mitotic complex with Ect2, further implicating p190 as a critical
participant in the important processes necessary for progression through mitosis and into
G1.
Results reported in this dissertation are a continuation of the aforementioned
studies as they provide further details regarding the role of p190 in mitosis. Briefly,
results show that mitotic p190 degradation is required for cytokinesis completion and
avoidance of the multinucleation phenotype observed in p190 overexpressing cells.
Additionally, four lysines are identified as critical residues directing the mitotic
degradation of p190. Results also indicate that p190 overexpression disturbs cytokinesis
by decreasing ROCK-dependent phosphorylation of the regulatory light chain of myosin
II, inhibiting contractility of the cleavage furrow necessary for cell abscission.

MITOSIS AND CYTOKINESIS
For ease of scientific study, the cellular life cycle has been divided into four
periods: G1, S, G2, and M phases. The following section is a brief overview of the cell
cycle, with particular emphasis placed on mitosis, as the studies herein contain attempts
to explain p190 regulation and function during this particular phase. During G1 and G2,
the gap phases, cell growth and metabolite accumulation occurs in preparation for the
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Figure 5. The different stages of mitosis and cytokinesis
Mitosis and cytokinesis are divided into several stages. The first stage of mitosis is
prophase when chromosome condensation and nuclear envelope breakdown begin.
Duplicated centrosomes begin to migrate to different poles of the cell. During
prometaphase, chromosome condensation is completed and the nuclear envelope
disappears, releasing chromosomes into the cytosol where they are captured by
microtubules emanating from centrosomes at each pole of the cell. In metaphase, a fullyfunctional microtubule spindle has captured all chromosomes and aligned them at the
metaphase plate, in preparation for sister chromatid separation, which occurs during
anaphase. An actomyosin contractile ring forms at the cleavage furrow at this stage and
begins to contract.

During the final stage, telophase, the nuclear envelopes have

reformed around the separated nuclei and a midbody is formed by the contracting
cleavage furrow. Ultimately, cells pinch apart at the midbody and separate into two
daughter cells, in a process called abscission. The images here presented obtained using
HeLa cells.
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more active S and M phases. During S phase, the synthesis phase, nuclear DNA is
replicated. During M phase, mitosis, the cell divides into two daughter cells with each
receiving equal amounts of the replicated DNA, cellular organelles and cytosolic
contents.

Mitosis is divided into several discrete phases which include prophase,

prometaphase, metaphase, anaphase and telophase, as illustrated in Figure 5. During the
first stage, prophase, nuclear DNA condenses and organizes into chromosomes.
Centrosomes, duplicated in S phase, separate to opposite sides of the nucleus and the
nuclear envelope begins to break down. In prometaphase, nuclear envelope breakdown is
completed, releasing chromosomes into the cytosol. Microtubules begin to emanate from
centrosomes, and a mitotic microtubule spindle begins to form, capturing chromosomes
at structures called kinetochores. Interactions with microtubules cause initial movement
of chromosomes toward the center of the cell. During metaphase, chromosomes captured
by the mitotic spindle are aligned at the center of the cell, forming the metaphase plate.
As cells transition from metaphase into the next stage, anaphase, chromosomes separate
into the individual sister chromatids which are segregated to opposite poles.
Chromosome alignment and segregation are absolutely dependent on the microtubule
mitotic spindle. Also during anaphase, a cleavage furrow formation site is defined, in
alignment with the previous location of the metaphase plate and equidistant from the
poles. It is at the cleavage furrow formation site that an actomyosin ring is formed, its
constriction providing the mechanical forces required for membrane invagination and
later on, furrowing. As the cleavage furrow deepens, the cell enters the final mitotic
stage, telophase. During telophase the cleavage furrow proceeds until it effectively
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separates daughter cells, creating a microtubule-rich and highly dense structure called the
midbody. To complete cell separation, the midbody needs to be resolved and cells “pinch
off” in a process called abscission (Glotzer, 2001). Many in the field view the first three
stages of mitosis as preparatory whereas the last two effectively execute cell division.
Because of these clear functional differences, the first three stages are referred to,
collectively, as mitosis and the last two stages as cytokinesis. Because it is particularly
germane to this dissertation, a more detailed review of the RhoA-dependent mechanisms
regulating cytokinesis is included below.
A critical regulator and driver of cytokinesis is the small GTPase RhoA. Studies
done during the 1990’s using RhoA inhibitors clearly showed the need for activated Rho
during cytokinesis. Early reports used several means to inactivate RhoA, including
RhoGDI and C3 toxin, during Xenopus cell division (Kishi et al., 1993). Under these
treatments, mitosis proceeded normally but no membrane furrowing (cytokinesis) could
be detected. Likewise, microinjection of Rho inhibitors into Xenopus embryos prevented
cell division, through a mechanism that included inhibition of the actomyosin contractile
ring at the cleavage furrow. A similar phenotype was observed in sand dollar eggs
(Mabuchi et al., 1993), where an actomyosin ring did not form after treatment with C3
toxin. In addition, C3 toxin caused the regression of previously formed actomyosin rings,
thus demonstrating the need for sustained Rho activity for successful cytokinesis.
Several studies, including those reported in this dissertation, have shown
localization of RhoA during cytokinesis at the cleavage furrow formation site (Takaishi et
al., 1995;Nishimura et al., 1998a) where, in fact, it is one of the first proteins to arrive
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and orchestrate the recruitment of numerous cytokinesis proteins to the cleavage furrow
and the organization of ultrastructures such as the contractile ring. More recent studies
propose that RhoA localization to the cleavage furrow must be accompanied by an
increase in RhoGTP levels. Initial inquiries on the necessity of increased RhoGTP levels
reported the need for a global increase in Rho activation to ensure cytokinesis completion
(Kimura et al., 2000b;Maddox and Burridge, 2003;Yoshizaki et al., 2004).

As

technology improved, more complex inquiries as to the timing and spatial regulation of
increased RhoGTP levels were possible and resulted in the discovery of discrete RhoGTP
activity zones along the equator of the bipolar dividing cell (Bement et al., 2006b;Su et
al., 2009). These studies showed that these Rho activity zones are a prerequisite for
cleavage furrow formation and function, and therefore crucial for cytokinesis.
Localization of RhoA to the cleavage furrow seems to be directed by the
microtubule spindle. Bement, Benik and von Dassow (2005) published an elegant set of
experiments that revealed the role of microtubules in RhoA localization during
cytokinesis. Four dimensional microscopy and a RhoGTP biosensor were employed to
reveal a precisely bounded zone of RhoA localization that is independent of actin
polymerization. Their approach allowed them to see how Nocodazole-induced disruption
of microtubules resulted in loss of RhoGTP zones.

Furthermore, focusing and

localization of the Rho zones were dependent on microtubules, as illustrated by their
physical manipulations of the spindle and the ensuing relocalization of RhoGTP zones
(Bement et al., 2005).
A substantial number of studies point to the need for increased RhoGTP levels
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during cytokinesis. The question then becomes, how is Rho activated in cytokinesis?
Initial studies identified a GEF called Ect2 as the primary nucleotide exchange factor for
RhoA during mitosis. Ect2 localizes to the nucleus during interphase and to the cleavage
furrow and midbody during cytokinesis.

Additionally, its inhibition or constitutive

activation results in cytokinesis failure and multinucleation (Tatsumoto et al., 1999).
Shortly after Tatsumoto’s findings, Kimura and colleagues (2000) reported that the
observed increase in mitotic RhoGTP levels, which peak during cytokinesis, was
mediated by the activity of Ect2. Yet, the localization of Ect2 to the cleavage furrow
remained unclear. Later, it was shown that Ect2 associated with the centralspindlin
complex, explaining how it is localized to the cleavage furrow, where it can activate Rho
(Zhao and Fang, 2005b). The centralspindlin complex, consisting of a plus-end directed
kinesin and a Rho family GAP, associates with the mitotic spindle and, via its plus-end
directed kinesin motor, walks towards the cell equator where it is enriched during
cytokinesis. Through its association with the centralspindlin complex, Ect2 is captured
from the cytosol and literally carried to the cellular region where its GEF activity is
needed.
Due to its cyclical activation, a decrease in RhoGAP activity could also mediate
the observed mitotic RhoGTP increase. As previously discussed, inactivation of p190 in
mitosis by ser/thr phosphorylation could lead to increased RhoGTP levels (Maddox and
Burridge, 2003). The kinases responsible for this phosphorylation increase are still
unidentified but there are significant clues that cdk1 and Aurora B are involved in the
process (A.S. Maddox, L. Su personal communication; personal observations). This
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Figure 6. Schematic of Rho signaling pathways during cytokinesis
Rho signaling during mitosis, which directs the polymerization and contraction of an
actomyosin ring, is in many ways similar to what was previously described for stress
fiber formation. Rho activity is regulated by the mitotic GEF Ect2 and p190RhoGAP.
When active, Rho signals the formation of actin bundles by mDia 2. These bundles are
crosslinked by myosin II after its activation by kinases, giving rise to an actomyosin
contractile ring.

Contraction is also mediated by Citron- and ROCK I- dependent

phosphorylation of myosin II. The contractile ring is anchored to the plasma membrane
at the equatorial midzone by means of its interaction with Anillin, a molecular scaffold.
Anillin binds RhoA, actin, myosin II and other molecules, allowing for precise
monitoring and regulation of cleavage furrow dynamics.
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dissertation and previously published work in our laboratory proposes that an additional
mechanism by which RhoGTP levels decrease is the marked ubiquitin-mediated
degradation of p190 during cytokinesis. The robust nature of RhoA regulatory pathways
during cytokinesis is a clear indication of the critical role RhoA plays in the process.
In many ways, RhoA activation and its role in stress fiber formation during interphase is
repeated during contractile ring formation in cytokinesis.

Although several major

differences exist between the resulting structures (organization and localization of
many stress fibers versus organization and localization of the contractile ring, for
example) the signaling directing their organization is virtually identical. For instance,
once the cleavage furrow formation site is established through a RhoGTP activity zone,
Rho directs contractile ring formation and ingression primarily through its effectors
mDia, ROCK and Citron kinase (See Figure 6). Similar to stress fibers, the contractile
ring is a structure made of actin filaments bundled together and crosslinked by myosin II.
Actin nucleation is initiated by RhoGTP through its downstream effector mDia2. mDia
proteins are actin nucleators that promote the polymerization of long and unbranched
filaments. A recent study reported that depletion of mDia 2, not mDia 1 or 3, resulted in
multinucleation of NIH3T3 cells. Additionally, its depletion resulted in the loss of an
actin ring along the equator of the cell after anaphase onset as well as in the
mislocalization of a number of cytokinesis proteins associated with the contractile ring
such as RhoA, myosin II and Anillin (Watanabe et al., 2008). Actin filament crosslinking
by myosin II and, consequently, the formation of an actomyosin ring structure is
regulated by Rho, given that two primary Rho effectors, Citron kinase and ROCK, are
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able to phosphorylate MLC (Glotzer, 2001). Once activated, myosin “walks” along
crosslinked actin filaments, providing the mechanical force necessary for actomyosin ring
contraction and membrane furrowing, which proceeds until cells are separated by
abscission (Matsumura et al., 2001).
The actomyosin ring is assembled on a network of cytoskeletal proteins that act as
a scaffold and connect the contractile ring to the plasma membrane. Among these
cytoskeletal components, a particularly important protein is the molecular scaffold
Anillin. Similar to Ect2, Anillin is a nuclear protein during interphase that is released
into the cytoplasm after nuclear envelope breakdown and accumulates at the cleavage
furrow formation site during cytokinesis (Field and Alberts, 1995), where it colocalizes
with RhoA and actin. There, it organizes and stabilizes contractile ring components and
regulators through its scaffolding function in a RhoGTP-dependent manner (Figure 6).
Through numerous protein interaction domains at its N-terminus, Anillin has been shown
to associate with actin, myosin II, and RhoA, bringing together the structural components
of the contractile ring and its regulators (Field and Alberts, 1995;Oegema et al.,
2000;Straight et al., 2005;Piekny and Glotzer, 2008). Anillin also contains C-terminal
PH domains that mediate its association with the membrane, serving as a membrane
anchor for the contractile ring.

Anillin was shown to be critical for cytokinesis

completion when, upon its depletion, cleavage furrow ingression is unable to proceed to
completion and, during late cytokinesis, it causes rapid myosin-based oscillatory
movement of the loosely associated contractile ring components (Zhao and Fang, 2005a).
Thus, by means of its scaffolding function and anchoring to the membrane, Anillin is a
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crucial participant of cytokinesis. Work presented in chapter five of this dissertation
expands on the critical role that Anillin plays during cytokinesis as we discovered that it
is associated with p190 during cytokinesis, perhaps recruiting or maintaining p190 at the
cleavage furrow, in close proximity to its target, RhoA. Furthermore, we show that the
interaction between p190 and Anillin is contractility-dependent, providing initial clues of
a potential mechanism whereby cells can assess sufficient tension across the contractile
ring and membrane and, through p190, relay the information to the master regulator of
actin-based contractility, RhoA.

PROTEIN UBIQUITINATION
Progression through the different stages of the cell cycle is an important process
that needs to occur in an organized, efficient and unidirectional manner, always
promoting advancement into the next stage. The cell accomplishes this unidirectional,
forward progress by degrading important cell cycle regulatory proteins. For example,
cyclinB is the regulatory component of the two member protein kinase complex
cycB/cdk1. As its name implies, the cyclical expression of cyclinB is important for
regulation of the kinase activity of cdk1 and for cell cycle progression (Glotzer et al.,
1991). In order for cells to advance through mitosis, cyclinB must be degraded during
metaphase to inactivate cdk1 kinase activity and allow entry into cytokinesis. Several
other important regulatory factors are also degraded during mitosis including Securin,
CyclinA and Polo-like kinase (Murray, 2004). Degradation of these and numerous other
proteins is mediated through a complex and tightly regulated process based on post-
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translational modifications involving the 8.5 KDa protein Ubiquitin (Wilkinson et al.,
1980).
Ubiquitin is a small protein, 76 amino acids in length, that is present in all
eukaryotic cells. It can be conjugated through a multistep-multienzyme process to other
proteins by means of an isopeptide bond, formed between an amine group in the side
chain of a lysine in a “target” protein and the C-terminus of ubiquitin. Additional
ubiquitin molecules can be added to some of the seven lysines in the ubiquitin first
conjugated to the substrate, giving rise to polyubiquitin chains (Pickart, 2001a).
Polyubiquitin chains linked through lysines 11, 29 and 48 of ubiquitin, target proteins for
proteasome-mediated degradation whereas polyubiquitin chains linked through lysine 6
or 36 function instead as a reversible modification regulating protein activity, localization
or trafficking (Nandi et al., 2006). Similarly, monoubiquitination directs protein activity,
localization or trafficking. The EGFR, for example, is monoubiquitinated, internalized
and thus targeted to endosomes where it will either be recycled and sent back to the
membrane or directed to the lysosomes for non-proteasomal degradation (Glickman and
Ciechanover, 2002).
Work by Avram Hershko, Aaron Chiechanover and Irwin Rose to determine the
mechanism of ubiquitination resulted in the 2004 Nobel Prize in Chemistry. Their work
described what is now called the classical ubiquitination pathway involving three
enzymes called E1, E2 and E3 (Figure 7). Below is a brief description of this pathway.
The E1 enzyme serves as an ubiquitin activator which, in an ATP-dependent process,
creates an ubiquitin C-terminal adenylate. Ubiquitin adenylate then becomes an
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Figure 7. The classical ubiquitination pathway
Ubiquitination employs the activities of several enzymes that are necessary for the
activation and specificity of ubiquitin conjugation onto substrates. Briefly, an E1 or
activating enzyme contains an active site cysteine (denoted as SH) which covalently
binds ubiquitin in an ATP-dependent reaction. The same covalent bonds are formed with
the E2 or conjugating enzyme and ubiquitin. The E3 ligase typically binds to the
substrate protein and gives specificity to the transfer of the ubiquitin from the E2 enzyme
to the epsilon amino group (ε-NH2) of a lysine on the target protein. In many cases, this
lysine is near an ubiquitination motif. Additional ubiquitin molecules can be added to the
initial ubiquitin to create polyubiquitin chains, targeting a protein for proteasomal
degradation.
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enzyme-bound substrate for the formation of an E1-ubiquitin thiol esther bond with the
sulfur on a cysteine side chain in the active site of E1. Once this is accomplished, and
through a similar reaction as just described, ubiquitin is then transferred to the cysteine in
the active site of the conjugating enzyme E2. Finally, ubiquitin is conjugated to a lysine
on a substrate in an E3 enzyme-dependent reaction. Multiple rounds of this process may
result in the polyubiquitination of proteins, with each additional ubiquitin being added to
the previous one, and not to the substrate itself, to form a polyubiquitin chain.
Polyubiquitinated proteins are recognized by the 26S proteasome and targeted for
degradation.

Fascinatingly, during the degradation process of the polyubiquitinated

substrate, ubiquitin itself is spared from enzymatic digestion and recycled back into the
cytosol.
Ubiquitination reactions are initiated by the action of one major E1 activating
enzyme present in cells.

E1 can relay activated ubiquitin to more than twenty E2

enzymes which in turn can interact with hundreds of existing E3 enzymes or ligases, thus
providing the specificity required for the ubiquitination of thousands of cellular proteins.
Substrate recognition for ubiquitination is mediated by E3 ligases and regulated by
various mechanisms. Phosphorylation is one such mechanism, as exemplified by the cdk
inhibitor p27 (Montagnoli et al., 1999). Phosphorylation of a degradation motif in p27
creates a “phospho-degron” and allows its recognition and ubiquitination by the
Skip2/Cullin/Fbox (SCF) complex. Phosphorylation of the ligase has also been observed
as a mechanism for regulating substrate ubiquitination. For example, the Anaphase
Promoting Complex/Cyclosome (APC/C), the most important E3 ligase active during
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mitosis, needs to be phosphorylated by either cdk1 or polo-like kinase before it can
become activated and recognize ubiquitination substrates (Lahav-Baratz et al.,
1995;Shteinberg et al., 1999;Golan et al., 2002). Phosphorylation of both E3 ligase and
substrate has also been observed in certain cases such as with the E3 ligase c-Cbl and its
substrate, the EGFR (Galisteo et al., 1995;Grovdal et al., 2004). Finally, association with
ancillary proteins may be required for substrate recognition by an E3 ligase, as is the case
with the E6-AP protein, a ligase which associates with the E6 protein from Human
Papiloma Virus (HPV) and targets p53 for ubiquitination (Talis et al., 1998).
Also important in the recognition of ubiquitination substrates by E3 ligases are
specific degradation sequences present in potential substrates.

Various degradation

motifs or “degrons” have been identified and include the D, KEN, A, and O boxes,
among others. D and KEN boxes are recognized by the APC/C and are of particular
importance to the work presented here, given that p190 contains these degrons in
abundance and throughout its protein sequence. D boxes, first identified in cyclins, are
motifs with the following amino acid sequence RXXLXXXN/E (Glotzer et al.,
1991;King et al., 1996;Fang et al., 1998) and are present in numerous proteins degraded
during mitosis. KEN boxes, with the sequence KENXXXD/N are also present in proteins
degraded in mitosis (Pfleger and Kirschner, 2000). It is important to emphasize that these
motifs act simply as E3 recognition sequences and are not themselves modified. Rather,
lysines lying in near proximity are modified and serve as final ubiquitin acceptors. Now
that several degrons have been identified, these sequences give helpful initial hints for the
identification of the E3 ligase that directs the degradation of a protein.
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The aforementioned E3 ligases, SCF and APC/C, are the major ligases driving
progression through the cell cycle. The SCF drives progression into S, through G2 and to
M phase (Ang and Wade, 2005). The APC/C is active during mitosis and through the
end of G1 (Peters, 2002).

Both ligases, the SCF and APC/C, are RING domain-

dependent multiprotein complexes.

This means that they contain a RING finger-

containing protein subunit within the complex which mediates interaction with an E2
enzyme and ubiquitin transfer to substrates. A separate protein is employed in substrate
binding/recognition. Given that the APC/C is the dominant E3 ligase during mitosis,
when p190 is ubiquitinated and degraded, further details on the mechanisms regulating its
activity are provided (Figure 8A). The APC/C has two requirements for full E3 ligase
activation: it must be phosphorylated by polo kinase and cdk1 (Golan et al., 2002) and
bound by one of its two known activators, cdc20 and cdh1. The function of these
activator proteins is to bind ubiquitination substrates by means of the degrons present in
substrate sequences. Only one such activator may be bound to the APC/C at one time.
During the initial stages of mitosis (prometaphase to anaphase) the APC/C is bound to the
activator cdc20 (See Figure 8B). The APC/Ccdc20 ubiquitination complex recognizes and
binds D box-containing proteins. The APC/C binds to cdh1 later, during cytokinesis and
into G1.
The APC/Ccdh1 complex is more versatile in its substrate recognition capacities as
it recognizes not only D box-containing proteins but also KEN box-containing substrates.
In order to facilitate a smooth transition from mitosis into cytokinesis, between
APC/Ccdc20 and APC/Ccdh1 complex function, cdc20 (itself a KEN box-containing protein)
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Figure 8. A schematic of APC/C-dependent ubiquitination and activity
A) The APC is an E3 ligase consisting of approximately 12-15 subunits. A schematic of
the core complex is depicted here. The core structure of the APC/C consists of a RING
finger protein (Apc11) that mediates interactions with the E2 enzyme. The structural
protein Apc2 serves as a scaffold stabilizing the Apc11 and the region for substrate
recognition. Other proteins (Cdc16, 23 and 27) stabilize interactions with other APC/C
complex proteins and, together with Apc2 bind APC/C activators Cdc20 or Cdh1.
Through interactions with either Cdc20 or Cdh1, substrates are recognized and recruited
to the APC/C.

Ubiquitination of APC/C substrates begins with E1, which then

conjugates activated ubiquitin to an E2, associated with the APC/C.

Substrate

recognition by APC/C activators then brings E2 and substrate into close proximity, where
ubiquitin is then transferred from E2 to substrate.
B) The APC/Ccdc20 complex is active in mitosis, prophase through anaphase, whereas the
APC/Ccdh1 complex is active from anaphase until the end of G1. Interestingly, cdc20
itself is an APC/Ccdh1 substrate. Its degradation allows for full APC/Ccdh1 activity.
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is a cdh1 substrate and becomes ubiquitinated/degraded as APC/Ccdh1 activity increases
(Peters, 2006). As previously reported by Su et al, (2003) p190 is ubiquitinated and
degraded during mitosis. Work presented in chapter three of this dissertation identifies
four lysine residues at the N-terminus of the protein which are necessary for p190
degradation, putative primary ubiquitination sites. Furthermore, p190 contains numerous
D and KEN boxes along the length of its sequence making it a suitable candidate for
APC/C-dependent ubiquitin-mediated degradation. Results from our studies and attempts
to identify the E3 ligase that recognizes and ubiquitinates p190 are included in chapter
four of this dissertation.

The 26S proteasome
Once proteins are ubiquitinated and labeled for degradation, they must be
recognized and processed by the 26S proteasome, the recycling center of cells. The
proteasome is a massive multiprotein structure of nearly 2.5 MDa and contains several
different components with varied protease activity. The proteasome is a barrel-shaped
structure with top and bottom “lids” that make it resemble a trash can (Figure 9). The
barrel-shaped portion of the proteasome is the 20S core particle (CP) and the “lids” are
19S regulatory particles (RP). The CP is made up of four rings of seven subunits each
which are stacked on top of one another. The top and bottom rings are structural in
nature and are made up of α subunits, while the middle two rings, made up of β subunits,
contain the catalytic activity of the proteasome. The catalytic activity of these inner β
rings is limited to the inside of the barrel and is made up of chymotrypsin-like,.
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Figure 9. Schematic representation of the 26S proteasome
The 26S proteasome is a multi-protein complex that degrades polyubiquitinated proteins.
It is composed of two 19S regulatory particle (RP) and a 20S core particle (CP). The RP
consists of structures referred to as the lid and the base. The lid is necessary for protein
degradation. Rpn10 stabilizes the interaction between the lid and the base and directly
binds polyubiquitin chains on the protein targeted for degradation. The base contains
several ATPases that are thought to unfold and translocate proteins through a gated
channel into the CP. The CP is made up of four rings, two outer rings (in light blue)
made up of seven α subunits and two inner rings (in dark blue) made up of seven β
subunits. The β-subunits contain the catalytic activity of the proteasome.
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trypsin-like, and peptidyl-glutamyl peptide-hydrolyzing activities (Heinemeyer et al.,
1997). Regulatory particles are divided into “lid” (distal to the CP) and “base” (proximal
to the CP) substructures. The 26S holoenzyme is formed when one CP and two RP are
associated. ATPase activity residing in the base portion of the RP is necessary to unfold
ubiquitinated proteins and to translocate them into the inside of the CP for degradation.
The mechanism by which proteins are recruited to the proteasome is still unclear.
However, the RP is able to interact with ubiquitin binding domain-containing proteins,
such as Rpn10, chaperone proteins and other components of the ubiquitin pathway and
thus participates in the capture and presentation of ubiquitinated proteins to the CP
(Elsasser and Finley, 2005). Ubiquitinated proteins processed by the proteasome are
broken down into short-lived, small peptides ranging usually from 7-9 amino acids in
length, though peptides ranging from 4-25 amino acids are also possible. These small
peptides are further processed in the cytosol and converted into single amino acids which
can then be recycled during new protein synthesis (Voges et al., 1999).

Perspectives
The regulation of p190 expression levels and its role in the modulation of RhoA
activity during cytokinesis has been described in this Introduction as it is currently found
in the scientific literature. In summary, previous data have demonstrated that mitotic
p190 degradation is mediated by the ubiquitin-proteasome pathway with the express
purpose of allowing increased RhoGTP levels during cytokinesis. Increased RhoGTP
levels result in greater signaling to downstream effectors, formation of a stable
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actomyosin ring and contraction leading to cytokinesis completion and cell abscission. In
this dissertation, further details regarding the mitotic regulation of p190 emerge and an
increased understanding of its role in cytokinesis becomes evident.

Our findings

(Chapter 3) show that p190 degradation is required for proper completion of cytokinesis
given our observation that, in addition to overexpression, sustained endogenous p190
levels during mitosis result in an increase in multinucleated cells, indicative of
cytokinesis failure.

Preliminary data (Chapter 4) regarding the identity of the E3

ubiquitin ligase that targets p190 during mitosis, though inconclusive, suggest that the
APC/C may be involved. Furthermore, we establish that p190 degradation is mediated
through four N-terminal lysine residues (Chapter 3).

We also show that p190

overexpression during cytokinesis or sustained endogenous levels of p190 affect
cytokinesis primarily through mislocalization of a phosphorylated form of myosin II,
known to regulate myosin motor activity, and propose that an observed interaction
between p190 and the molecular scaffold Anillin could be part of a mechanosensing
switch that regulates RhoA activity as a function of effective contractility across the
cleavage furrow (Chapter 5). Finally, we also discover a potential new role for p190
during cytokinesis, as a regulator of microtubule-kinetochore interactions during early
mitosis (Chapter 6). Further experimentation will answer important questions regarding
this most interesting observation, including whether p190 can function as a Cdc42specific GAP at earlier times during mitosis. As a whole, these studies have more
definitely described the mechanism of p190 degradation and increased our understanding
of p190’s regulatory functions during cytokinesis.
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Chapter 2
Material and Methods
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Reagents- The following chemicals were used throughout this study: Thymidine,
Nocodazole, MG132, DAPI (Sigma), Lactacystin, Blebbistatin, Okadaic Acid
(Calbiochem) and Doxycycline (Clontech). All monoclonal and polyclonal antibodies
used in the work presented in this dissertation are identified in Tables I and II of this
chapter.
Cell culture and synchronization- MDA-MB-468 Tet-on p190, ΔGBD or vector
only inducible human breast cancer cells (Su et al., 2003) and HeLa human cervical
carcinoma cells were cultured in Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle’s Medium (DMEM, Gibco)
supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum (Gibco), penicillin and streptomycin
(Invitrogen). Growth media used for MDA-MB-468 cells also contained puromycin
(130ng/mL) and geneticin (G418, 400μg/mL) (Sigma). Cells were synchronized by
treatment with 2mM thymidine for 14-16 hrs, released for 8 hrs, and subsequently treated
with 50ng/mL nocodazole for 14-16 hrs. Cells were released from the nocodazole block
and harvested by mitotic shake off at indicated times. Either lactacystin (10 μM) or
MG132 (20mM) were added during the time of release as indicated.
Plasmid constructs- The following p190 constructs used in this study were
previously described in Su et al. (2003): ΔGBD, ΔGAP (Δ C-terminus), GBD, Section 1
(S1), and GAP. The Y1105A, R1283A, 4KR and GBDS1 4KR mutants were generated
by using the QuickChangeII Site-Directed Mutagenesis kit (Stratagene) and expressed in
the triple-HA-tagged vector pKH3 (kind gift from I. Macara, University of Virginia).
Other cDNA fragments of p190 used in this study were also cloned into the pKH3 vector
–at BamHI and EcoRI sites- after generation by PCR using the following primer pairs:
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GBDIVS,

5’-GCCAGGATCCATGATGATGGCAAGAAAG-3’

and

5’-GCGCGAATTCTCACCACTTTAAGAACTCTGGC-3’;

for

GBDS1,

and

5’-GCCAGGATCCATGATGATGGCAAGAAAG-3’

5’-AATTGAATTCCTGAAACGGCAACATTCCCC-3’;

for

IVS/S1,

and

5’-GTCAGGATCCACAAGCAAAGGACAAG-3’

5’-AATTGAATTCCTGAAACGGCAACATTCCCC-3’;

for

S2S3GAP,

and

5’-GTGAGGATCCCCTGTGAACTCTTTCCAGA-3’

5’- GGCCGAATTCCTGATAAGAAGACAAC-3’. All mutants obtained by PCR were
confirmed by sequencing prior to use. Constructs for cdh1 and cdc20 were a kind gift
from the M.W. Kirschner laboratory and were cloned in to the pCS2+ cloning vector
(designed by David Turner and Ralph Rupp at the Fred Hutchinson Cancer Center in
1993). All plasmid constructs were transfected into HeLa cells using the Polyfect reagent
from Qiagen, as per manufacturer’s instructions optimized for this cell line.
In vitro ubiquitination assay- In vitro ubiquitination reactions were performed as
described by Cockman et al. (Cockman et al., 2000). Extracts were prepared from
mitotic MDA-MB-468 cells which provided all enzymes for the ubiquitination reaction.
Briefly, cells were swollen in a hypotonic buffer (20 mM Tris, pH 7.5, 5 mM KCl, 1.5
mM MgCl2, and 1 mM DTT), homogenized, and centrifuged at 10,000 x g for 10 min at
40C. Aliquots of supernatants were stored at -700C. Ubiquitination reactions were
performed at 300C for 4 hr in a total volume of 40 μL, which contained 2.5 μL of
programmed reticulocyte lysate, 81 μg hypotonic extract, 1X Energy-Regenerating
System (Boston Biochem), 20 μg ubiquitin (Sigma), 3 μM ubiquitin aldehyde (Boston
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Biochem), and 20 μM MG132. All constructs were in vitro-transcribed and translated in
the presence of 20 μCi [35 S] methionine (1,175 Ci mmol-1; Amersham Biosiences) using
TnT Quick Coupled Transcription/Translation System (Promega).

Products of the

reaction were analyzed by 7% SDS-PAGE and phosphoimager scanning (Molecular
Dynamics Storm Scanner from Molecular Dynamics, Inc.). Densitometric analysis was
performed using the ImageQuant software (Molecular Dynamics, Inc.). Quantitation of
the extent of ubiquitination of each construct was determined by densitometric scanning
of the area above the in vitro translated product (“U” lanes in Fig. 14B) in samples that
contained the complete ubiquitination reaction and relating that value to the area above
the luciferase control. These normalized values were then related to the picomoles of
[35S] methionine-labeled TnT product present in the reaction mix. Picomoles of TnT
product were calculated on the basis of the total moles of methionine present (hot and
cold) in the translation reaction, the incorporation of [35 S] methionine in the product, its
molecular weight, and the number of methionines it contained. Values obtained from the
Luc control were set at 1, and values of other samples were compared to it for generation
of fold ubiquitination/picomoles of protein.
In vivo degradation assay- HeLa cells cultured in duplicate 100mm dishes were
transfected with the various p190 plasmids listed in the figures. Twenty-four hours posttransfection, one dish was synchronized as described, and cells were released from
prometaphase arrest for 40 min. The control dish was maintained as an asynchronous
cell population. Cells were lysed at 40C in RIPA buffer (50 mM Tris pH 7.2, 150 mM
NaCl, 0.25% deoxycholate, 1% NP40) supplemented with 0.5% aprotinin, 1 mM sodium
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orthovanadate, 12.5 μg/mL leupeptin, and 1 mM PMSF. Protein concentration was
determined by the BCA protein assay (Pierce), and 100 μg cell extract was separated by
SDS-PAGE, transferred to nitrocellulose, and subjected to Western blotting.
Densitometric analysis was done using the software AlphaEase (AlphaInnotech Corp.).
In vitro ubiquitination assay with Anaphase Promoting Complex- This assay was
performed by Bing Li, a member of Hongtao Yu’s laboratory in the Pharmacology
Department of the University of Texas Southwestern Medical Center as described in
(Bembenek and Yu, 2001). Briefly, interphase APC/C was immunopurified from cells by
using α-APC3 (Cdc27) beads.

These beads were then incubated for 1 h at room

temperature in the presence or absence of hCdh1. After incubation, the APC beads were
washed twice with XB and used in ubiquitination assays. Each assay was performed in a
volume of 5 μl and the reaction mixture contained an energy-regenerating system, 150
μm bovine ubiquitin, 5 μm human E1, 2 μmUbcH10, 2 μl of the APC beads and the
radiolabeled substrate.

The reactions were incubated at room temperature for 1 h,

quenched with SDS sample buffer, and analyzed by SDS-PAGE and phosphoimager
scanning.
RNAi reconstitution assay- The RNAi reconstitution assay was performed in
MDA-MB-468 Tet-on ΔGBD p190 cells, in MDA-MB-468 Tet-on wt p190 cells, and in
HeLa cells. The RNAi oligos were double stranded and custom made by Dharmacon to
silence the expression of human p190-A protein by targeting a unique sequence at the Nterminus of the protein. The sequence of the double stranded oligos was 5’ AAG AUG
CAC AUU GUG GAG CAG 3’. MDA-MB-468 cells were treated with the p190 siRNA
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oligos (60 pmol) using the Oligofectamine reagent (Invitrogen), as per the manufacturer’s
instructions. After 24 hrs, cells were transfected with a second round of siRNA, and
doxycycline was added (1μg/ml) to induce the expression of stably transfected ΔGBD or
wt p190. Twenty-four hours later, cells were harvested for Western blot analysis or fixed
for multinucleation assays, described below. HeLa cells were treated with the siRNA
using Oligofectamine reagent and, 24 hrs post-siRNA treatment, transfected with the
pKH3-ΔGBD plasmid using the Polyfect reagent (Qiagen) as per the manufacturer’s
instructions. After an additional 24 hrs, cells were harvested for Western blot analysis or
fixed for use in multinucleation assays.
Multinucleation assay- Treated MDA-MB-468 and HeLa cells were fixed by
treatment with 4% paraformaldehyde for 20 min, washed three times with PBS,
permeabilized with 0.2% Triton X-100 for 5 min, and blocked with 20% goat serum at
room temperature for 1 hr. After blocking, both cell lines were incubated with HA-11 Ab
(1:1000 dil) for 1 hour and with Alexa 594-conjugated anti-mouse Ab (1:1000) for 30
min. Nuclear DNA was stained with 2μg/mL DAPI in PBS for 3 min. Coverslips were
mounted on microscope slides with VectaShield, and cells were viewed on a Leica
microscope fitted for epifluroescence.

The presence of multinucleated cells was

determined by phase and DAPI staining.
Imaging Flow Cytometry: Cells used for this analysis were prepared similarly as
cells analyzed by confocal microscopy with two major exceptions. First, after
Nocodazole release, cells were mechanically detached from dishes and transferred to 15
ml conical tubes where they were fixed by incubation in 4% paraformaldehyde (10%
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TCA for Rho staining). After fixation, cells were permeabilized with 0.2% Triton X-100
and blocked with 20% goat serum at room temperature for 1 hr. After blocking, samples
were incubated with appropriate primary and secondary antibodies, as described in table
I. As a last preparatory step, cells were resuspended in a 2μg/mL DAPI solution and
stored at 4˚C until analysis was performed. Imaging flow cytometry experiments were
performed by Mr. Benjamin Kim, an undergraduate researcher, using the Amnis
Imagestream instrument available at the University of Virginia Flow Cytometry Core
Facility.
Table I: Antibodies for Immunofluorescence Imaging
Antibody

Company

Type

Dilution

P190 (Clone 30)
P190-B (Clone 54)
Rho (26C4)
Anillin (H-300)
AuroraB (AIM-1)
α-Tubulin (DM1A)
FITC-Conjugate
Myosin
Light
Chain (MY-21)
Phospho MLC2
HA.11

BD Transd. Lab
BD Transd. Lab
SCBT
SCBT
BD Transd. Lab
Sigma

Mouse mAb
Mouse mAb
Mouse mAb
Rabbit pAb
Mouse mAb
Mouse mAb

IF 1:200
IF 1:200
IF: 1/100
IF: 1:250
IF 1:200
IF: 1:100

Sigma
Cell Signaling
Bethyl Labs

Mouse Ascites IF: 1:100
Fluid
Rabbit pAb
IF 1:50
Rabbit pAb
IF 1:200

AF 594 Conj GαM
AF 594 Conj GαR
AF 647 Conj GαM
AF 647 Conj GαR
AF 488 Conj GαM

Molecular Probes
Molecular Probes
Molecular Probes
Molecular Probes
Molecular Probes

Goat
Goat
Goat
Goat
Goat

1:2000
1:2000
1:2000
1:2000
1:2000

AF 488 Conj GαR

Molecular Probes Goat

1:2000
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Confocal Microscopy- HeLa or MDA-MB-468 cells were grown to 60%
confluency in normal growth media, treated with Nocodazole for 16-20 hours to induce
mitotic arrest and released, for 40 minutes, onto poly-L-lysine coated coverslips in
culture dishes supplemented with fresh media. After release, cells were fixed for 20 min
with 4% paraformaldehyde, permeabilized for 5 min with 0.2% Triton X-100 and
blocked with 20% goat serum at room temperature for 1 hr. After blocking, samples
were incubated with appropriate primary and secondary antibodies (See table below) for
1.5 hrs at RT. Cells were mounted onto glass microscope slides using ProLong® Gold
antifade reagent with DAPI as the mounting medium. After overnight drying at 4˚C,
cells were analyzed in a Zeiss LSM510 confocal head (Carl Zeiss MicroImaging GmbH)
mounted onto an Axiovert 200 wide-field fluorescence microscope, fitted with a purple
diode laser for 405 nm excitation; an argon laser with 458, 477, 514, and 488 nm lines; a
543 nm HeNe laser; and a 633 nm HeNe laser. Images were captured using the
accompanying LSM software (Carl Zeiss MicroImaging GmbH).
Immunoprecipitation- Cell lysates were prepared as described above and
incubated with 5-10μg of the appropriate immunoprecipitating antibody for 2 hrs to
overnight (depending on which protein is being targeted for capture). After primary
antibody incubation, immunecomplexes are precipitated by protein A or G agarose
(Invitrogen) incubation and separated from the rest of the lysate by centrifugation at
5,000 rpm for 1 minute. After several cold PBS washes, 60 μl of 2X SDS sample buffer
is added to each sample, then used for Western blotting analysis, as described below.
Western blotting- Cell lysates were prepared as described above and analyzed by
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8% SDS-PAGE. Proteins in the gel were wet-transferred to a nitrocellulose membrane
and immunoblotted for the different proteins as described on individual figures and listed
in Table II in this Chapter. Immune complexes were detected with the corresponding
HRP-conjugated secondary antibodies, at a 1:5000 dilution using ECL reagent.

Table II: Antibodies for Western Immunoblotting and Immunoprecipitations
Antibody

Company

Type

Dilution

P190 (Clone 30)
P190 (8C10)
P190 (P27)
P190-B (Clone 54)
Cyclin A (H-432)
Cyclin B1
Cdh1 (DCS-266)

BD Transd. Lab
S. Parsons lab
S. Parsons lab
BD Transd. Lab
SCBT
SCBT
Sigma

Mouse mAb
Mouse mAb
Rabbit
Mouse mAb
Rabbit pAb
Rabbit pAb
Mouse mAb

1:500 IP: 5μg
1 μg/mL
1 μg/mL
1/250
1:2000
1:1000

Cdc20 (C-19)

SCBT

Rabbit pAb

1:200 IP: 10μg

Phospho-Ser (4A4)
Cdc27 (AF3.1)
β-actin (AC-15)
Anillin (H-300)
HA.11

Upstate
SCBT
Sigma
SCBT
Covance

Mouse mAb
Mouse mAb
Mouse mAb
Rabbit pAb
Mouse mAb

1:500
1:1000 IP: 5μg
1:20,000
1:1000 IP: 5μg
1:1000 IP: 5 μg

HA.11
Myc (71D10)
12CA5
MAPK (B3B9)

Bethyl Labs
SCBT
M. Weber Lab
M. Weber Lab

Rabbit pAb
Mouse mAb
Mouse mAb
Mouse mAb

1:1000
1:1000
1:1000
1:10,000

1 μg/mL

IP: 10μg
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Chapter 3
Mitotic Downregulation of P190RhoGAP Is
Required for the Successful Completion of
Cytokinesis
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INTRODUCTION
Mitosis is the final stage of the cell cycle where a cell’s cytoplasm, organelles and
replicated DNA are equally separated to give rise to two daughter cells. Mitosis is
divided into several, well-defined, stages: Prophase, Prometaphase, Metaphase, Anaphase,
and Telophase. Cytokinesis, encompassing Anaphase and Telophase, begins shortly after
sister chromatid separation with the formation of a cleavage furrow and proceeds until cell
abscission is completed (Glotzer, 2001). Irreversible progression through the different
mitotic stages depends largely on the proteasomal-dependent degradation of cell cycle
regulatory proteins such as Cyclin A, Cyclin B, Securin, and Plk1 (Peters, 2002).
In addition to proteasomal degradation, an important driver of cytokinesis is the
small GTPase RhoA (Balasubramanian et al., 2004). Rho family GTPases are regarded as
molecular switches that cycle between the active (GTP bound) and inactive (GDP bound)
states. Rho activation states are regulated by three classes of proteins: guanine nucleotide
exchange factors (GEFs), GTPase-activating proteins (GAPs), and GDP dissociation
inhibitors (GDIs). Multiple lines of evidence show that RhoA regulates furrow formation
and actomyosin ring contraction during cytokinesis (Barr and Gruneberg, 2007). For
example, inhibition of RhoA activity prevents cleavage furrow formation (Kishi et al.,
1993;Mabuchi et al., 1993) and RhoA and its activator, the GEF ECT2, localize to the
cleavage furrow and midbody. These findings and others strongly support RhoA
involvement in cytokinesis (Takaishi et al., 1995;Prokopenko et al., 1999;Tatsumoto et
al., 1999).
Opposing Ect2’s GEF activity is p190RhoGAP-A (hereafter referred to only as p190)
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which provides a negative component of RhoA regulation (Mikawa et al., 2008). P190 is
a member of the p190RhoGAP family of proteins which also includes p190B. Both p190
and p190B have an N-terminal GTP binding domain (GBD), a Middle Domain (MD) that
contains multiple protein interaction motifs, and a C-terminal GTPase Activating Protein
(GAP) domain. P190 and p190B have C-terminal GAP domains with great specificity for
the Rho family of GTPases, particularly Rho A (Settleman et al., 1992c;Ridley et al.,
1993). By means of their GAP activity, p190 and p190B play vital roles in the regulation
of actin cytoskeleton-dependent cellular processes. Although both RhoGAPs target Rho
and are involved in similar pathways, recent data suggests that there are differences in the
functions of each of these proteins (Ludwig et al., 2009). P190 mediates cell–substratum
interactions (Bass et al., 2008), cell–cell adhesion (Playford et al., 2008;Wildenberg et al.,
2006), cell motility and migration (Barker et al., 2004;Jiang et al., 2008), vascular
permeability (Holinstat et al., 2006;Mammoto et al., 2007), cell-cycle progression
(Maddox and Burridge, 2003), death (K. Ludwig and S. J. Parsons, unpublished
observations), and neuronal differentiation and development (Billuart et al., 2001;Brouns
et al., 2000;Sfakianos et al., 2007;Zhang and Macara, 2008). p190B regulates cell and
organism size via modulation of CREB (cAMP response element binding) activity
(Sordella et al., 2002), cell-fate determination (Sordella et al., 2003), mammary bud
development and ductal morphogenesis (Chakravarty et al., 2003;Heckman et al.,
2007;Vargo-Gogola et al., 2006), neural development (Brouns et al., 2001;Matheson et
al., 2006), and angiogenesis (Guegan et al., 2008).
Whereas the role of p190B during mitosis or cytokinesis remains unexplored, our
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laboratory identified an additional, cell cycle-associated function of p190 (Su et al., 2003).
These studies demonstrated that overexpression of p190 results in multinucleation, a
phenotype indicative of cytokinesis failure. This event is dependent on the C-terminal
region of p190 which contains the RhoGAP domain, a poly-proline domain, and several
kinase recognition sites (Jiang et al., 2008). Immunofluorescence microscopy of mitotic
cells revealed that endogenous p190 localizes to the cleavage furrow along with actin, and
upon overexpression interferes with the normal positioning and contraction of the furrow.
Furthermore, p190 protein levels were observed to transiently decrease in late mitosis, a
decrease that was mediated by the ubiquitin-proteasome pathway. These results raised the
questions of whether the cell cycle-linked downregulation of p190 is required for
successful completion of cytokinesis, how mitotic p190 degradation is regulated and
whether p190B is also involved in mitotic regulation.
Here, we demonstrate that p190 and p190B have differing roles in mitosis as
overexpression of p190, and not p190B, induce multinucleation. Furthermore, only p190,
and not p190B, localized to the cleavage furrow during cytokinesis. We then focus on
p190 and show that its decrease in expression levels during mitosis is required for
successful completion of cytokinesis and that when it fails to occur, cell division is
blocked and multinucleation ensues. The minimal region on p190 required for significant
ubiquitination was mapped to the GBDS1 domain. Moreover, four lysine residues near
the extreme N-terminus were identified as necessary for mitotic p190 degradation. Using
point mutations, we further demonstrate that the multinucleated phenotype is dependent
on the RhoGAP activity of p190, and therefore, on aberrant Rho signaling. Together,
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these findings indicate that downregulation of p190 is necessary for the completion of
cytokinesis and avoidance of mitotic catastrophe. They also define the mechanism by
which cells achieve the well characterized increase in RhoGTP levels during cytokinesis.
RESULTS
P190, and not its B isoform, localizes to the cleavage furrow during cytokinesis and when
overexpressed, causes multinucleation.
The p190RhoGAP family of proteins consists of two closely related homologues,
p190 and p190B. Although both target the Rho signaling pathway and have certain
overlapping functions, recent research suggests that they are also involved in cellular
events that are exclusive to each. Previously published observations (Su et al., 2003)
from our laboratory showed that p190 plays an important role during cytokinesis,
localizing to the cleavage furrow and causing multinucleation when overexpressed. We
questioned whether these observations were specific to p190 and whether p190B had
similar mitotic localization and phenotype. To answer this question we compared the
localization patterns of endogenous p190 and p190B during HeLa cell cytokinesis by
confocal immunofluorescence microscopy. P190 was observed at the cleavage furrow
during cytokinesis and colocalized with actin and the contractile ring scaffolding protein
Anillin in over 70% of analyzed cells (Figure 10A). In contrast, p190B retained a diffuse
cytosolic localization pattern and was not observed at the cleavage furrow or anywhere
else on the membrane during cytokinesis (Figure 10A). To determine whether p190B
overexpression could mirror p190 action and lead to multinucleation, HeLa cells were
transfected with equal amounts of either p190 or p190B cDNAs and their multinucleation
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Figure 10. P190, and not its B isoform, localizes to the cleavage furrow during
cytokinesis and when overexpressed, causes multinucleation
A) Comparison of p190A and B localization to the cleavage furrow. Endogenous p190A
and B proteins were detected in asynchronous cell populations by immmunofluorescence
staining and analyzed by confocal microscopy. Graph shows the quantification of the
observed phenotype as a percentage of the total number of mitotic cells counted (n ≥ 30).
B) Overexpression of p190B does not induce multinucleation.

HeLa cells were

transfected with 2μg of HA-tagged p190A or B plasmids and incubated for 48 hrs. After
incubation, cells were analyzed by fluorescence microscopy in a multinucleation assay,
as described in Material and Methods (Chapter 2).

One half of the samples were

prepared for the multinucleation assay and the other half for WB analysis to confirm
expression of transfected constructs. The left panel shows a typical fluorescence
micrograph from a multinucleation assay. Quantification of multiple experiments is
expressed as the ratio of % MN vs. control + SEM (N ≥ 100). * represents p<0.02
comparing p190 overexpressing cells to nontransfected control cells. Insert: 100μg of
whole cell lysate was analyzed by Western blotting with HA or actin antibodies.
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status was assessed by immunofluorescence microscopy. Whereas p190 overexpression
elicited the expected multinucleation phenotype, cells transfected with p190B cDNA had
no significant increase in multinucleation as compared to non-transfected controls
(Figure10B). These data suggest the role of p190 in cytokinesis may be an event specific
to this homologue and that p190B may have a separate, and at present undefined, role
during cytokinesis.

A decrease in p190 levels during mitosis is required for successful completion of
cytokinesis.
We previously reported that p190 protein levels transiently decrease in late
mitosis, an event mediated by ubiquitination and proteasomal degradation (Su et al.,
2003). Those results raised the question of whether the cell cycle-linked downregulation
of p190 is an event required for successful completion of cytokinesis.
To test this hypothesis, we used an RNA interference (RNAi) reconstitution
approach, whereby endogenous p190 protein was silenced by transfection of a p190specific siRNA and then rescued by the expression of an N-terminal deletion mutant
(ΔGBD). We previously identified this mutant as resistant to mitotic degradation (Su et
al., 2003). Furthermore, the ΔGBD mutant also lacked the sequences targeted by the
siRNA (Figure 11A).

We utilized MDA-MB-468 cells stably transfected with a

tetracycline inducible (tet-on) construct that, in response to regulated doxycycline
treatment, expressed either ΔGBD p190 or wt p190 at levels similar to the endogenous
p190 protein (Figure 11B and 11E). Western blotting analysis (Figure 11B) showed that
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Figure 11. A decrease in p190 levels during mitosis is required for successful
completion of cytokinesis in Dox-inducible MDA-MB-468 cells
A) Experimental constructs for the RNAi reconstitution.
B) Representative Western blot of a reconstitution experiment. Dox-inducible expression
of ΔGBD and wt p190 in MDA-MB-468 cells is shown after 48hr siRNA and 24 hr
doxycycline treatments. 100μg of whole cell lysate from each sample was analyzed by
SDS-PAGE and immunoblotted as indicated. Fold expression of total p190 protein (full
length and ΔGBD) is indicated between the gel images.
C)

The ΔGBD mutant is expressed in mitosis.

A reconstitution experiment was

performed and Cyclin A, B1 expression monitored as a marker for mitotic progression.
D) Persistent expression of p190 in mitosis increases the frequency of cytokinesis failure
and multinucleation. RNAi reconstitution, followed by multinucleation assays, was
performed as described in Experimental Procedures.

Quantification of multiple

experiments is expressed as the ratio of % MN vs. control + SEM (N=5). * represents
p<0.02 comparing ΔGBD reconstitution to control or wt p190 reconstitution.
E)

Relative expression levels of wt or ΔGBD p190.

Quantification is based on

densitometric analysis of Western blots from numerous reconstitution experiments and is
expressed as the fold multinucleation vs. control + SEM (N=5), control values = 1.
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endogenous p190 protein levels in p190 siRNA- treated cells were reduced to
approximately 30% of control siRNA-treated cells and that upon treatment with
doxycycline, ΔGBD protein was expressed at levels similar to those of the endogenous
p190 protein. Induction of the wt p190 protein in MDA-MB-468 cells after p190 siRNA
treatment resulted in overall sustained levels of p190 that were similar to the controls.
Figure 11C shows that the ΔGBD mutant was expressed and protected from cellular
degradation and RNAi in mitosis, when Cyclin A and B1 levels, used as a marker for
mitotic progression, were reduced.
After siRNA reconstitution, cells were analyzed by immunofluorescence (IF)
microscopy for extent of multinucleation.

Figure 11D demonstrates that cells

reconstituted with the non-degradable ΔGBD mutant displayed a 2.5-fold increase in
multinucleation over control cells (Luc siRNA, no Dox) and cells reconstituted with wt
p190. When total p190 protein levels were compared among the various treatment
groups, expression levels detected in both wt p190 and ΔGBD reconstituted cells were
similar to that of control cells and showed no statistically significant difference (Figure
11E).
HeLa cells were also employed to test the requirement for a decrease in p190
levels for successful cytokinesis (Figure 12). siRNA-mediated silencing of p190 was
followed by transient introduction of the ΔGBD construct and assessment of
multinucleation. Silencing approached 90% (Panel A) and the amount of ΔGBD plasmid
transfected was titrated to yield levels of ΔGBD expression equal to endogenous p190
(Figure 12B and C). Figure 12D shows that the number of multinucleated cells among
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Figure 12.

A decrease in p190 levels during mitosis is required for successful

completion of cytokinesis in transiently transfected HeLa cells
A) p190siRNA silences p190 expression in HeLa cells.

Quantification of multiple

experiments (N=3) is represented in the graph. Insert: 100μg of whole cell lysate was
analyzed by Western blotting after HeLa cells were treated with 60 pmol of p190 siRNA
for 48 hrs.
B) Titration of ΔGBD expression in HeLa cells. HeLa cells were transfected with
increasing amounts of the ΔGBD plasmid, as indicated, for 48hrs before harvesting.
100μg of whole cell lysate was analyzed by SDS-PAGE and then immunoblotted as
indicated.
C) RNAi reconstitution after transient transfection. Representative experiment combining
approaches described in A and B.
D) Persistent expression of the ΔGBD p190 mutant in HeLa cells results in increased
multinucleation. Multinucleation assays were performed after cells were treated as
described in A and B. Arrows indicate multinucleated cells. Control cells displayed the
multinucleation phenotype in approximately 3% of the population. Quantification of
multiple experiments is expressed as the fold multinucleation vs. control + SEM (N=4),
control values = 1.
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ΔGBD transfectants was ~11-fold higher than vector control, an increase from ~3% to
over 33% in a 48 hr period. Taken together, these data indicate that failure to downregulate p190 in mitosis leads to an increase in cytokinesis defects, supporting the
conclusion that degradation of p190 is required for successful cell division.

The GAP activity of p190 is necessary and sufficient to induce the multinucleation
phenotype.
To better understand the mechanism by which improperly sustained p190 levels
in mitosis resulted in multinucleation, we tested whether the GAP domain alone and its
Rho-directed activity were necessary and sufficient for the effect. To this end, HeLa cells
were transiently transfected with a panel of HA-tagged p190 mutants (depicted in Figure
13A) and assessed for multinucleation (Figures 13A, 13C). Relative levels of expression
were determined by Western blotting with α-HA antibodies (Figure 13 B). Figure 13C
shows that upon transfection of wt p190, approximately 10% of expressing cells became
multinucleated.

Similar levels of mitotic failure were noted in cells expressing the

ΔGBD deletion mutant, and control levels were observed in ΔGAP expressing cells, as
previously reported (Su et al., 2003). The isolated GAP domain induced approximately
16% multinucleation, eight times greater than induced by vector alone, confirming that
the GAP domain of p190 was sufficient for disruption of cytokinesis. To further examine
the requirement for GAP activity in this event, two additional mutants were tested,
Y1105F and R1283A. Both point mutants render p190 enzymatically inactive. Tyrosine
1105 is phosphorylated by Src, and this phosphorylation results in an increased z
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Figure 13. The GAP activity of p190 is necessary and sufficient to induce the
multinucleation phenotype
A) Immunofluorescence microscopy of HeLa cells transfected with the indicated
constructs of p190. HeLa cells were transfected with 2μg each of the different p190
constructs depicted. Cells were prepared for immunofluorescence microscopy 48 hrs
post-transfection.

Arrows indicate multinucleated cells. Representative images are

shown.
B) Western blot analysis of the expression of p190 mutants. 50μg whole cell lysate of
transfected cells was analyzed by SDS-PAGE and immunoblotting as indicated.
C) Multinucleation analysis of transfected cells shown in Panel A. Quantification of
multiple experiments was analysed by ANOVA, and statistical significance was
determined by the Dunnett’s test. Values are expressed as the mean % MN cells + SEM
(N=4). * represents p < 0.02 comparing transfected mutants to vector.
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indicate that the GAP activity of p190 is not only sufficient but also required for the
multinucleation phenotype observed in p190 overexpressing cells and that c-Srcmediated phosphorylation of the protein is also required for this event.

The N-terminal GBDS1 region of p190RhoGAP is sufficient for p190 ubiquitination.
To determine the domains of p190 required for its mitotic ubiquitination, a panel
of deletion mutants was prepared and tested for their ability to be ubiquitinated in an in
vitro ubiquitination assay (Figure 14A). Figures 14B and C show that full length wt p190
protein was ubiquitinated 5-fold above control. Only two of the deletion mutants tested,
ΔGAP and GBDS1, showed ubiquitination levels similar to full length p190. The high
levels of ubiquitination observed with the ΔGAP mutant suggested that the C-terminus of
p190 is dispensable for its ubiquitination. Similarly, high ubiquitination levels of the
GBDS1 mutant suggest that most p190 ubiquitination occurs at the N-terminus of the
protein, indicating that sequences within the GBD domain and Section 1 (S1) of the
Middle Domain are sufficient for p190 ubiquitination and may be important in mediating
p190’s mitotic degradation.
When the different sub-domains found in the ΔGAP and GBDS1 mutants were
separately tested for in vitro ubiquitination, a significant overall decrease in
ubiquitination was observed. For example, testing of the isolated GBD domain yielded
levels similar to those of control reactions, while the isolated S1 domain was modified
more readily than control reactions but to a significantly lesser extent than the full length
protein. Other N-terminal deletion mutants, ΔGBD, IVS/S1, and S2S3GAP, exhibited
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Figure 14.

The N-terminal GBDS1 region of p190RhoGAP is sufficient and

necessary for its ubiquitination
(A) p190 plasmid constructs used in the in vitro ubiquitination assay. IVS: Intervening
sequence. (B) In vitro ubiquitination of p190 deletion mutants.

Plasmids were

transcribed, translated and [35S]-labeled in vitro, then, subjected to in vitro ubiquitination
as described in Experimental Procedures. A luciferase (Luc) construct was used as a
negative control for the ubiquitination reactions. (–) lanes represent reactions performed
in the absence of exogenous ubiquitin. (U) lanes represent reactions performed in the
presence of exogenous ubiquitin. (C) Quantitation of ubiquitination assays. ANOVA
analysis and the Dunnet’s test were employed to determine significant variances of fold
ubiquitination per pmoles p190 mutants and Luc control. Values are expressed as the
mean ± SEM (N= 3-5). # represents p<0.02, comparing Luc to p190 mutant; ∗ represents
p<0.02, comparing mutant to wt p190. Data for this figure was contributed by Dr. Joyce
Agati Miller
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Figure 15. The GBDS1 region is necessary and sufficient for mitotic degradation of
p190
A) Degradation of N-terminal p190 fragments in HeLa cells. HeLa cells were transiently
transfected with various p190 expression plasmids, as

indicated.

At 24 hrs post-

transfection, cells were either maintained as an asynchronous population (A) or
synchronized with nocodazole (M) and subsequently released for 40 min. 100μg whole
cell lysate was subjected to SDS-PAGE followed by Western blotting with indicated
antibodies.
B) Quantification of p190 protein levels in asynchronous and mitotic cell populations.
Levels of HA-p190 were quantified by densitometric analysis of Western blots. The ratio
of p190 to MAPK for the “Asynchronous” lanes of each mutant group was arbitrarily set
to 1, and the corresponding “Mitotic” lanes (also corrected for amount of MAPK) were
further normalized to that value. Values represent the normalized mean +SEM (N=3-5).
*p<0.02 relative to asynchronous cells expressing the corresponding p190 fragment. Data
for this figure was contributed by Dr. Joyce Agati Miller
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levels of ubiquitination that were comparable to those of S1 alone. Together, these data
indicate that the combined GBDS1 domains at the N-terminus of p190 are sufficient and
necessary for directing ubiquitination in vitro, although other regions can be poorly
ubiquitinated in its absence.

The GBDS1 region is necessary and sufficient for mitotic p190RhoGAP degradation.
Because the N-terminus of p190 was necessary and sufficient for ubiquitination
(Figure 14), we next examined whether the GBD and S1 domains acted in a cooperative
fashion to regulate the mitotic degradation of p190 and whether they were necessary
and/or sufficient for degradation.

Therefore, we tested smaller N-terminal deletion

mutants to determine the minimal region of p190 that supported degradation. Figure 15
shows that neither the GBD nor S1 alone were sufficient for degradation. However, the
combined GBD and S1 domains (GBDS1) were degraded, indicating that this region is
both sufficient and necessary for mitotic degradation of p190.

N-terminal lysine residues are required for p190 degradation.
Because p190 degradation is a necessary mitotic event, we attempted to further
define a small region within the molecule or a set of amino acid residues involved in
regulating its mitotic stability. To do so, the N-terminal GBD domain was deleted by a
nested set of one or two 83 amino acid lengths (leaving two-thirds or one-third of the
GBD in the context of the wt p190) and these constructs, designated Δ83 and Δ160, were
tested in degradation assays. Figure 18A shows that both mutants were protected from
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Figure 16. Overexpression of the Δ83 p190 mutant increases multinucleation levels
HeLa cells were transfected with increasing amounts of either wt p190 or the Δ83 mutant
and incubated for 24 hrs. Samples were then prepared for immunofluorescence
microscopy and visualization of multinucleation (MN) was performed as described in
Experimental Procedures. Quantification of multiple experiments is expressed as the
ratio of % MN vs. control + SEM (N=5), where control values = 1. Data for this figure
was contributed by Dr. Ling Su.
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Figure 17. Ubiquitination of wt p190 and the Δ83, Δ160 N-terminal mutants
A) Wild-type p190, Δ83 p190, and Δ160 p190 were subjected to in vitro ubiquitination
assays. The assays and their quantification were performed as described in Experimental
Procedures. The acronym TnT stands for in vitro transcribed and translated protein
product.
B) Quantification of multiple experiments is expressed as the mean + SEM (N=3-5),
where the luciferase control value was arbitrarily set at 1. # represents p<0.02 comparing
Luc to p190 constructs; * represents p<0.02 comparing wt p190 to Δ83 and Δ160
mutants. Data for this figure was contributed by Dr. Joyce Agati Miller
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degradation, as no significant changes in protein levels were observed, indicating that
residues within the first 83 amino acids of p190 are critical for regulating its mitotic
stability. Interestingly, multinucleation assays after introducing increasing amounts of
either wt or Δ83 p190 by transient transfection revealed that at lower concentrations, the
non-degradable form of p190 (Δ83) was more than twice as efficient in causing the
multinucleation phenotype (Figure 16). Yet, at greater concentrations, such differences
disappear. Furthermore, ubiquitination assays comparing wt p190 to both Δ83 and Δ160
showed decreased ubiquitination levels for both mutants (Figure 17) suggesting that
regions or specific amino acids important to the ubiquitination and mitotic degradation of
p190 were, in fact, to be found within the first 83 amino acids of the protein.
After examination of the amino acid sequence of the N-terminal GBDS1 region,
the minimal fragment of p190 that supports both mitotic ubiquitination and degradation,
we noticed that although nearly 60 lysines are found in this fragment, only four are
located within the first 83 amino acids (Figure 18B). We hypothesized that these lysines,
K6, K26, K28, and K35, had the potential to be involved in the ubiquitin-proteasome
pathway-dependent degradation of the GBDS1.

We therefore, tested whether point

mutants, lysine to arginine substitutions, of these N-terminal residues would have an
effect on mitotic GBDS1 stability. The resulting mutant with all four substitutions,
designated GBDS1 4KR, was then tested in degradation assays.

Although the

degradation of endogenous p190 protein, shown as a control, continues to be observed in
the mitotic cell samples, the GBDS1 4KR mutant is spared from mitotic degradation
(Figure 18B).
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Figure 18. N-terminal lysine residues direct the degradation of p190 in HeLa cells
A) N-terminal deletion mutants of p190 (Δ83 and Δ160) are insensitive to mitotic
degradation. HeLa cells were transiently transfected with the indicated p190 expression
plasmids and subjected to degradation assays, SDS-PAGE analysis and Western blotting.
HA-tagged p190 variants were immunoblotted with the HA.11 antibody.
representative gel image is shown.

A

Levels of Δ83 and Δ160 were quantified by

densitometric analysis of Western blots.

The ratio of mutant to β-actin for the

“Asynchronous” lanes of each mutant group was arbitrarily set to 1, and the
corresponding “Mitotic” lanes (also corrected for amount of β-actin) were normalized to
that value. Values represent the normalized mean +SEM (N=3-5). *p<0.02 relative to
asynchronous cells expressing the corresponding N-terminal mutant.
B) The GBDS1 4KR mutant is insensitive to mitotic degradation. Diagram of the
rationale for the generation of the GBDS1 4KR mutant. HeLa cells were transiently
transfected with the indicated GBDS1 expression plasmids and subjected to a degradation
assay and analysis as described in panel A.

A representative gel image is shown.

Quantification represents the normalized mean +SEM (N=3).
asynchronous cells expressing the corresponding N-terminal mutant.

*p<0.02 relative to
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Figure 19. N-terminal lysine residues direct the degradation of p190 in HeLa cells
A) The full length p190 4KR mutant is insensitive to mitotic degradation. HeLa cells
were transiently transfected with the indicated pkH3 p190 expression plasmids and
subjected to degradation assays. A representative gel image is shown. Quantification
represents the normalized mean +SEM (N=3-5). *p<0.02 relative to asynchronous cells
expressing the corresponding N-terminal mutant. B) Persistent expression of the p190
4KR mutant in HeLa cells results in increased multinucleation. Multinucleation assays
were performed after RNAi reconstitution, where cells were treated with human-specific
p190 siRNA for 24 hrs, transfected with either wt p190 or p190 4KR rat cDNA and
allowed to incubate for 24 more hours.
immunofluorescence microscopy.

Samples were then prepared for

A representative gel image of knock-down and

reconstitution with mutant and wild-type p190 levels is shown as an insert.
Quantification of multiple experiments is expressed as the fold multinucleation vs. Mock
treated + SEM (N=3), where Mock treatment values were set at 1. * represents p<0.02
when comparing to Mock or wt p190 reconstitution.
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To evaluate the relevance of these four N-terminal lysines in the context of the
full length molecule, a full length p190 construct containing the four lysine to arginine
substitutions (p190 4KR) was generated, transfected into HeLa cells, and its mitotic
stability compared against wild-type p190 protein in degradation assays. Figure 19A
shows that whereas wild-type p190 is degraded in mitosis, the p190 4KR mutant is
resistant to mitotic degradation, confirming the relevance of these four N-terminal
residues to the mitotic degradation of p190. Finally, to test whether the degradationresistant p190 4KR mutant would yield an increase in the multinucleation phenotype
similar to the one caused by the degradation-resistant ΔGBD mutant used in earlier
assays (Figures 11 and 12), a siRNA reconstitution, using p190 4KR, followed by a
multinucleation assay were performed.

The siRNA oligo used was specific to

endogenous human p190, thus allowing the introduction and expression of rat p190
constructs (wild-type p190 and p190 4KR) in siRNA treated Hela cells.

Results

confirmed our previous findings showing that, after silencing of the endogenous p190
pool, expression of the degradation-resistant p190 4KR mutant resulted in a four-fold
increase in observed multinucleation whereas expression of the wild-type p190 caused no
significant difference in multinucleation, as compared to the Luciferase siRNA control
sample (Figure 19B) further establishing the relevance of these four lysine residues in the
regulation of mitotic p190 degradation.

DISCUSSION
Mitotic progression is inextricably dependent on the proteasomal degradation of
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important regulatory molecules such as A- and B-type cyclins, Securin and Plk1, among
others (Peters, 2002). Furthermore, progression and completion of cytokinesis is also
largely dependent on RhoA activity, which regulates the positioning as well as the
establishment and contraction of the actomyosin ring at the cleavage furrow
(Balasubramanian et al., 2004). Work in our laboratory provides a link between these
two mitotic regulatory mechanisms. We previously reported that the expression levels of
p190RhoGAP, a negative regulator of RhoA signaling, are cell cycle-regulated and
strikingly decreased in late mitosis (Su et al., 2003). Results presented in this chapter,
reveal that regulation of cytokinesis is clearly associated with p190 and not its closely
related homologue, p190B. Results further demonstrate that a decrease in p190 levels
during mitosis is required for completion of cytokinesis, cell abscission, and avoidance of
mitotic catastrophe. The timing of p190 degradation correlates with the detection of
active Rho in the cleavage furrow (Yoshizaki et al., 2004;Su et al., 2009) suggesting that
a key event that must occur in late mitosis is a decrease in RhoGAP activity. We confirm
that the unregulated GAP activity of p190 is responsible for the observed multinucleation
phenotype and report that four N-terminal lysine residues are required for the mitotic
degradation of p190. Together, these findings suggest that p190 is a critical regulator of
cytokinesis.
Existing models ascertain the critical role that RhoA plays in regulating events in
mitosis and cytokinesis. Several reports indicate that RhoA activity increases in late
mitosis (Maddox and Burridge, 2003;Yoshizaki et al., 2004), and it is widely accepted
that this increased activation is necessary for successful completion of cytokinesis. How
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are increased RhoGTP levels attained in cytokinesis? Numerous studies have revealed
the important role that the RhoGEF Ect2 plays in this activation event (Kimura et al.,
2000a;Yuce et al., 2005;Nishimura and Yonemura, 2006;Chalamalasetty et al., 2006).
However, a recent report (Mikawa et al., 2008) has shown that Ect2 and p190 have
counteracting roles in regulating cytokinesis and demonstrates not only that they
associate in mitosis, but also colocalize at the cleavage furrow, where RhoA is found
(Nishimura et al., 1998b). The present study describes an additional molecular event that
must occur to achieve the increased RhoGTP levels needed for cytokinesis. Here we
show that a decrease in p190 levels during mitosis is required to avoid cytokinesis failure
and multinucleation. We demonstrate that when cells are unable to lower mitotic levels
of p190 protein, as is the case with the non-degradable ΔGBD, Δ83 and 4KR mutants
(Figs. 11, 12, 16 & 19B, respectively), cytokinesis failure increases significantly. This is
true not only in overexpression settings but also when the non-degradable protein is
expressed at what appears to be similar levels as the endogenous p190 protein, as is the
case for the ΔGBD and 4KR mutants. Based on these results, we envision a model where
the activities of p190 and Ect2 negatively and positively, respectively, regulate Rho
activity levels until late in mitosis when increased RhoGTP is required for directing
actomyosin ring positioning, establishment, and contraction. At that time, p190, the
negative regulator of RhoA, is degraded and its levels decreased sufficiently to allow full
activation of RhoA to occur.
Current models of contractile ring formation posit that its organization is
regulated by “RhoGTP activity zones” (Piekny et al., 2005;Bement et al., 2006a;Bement
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et al., 2005). These Rho zones are dynamic due to the cyclical nature of Rho activation
and spatially confined to a narrow region of the plasma membrane which serves as a
signal for recruitment/organization of a contractile ring (Miller et al., 2008). In a recent
study (Su et al., 2009), our group showed that p190 participates in the establishment and
stability of such Rho zones. Elevated levels of p190 during cytokinesis were shown to
result in multiple cycles of abnormal contractile ring organization and site selection.
When furrows were able to form, they were unstable, giving way to cytokinesis failure.
Moreover, through FRET analysis, it was determined that the Rho activity zone in these
cells is reduced significantly, giving rise to the aforementioned phenotypes. Altogether,
one can conclude that a decrease in endogenous p190 levels during cytokinesis is
required not only to increase RhoGTP levels in general but also to properly focus and
stabilize the Rho activity zone which will signal the organization and activation of the
contractile ring.
Our results suggest that the mitotic role of p190 is specific to the A homologue
and not to p190B. Although both function as GTPase-activating proteins (GAPs) for
RhoA, share 50% sequence identity and are structurally analogous, they are reported to
have differing functions in various cellular settings (Sordella et al., 2002;Sordella et al.,
2003;Chakravarty et al., 2003;Heckman et al., 2007). The experimental data suggest that
p190B fails to induce multinucleation when overexpressed indicating that p190B may not
have a direct role in regulating cytokinesis. The dispersed cytosolic localization of
endogenous p190B during mitosis, not enriched in the membrane and cleavage furrow,
further supports that interpretation. It is likely that functional and localization differences
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between p190 and p190B are due to the significant variance existing in the middle
domain of both proteins. The numerous phosphorylation sites and protein interaction
domains contained in this region are unique to each homologue. Further experimentation
will be necessary to understand how each of these molecules is differentially regulated
and to identify the post-translational modifications or protein-protein interactions behind
such differences.
A previous study by Su et al (Su et al., 2003) showed that the C-terminus of p190
was required for mediating the multinucleation phenotype after p190 overexpression.
While that analysis defined a region containing the GAP domain as important for p190induced multinucleation, it did not define p190 RhoGAP activity as critical to the event.
In addition to the GAP domain, other important protein interaction domains are also
located at the C-terminus, such as the poly-proline domain and numerous
phosphorylation sites (Jiang et al., 2008) that could potentially play a role in mediating
the multinucleation phenotype. By using finer site-directed and deletional mutagenesis
we report that it is, in fact, the Rho GAP activity which is responsible for the
multinucleation phenotype (Figure 13). Mutation of Y1105 and of R1283 in p190 (the
GAP activating, c-Src-dependent phosphorylation site and a GAP domain point mutant,
respectively) prevent the multinucleation phenotype, while overexpression of the GAP
domain alone elicits a strong phenotype, stronger than that of the full length protein
(Figure 13). This result further supports the idea that the downregulation of p190 is
necessary for increased RhoGTP levels and appropriate Rho zone focusing. It also
suggests a role for c-Src tyrosine kinase through tyrosine 1105 phosphorylation in this
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process. c-Src involvement in regulating mitosis has been documented for over two
decades. The tyrosine kinase activity of c-Src increases in M phase (Chackalaparampil
and Shalloway, 1988;Kuga et al., 2007), specifically during metaphase progression and
cytokinesis, and this increase can be blocked by treatment with Src family kinase (SFK)
inhibitors (Moasser et al., 1999;Ng et al., 2005;Kasahara et al., 2007). Thus, regulation
of p190RhoGAP in mitosis may be a new mechanism of mitotic regulation by c-Src and
SFKs.
Structure-function analysis of regions of the molecule regulating p190
degradation directed our interest to the GBDS1 N-terminal fragment of the protein, as it
was heavily ubiquitinated in vitro and required for mitotic degradation (Figs 14 and 15).
Results indicated that only the combined GBDS1 and not either of the individual domains
(GBD or S1) were sufficient for ubiquitination and degradation. Furthermore, deletion of
the first 83 amino acids of p190 resulted in protection of the fragment from mitotic
degradation (Figure 18A) as well as a decrease in ubiquitination (Figure 17). Together,
these results suggested that a degradation motif or sequence might exist in the first 83
amino acids, yet none were found. However, in contrast to the rest of the GBDS1 which
is laden with lysine residues, only four isolated lysines are found within the first 83
residues of the p190 sequence. Alanine substitution of these lysines, in the context of
both the GBDS1 fragment and the full length protein, stabilized p190 during mitosis (Fig
18B and 19A). Thus we define these residues as the minimal region of p190 regulating
its degradation. From these data, we envision a mechanism where there are sequences
spread between the GBD and S1 regions that are critical for mediating p190 degradation.
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For example, a sequence in S1 could function as a recognition site for the ubiquitination
machinery, whereas lysines in the GBD domain, potentially K6, K26, K28 and K35,
could act as ubiquitin-accepting residues.

It is also possible that in the native

conformation of the protein, intramolecular interactions between these two regions are
necessary to expose ubiquitin accepting or recognition sites elsewhere in the protein.
Moreover, it is also possible that sequences along the GBD or S1 may be further
modified or involved in protein-protein interactions that, in combination, are required for
degradation so that individual domains are found to be stable.
Our results propose that the degradation of p190 in mitosis is a specific and
carefully regulated event. In a process in which energy efficiency and conservation are
paramount, the systematic degradation of p190 in late mitosis is indicative of its critical
role as a negative regulator of RhoA activation and, therefore, of cytokinesis.
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Chapter 4
A Preliminary Study on Mitosis-Specific Posttranslational Modifications of p190RhoGAP
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INTRODUCTION
As a negative regulator of Rho activity, p190 participates in a number of
important cellular processes including cell adhesion, migration, invasion, cell death and
cell cycle progression, among others. Through a C-terminal GAP domain, p190 can exert
its inhibitory effect on RhoGTP levels by accelerating Rho’s intrinsic ability to hydrolyze
GTP (Hall and Nobes, 2000). Given its crucial role in modulating critical cellular
processes, the regulation of p190 GAP activity is managed carefully and closely. The
GAP activity of p190 toward RhoA is in large part regulated through post-translational
modifications including phosphorylation and ubiquitination.
Tyrosine phosphorylation of p190, particularly at Y1105, results in activation of
its GAP activity and downmodulation of Rho signaling (Chang et al., 1995;Roof et al.,
1998). A large number of kinases, predominantly c-Src and other Src family kinases,
have been reported to mediate tyrosine phosphorylation of p190. Conversely, tyrosine
dephosphorylation by several tyrosine phosphatases inactivates p190 RhoGAP function
(Nimnual et al., 2003;Shiota et al., 2003;Tamura et al., 2006). An additional mechanism
that decreases p190 GAP activity is its phosphorylation at various ser/thr residues by
several different kinases (Maddox and Burridge, 2003;Jiang et al., 2008;Mori et al.,
2009).

To date, three ser/thr kinases have been confirmed to act on p190, though

involvement of other kinases is likely.

Ser/thr phosphorylation levels of p190 are

particularly high during mitosis whereas its tyrosine phosphorylation is decreased at that
time (Maddox and Burridge, 2003). Given that increased RhoGTP levels are necessary
for proper cell division, reports of changes in p190 phosphorylation patterns propose a
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viable mechanism for achieving increased RhoA activity in mitosis. However, ser/thr
phosphorylation is not the only mechanism available to a cell for the inactivation of p190
GAP activity during mitosis.
Work in our laboratory has shown that p190 is ubiquitinated during mitosis (Su et
al., 2003). This modification leads to a marked decrease in p190 protein levels during
cytokinesis. Degradation of p190 has been shown to occur by the ubiquitin-proteasome
pathway. Su and colleagues reported that the N-terminus of p190 was important for its
ubiquitination and degradation. Work in chapter three of this dissertation further defined
the GBDS1 region of p190 as necessary and sufficient for its ubiquitination (Figure 14).
Additionally, four N-terminal lysine residues, at positions 6, 26, 28 and 35, were
identified as necessary for p190 degradation, suggesting a potential role for these residues
as primary ubiquitin accepting lysines (Figures 18, 19).

A decrease in p190 levels by

ubiquitin-mediated proteasomal degradation and further reduction of its associated GAP
activity during cytokinesis is an additional mechanism by which cells can attain elevated
RhoGTP levels, necessary for cell division.
Protein ubiquitination is mediated through an enzymatic cascade including
enzymes E1, E2 and E3 (Pickart, 2001b). Briefly, E1 activates ubiquitin in an ATPdependent process and transfers it to a conjugating enzyme, E2. Most eukaryotic cells
have a single E1 and nearly twenty five E2 enzymes. The exquisite specificity of this
process is provided by the availability of hundreds of E3 enzymes, which mediate
interactions between substrates and the ubiquitination machinery. The specificity of E3
enzymes, also called ubiquitin ligases, comes from their ability to bind substrates through
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defined recognition sequences commonly referred as degrons.

Among the most

important ubiquitin ligases, the Anaphase Promoting Complex/Cyclosome (APC/C) is of
particular relevance to this work as it has been identified as the ligase mediating
ubiquitination of several cell cycle regulators during mitosis, when p190 is also
ubiquitinated (Peters, 2002).

The APC/C is a multisubunit complex that interacts with

substrates by means of two “activator” proteins: Cdc20 and Cdh1. These activators have
the ability to recognize particular degrons present in important mitotic regulators such as
cyclinB, Securin and polo-like kinase. Cdc20 is active earlier during mitosis where it
recognizes degrons known as Destruction or D boxes, which consist of the sequence
RXXLXXXN/E. Cdh1, active later during cytokinesis, is more flexible in its binding
specificity as it is able to recognize and bind D and KEN boxes in substrates. KEN boxes
are defined by the sequence KENXXXD/N (Burton et al., 2005;Kraft et al., 2005).
Because D and KEN boxes are recognized exclusively by the APC/C, the presence of
either of these destruction motifs in any given ubiquitinated protein is a good initial
indication that it may be an APC/C substrate.
In this chapter, I present a collection of data on mitotic post-translational
modifications of p190, such as ubiquitination and ser/thr phosphorylation. Both of these
can result in reduced p190 GAP activity. Efforts to identify the ligase that mediates p190
ubiquitination in mitosis focused on testing the involvement of the APC/C in the process.
Though inconclusive, results provide clues regarding the identity of the E3 ligase that
ubiquitinates p190. Also included in this chapter is a preliminary study on the mitotic
ser/thr phosphorylation of p190 and the effects of several mitotic kinase inhibitors on its
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phosphorylation, thus providing initial evidence regarding the identity of the kinase(s)
that accomplishes these modifications.

RESULTS
To better understand the mechanism regulating the mitotic downregulation of
p190, an attempt was made to identify the ubiquitin ligase that mediates mitotic p190
ubiquitination.

Analysis of the p190 protein sequence revealed that it contained

numerous amino acid motifs throughout the molecule that conformed to sequences
described for D and KEN boxes (Burton et al., 2005;Kraft et al., 2005). As depicted in
Figure 20, six D box-like and two KEN box-like motifs can be found in the p190
sequence. The presence and high concentration of these unique motifs on p190 was an
initial indicator to us that the APC/C may be involved in p190 ubiquitination, since these
degrons are not utilized by other E3 ligases.

P190 associates with APC/C activators cdc20 and cdh1
The APC/C is an E3 ligase that “recruits” substrates for ubiquitination by an E2
enzyme. It does so by associating with “activators” cdc20 and cdh1, which in turn, bind
D and KEN box-containing substrates.

To verify the potential involvement of the

APC/C in p190 ubiquitination, co-immunoprecipitation assays of mitotic HeLa cell
lysates were performed. The goal was to determine whether p190 could associate with
either cdc20 or cdh1 (Figure 21).

Discovery of such associations would provide

supporting evidence for p190 being an APC/C substrate. To increase the probability of
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Figure 20. Schematic representation of p190RhoGAP and its putative destruction
motifs
The different D and KEN boxes present on the p190 sequence are illustrated. Their
location is identified by the amino acid position number of the first residue in the motif.
D boxes are degrons recognized by the APC/Ccdc20 and the APC/Ccdh1 E3 ligase
complexes. KEN boxes are recognized exclusively by the APC/Ccdh1 E3 ligase complex.
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Figure 21. P190 associates with APC/C activators cdc20 and cdh1 when
overexpressed
A)

p190

and

cdc20

co-associate

when

overexpressed.

Reciprocal

co-

immunoprecipitations using anti-p190 and anti-cdc20 antibodies were performed after
HeLa cells, grown in 100 mm culture dishes, were co transfected with 5μg of p190 and
3μg of cdc20 plasmid. Twenty-four hour post-transfection, one cell sample was enriched
for mitotic cells by Nocodazole treatment while the other was left as an asynchronous cell
population.

Different

exposures

are

denoted

by

breaks

in

blot

images.

Immunoprecipitations were performed as described in Material and Methods. Antimouse IgG antibodies were used, at a similar concentration as immunoprecipitating
antibodies, as negative antibody controls. (N ≥ 5)
B)

p190

and

cdh1

co-associate

when

overexpressed.

immunoprecipitations were performed as described above.

Cell

samples

and

Different exposures are

denoted by breaks in blot images. Anti-rabbit IgG antibodies were used, at a similar
concentration as immunoprecipitating antibodies, as negative antibody controls. (N ≥ 5)
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detecting potential interactions, initial experiments were performed in cells cooverexpressing of p190 and either of the APC/C activator proteins. As shown in Figure
21, anti-p190 antibody coimmunoprecipitated both APC/C activators along with p190 in
both mitotic and asynchronous cell populations, but more efficiently from mitotic cells.
However, p190 immunoprecipitations consistently displayed a greater amount of
associated cdc20 than cdh1 (Fig 2A and B, 3A and B). Reciprocal immunoprecipitations
using antibodies targeting cdc20 or cdh1 resulted in efficient immunoprecipitation of
both APC/C activators, but only cdh1, not cdc20, associated with p190. This was an
interesting result given that p190 immunoprecipitations pulled down significant amounts
of associated cdc20. The possibility that endogenous proteins could be found in a
complex was then tested. Mitotic cell lysates were prepared with synchronized and
untransfected HeLa cells and probed with antibodies specific for p190 and the APC/C
activator proteins. No consistent interactions between these molecules were seen when
cdc20 or cdh1 antibodies were used for immunoprecipitations. In contrast, when p190
antibodies were used, associations of p190 with both cdc20 and cdh1 were detected
(Figure 22A, B). As before, association with cdc20 was more readily observed than
association with cdh1, the latter being observed only in longer exposures of Western
blotting samples (Figure 22B only). Together, these data indicated that p190 could
interact with both APC/C activators and therefore could have the potential for interaction
with the APC/C during mitosis. Furthermore, cdc20 appeared to be more abundantly
associated with p190 than with cdh1.
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Figure 22. Endogenous cdc20 and cdh1 proteins are associated with p190 only in
immunoprecipitations with p190-specific antibodies
A) Endogenous p190 and cdc20 co-associate in p190-specific immunoprecipitations.
Reciprocal co-immunoprecipitations using anti-p190 and anti-cdc20 antibodies were
performed in untransfected HeLa cells. Twenty-four hour after seeding duplicate cell
samples, one was enriched for mitotic cells by Nocodazole treatment while the other was
left as an asynchronous cell population.

Immunoprecipitations were performed as

described in Material and Methods. Different exposures are denoted by breaks in blot
images.

Anti-mouse IgG antibodies were used, at a similar concentration as

immunoprecipitating antibodies, as negative antibody controls. (N ≥ 5)
B) Endogenous p190 and cdh1 co-associate in p190-specific immunoprecipitations. Cell
samples and immunoprecipitations were performed as described above. Anti-rabbit IgG
antibodies were used, at a similar concentration as immunoprecipitating antibodies, as
negative antibody controls. (N ≥ 5)
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Figure 23. Overexpression of APC/C activators results in an earlier reduction of
mitotic p190 levels
HeLa cells were transfected with 2μg of either cdc20 or cdh1 plasmids and the mitotic
cell population enriched by Nocodazole treatment as previously described and detailed in
Material and Methods and released into fresh media at the indicated times. Cells were
harvested with 0.5% NP-40 lysis buffer and 100μg of whole cell lysates analyzed by
SDS-PAGE. P190 levels were quantified by densitometric analysis of Western blots.
The ratio of p190 to β-actin for the non-treated control samples was arbitrarily set to 1,
and samples transfected with APC/C activators (also corrected for amount of β-actin)
were normalized to that value. Values represent the normalized mean +SEM (N=4). *
equals p<0.05 relative to non-transfected controls.
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Variations in the expression of APC/C activators, particularly cdc20, have a negative
effect on mitotic p190 protein levels
The next approach was to test whether variations in the expression levels of cdc20
and cdh1 proteins (i.e. overexpression) could have an effect on p190 protein levels. We
hypothesized that increased amounts of APC/C activators might result in faster and/or
greater degradation of APC/C substrates, including p190. To test this hypothesis, two
separate experiments were designed. The first experiment tested whether p190 levels
would decrease at earlier time points when cdc20 and cdh1 were equally and separately
overexpressed. The second experiment was designed to test wether increased amounts of
APC/C activators would be capable of mediating greater p190 degradation. In the first
experiment HeLa cells were transfected with cdc20 or cdh1 plasmids, synchronized with
Nocodazole and released from arrest for different amounts of time (Figure 23).
Quantification of several experiments (n=4) revealed that even before cells were released
from Nocodazole treatment and at a much earlier time point (0’) than usually observed,
p190 levels were significantly decreased in cdc20 and cdh1 transfected samples, whereas
nontransfected control samples retained higher p190 levels. In fact, p190 levels remained
low in samples overexpressing APC/C activators at all times tested. Unfortunately,
because of the large variation in the amount of p190 degradation observed in
nontransfected control samples during these experiments, no statistically significant
differences were found between control and cdc20 or cdh1 overexpressing samples
released from Nocodazole treatment for 45 and 90 minutes, although the overall trend, as
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Figure 24. Overexpression of increasing amounts of cdc20, but not of cdh1, result in
a more dramatic and persistent reduction of mitotic p190 levels
HeLa cells were transfected with the indicated increasing amounts of cdc20 or cdh1
plasmids and the cell population was enriched for mitotic cells by Nocodazole treatment
as previously described. After Nocodazole treatment, cells were released into fresh
media for thirty minutes. After release, cells were harvested with 0.5% NP-40 lysis buffer
and 100μg of whole cell lysates analyzed by SDS-PAGE. P190 levels were quantified by
densitometric analysis of Western blots. The ratio of p190 to β-actin for the non-treated
control samples was arbitrarily set to 1, and samples transfected with APC/C activators
(also corrected for amount of β-actin) were normalized to that value. Values represent
the normalized mean +SEM (N=3). * equals p<0.05 relative to non-transfected controls.
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seen in the graph on Figure 23, showed lowered p190 levels when cdc20 or cdh1 were
overexpressed.
In the second experiment, HeLa cells were transfected with increasing amounts of
cdc20 or cdh1 plasmid, synchronized with Nocodazole and released for 30 minutes. The
hypothesis being tested was that the extent of p190 degradation would increase with
increasing amounts of cdc20 and/or cdh1. Figure 24 shows that transfected samples
displayed a significant decrease in p190 levels starting at plasmid transfection levels of
0.5μg and sustained or further reduced this decrease with greater levels of cdc20. In
contrast, in cdh1 transfected cells only the sample transfected with 0.5μg of cdh1 plasmid
displayed any significant difference in p190 levels from nontransfected control, making
interpretation of this data set particularly difficult. From these experiments we can
tentatively conclude that increasing amounts of cdc20 result in a corresponding decrease
in p190 levels whereas increasing amounts of cdh1 do not. However, lack of proper
controls to evaluate mitotic progression in these experiments makes even the cdc20 result
difficult to interpret in the greater context of mitosis and cytokinesis (see Discussion).

In vitro transcribed and translated p190 is not a suitable target for purified APC/C
ubiquitination assays
In an effort to more definitively and directly address the question of whether p190
is an APC substrate, in vitro ubiquitination assays using immunopurified APC/C and
radioactively labeled, in vitro transcribed and translated p190 were performed. Technical
difficulties and our lack of expertise in this kind of assay prevented us from answering
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Figure 25. In vitro transcribed and translated p190 is not a suitable target for
purified APC/C-mediated ubiquitination assays
This in vitro ubiquitination assay was performed by staff in Dr. Hoingtao Yu’s laboratory
at UT Southwestern Medical Center. Briefly, full length p190 and the deletion mutants
GBDS1 and S2S3GAP were in vitro transcribed and translated, labeled with [35S]Methionine and incubated with immunopurified APC/Ccdh1 E3 ligase complex. After
reactions were completed, samples were analyzed by SDS-PAGE and radiodetection of
substrates was performed using a phosphoimager scanner. Cdc20 is used here not as an
APC/C activator but as a positive control for APC/C ubiquitination. Further details
regarding this assay are included in Materials and Methods.
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this question through experimentation in our laboratory.

As a result, we set up a

collaboration with an expert in the field of mitotic ubiquitination, Dr. Hongtao Yu at UT
Southwestern Medical Center in Houston, Texas. Using full length p190 plasmid and
purified cdh1 and APC/C, staff in Dr. Yu’s laboratory tested whether p190 was an in
vitro APC/C substrate (see Materials and Methods, Chapter 2). Additional plasmids
provided to Dr. Yu and used as controls for this assay included the GBDS1 and
S2S3GAP deletion mutants of p190. These mutants functioned as positive and negative
controls, respectively, based on results described in Chapter 3 which showed that the Nterminal GBDS1 mutant is ubiquitinated by mitotic extracts of HeLa cells to similar
levels as wild-type p190, whereas the S2S3GAP is minimally ubiquitinated (See Figure
14). Results from Dr. Yu’s laboratory shown in Figure 25, revealed that neither full
length p190 nor GBDS1 are ubiquitinated above levels in “control” samples (No cdh1
lanes) when purified APC/C and cdh1 are used. Ubiquitination of cdc20, used as a
positive control, was evident in the cdh1-containing lane and observed as a decrease in
intensity of the bands near its native molecular weight of ~55 kDa and a concomitant
increase in the darkness of the lane at higher molecular weights (near the 200 kDa
marker), indicative of polyubiquitination. We concluded from these experiments that,
although ubiquitinated in mitotic cell extracts (see Figure 14), in vitro transcribed and
translated p190 is not a suitable target for purified APC/C-mediated ubiquitination.
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Figure 26. p190 is phosphorylated by a ser/thr kinase in mitosis
A) Treatment with Okadaic Acid retards the electrophoretic mobility of mitotic p190.
HeLa cells were treated with Nocodazole to enrich the mitotic population.

Thirty

minutes before harvesting these cells, one sample from the mitotic cell population was
treated with the ser/thr phosphatase inhibitor Okadaic Acid. Cells were then harvested
with 0.5% NP-40 lysis buffer supplemented with protease inhibitors +/- Okadaic Acid.
100μg of mitotic whole cell lysates were analyzed by SDS-PAGE and immunoblotted as
indicated.
B) A schematic representation of the putative cdk1 and AuroraB phosphorylation sites in
the MD of p190. This information was collected through a mass spectrometry analysis
undertaken to identify mitosis-specific phosphorylation sites on p190 and was performed
by Dr. Ling Su.
C) The MD of p190 is ser/thr phosphorylated. Cell lysates from mitotic-enriched and
asynchronous cell populations transfected with 5μg of HA-tagged Middle Domain
plasmids were analyzed by immunoprecipitation using HA-11 antibody.

Purified

immunecomplexes were then analyzed by SDS-PAGE and immunoblotted as indicated.
Anti-rabbit IgG antibodies were used as negative antibody controls and added to samples
at similar concentrations as the immunoprecipitating antibodies.
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p190 is phosphorylated by a ser/thr kinase in mitosis
We then turned our attention to a different post-translational modification observed in
p190 during mitosis, ser/thr phosphorylation. Mitotic ser/thr phosphorylation of p190 has
been shown to decrease its GAP activity and has been offered as a mechanism by which
increased RhoGTP levels are attained during cytokinesis (Maddox and Burridge, 2003).
The rationale for undertaking these studies was the observation that, in contrast to the
usual single band, p190 forms two electrophoretically distinct bands during mitosis when
lysates are prepared using buffer containing ser/thr phosphatase inhibitors. Changes in
electrophoresis mobility have been associated with ser/thr phosphorylation; therefore, this
possibility was further investigated by comparing interphase cell lysates with mitotic cell
lysates that had been treated or non-treated with Okadaic Acid (OA), a ser/thr
phosphatase inhibitor. Figure 26A shows that a p190 doublet is observed when OA is
added to mitotic cell samples and that removal of said inhibitor restores gel
electrophoresis mobility to levels similar to those observed in interphase lysates. We
conclude that p190 is ser/thr phosphorylated during mitosis.
A concurrent research project conducted by Dr. Ling Su, at the time a postdoctoral fellow in our laboratory, was seeking to identify mitosis-specific
phosphorylation sites in p190 by mass spectrometry.

Her efforts resulted in the

identification of four phosphorylation sites with strong mitotic specificity. The sequence
in these putative phosphorylation sites conformed to the established consensus
recognition sequences of mitotic kinases Aurora B and cdk1, as illustrated in Figure 26B.
All four mitosis-specific phosphorylation sites identified were found within the Middle
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Figure 27. Inhibitors of the mitotic ser/thr kinases cdk1 and Aurora B restore
p190’s electrophoretic mobility
HeLa cells were treated with Nocodazole for 16-18 hours and treated with the indicated
kinase inhibitors two hours before harvesting. Lysates were prepared using 0.5% NP-40
lysis buffer supplemented with protease inhibitors and the indicated kinase inhibitors.
100μg of whole cell lysates was analyzed by SDS-PAGE and immunoblotted as indicated
(N=3).
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Domain (MD) of p190, and thus we tested whether a MD fragment of p190 could be
phosphorylated during mitosis when transfected into HeLa cells. This was accomplished
by transfection of a triple HA-tagged MD plasmid into HeLa cells, which was then
immunoprecipitated from asynchronous and mitotic lysates by means of an anti-HA
antibody and analyzed by Western blotting using a phospho Serine (pSer) antibody
(Figure 26C). A pSer band was visible after immunoprecipitation of the MD from both
mitotic and asynchronous cell lysates, confirming our hypothesis that the MD of p190
can be ser/thr phosphorylated in mitosis. However, whether the phosphorylations in
mitosis were distinct from those in interphase was not known.

Inhibitors of the mitotic ser/thr kinases cdk1 and Aurora B restore p190’s electrophoretic
mobility
An attempt was then made to identify the kinase responsible for p190
phosphorylation during mitosis by treatment of mitotic lysates with kinase inhibitors
specific to cdk1 (Roscovitin), AuroraB (Hesperadin) and MAPK (UO126) (Figure 27).
Briefly, cells were treated with Nocodazole and then, one hour after harvesting, treated
with each of the kinase inhibitors and OA. After all treatments had been completed,
floating mitotic cells were collected by mechanical shake off. In addition to this sample,
Nocodazole treated cells that remained attached to the dish and had not yet rounded up
and entered mitosis were also collected. This assay would determine whether there was
any effect of specific kinase inhibition by changes in the electrophoretic mobility of
p190. P190 in lysates collected from asynchronous cell samples was used as a reference
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point for gel mobility comparisons. Within the mitotic cell samples, labeled Noc(float) in
Figure 27, a p190 band in the non-treated sample with nearly the same mobility as
interphase p190 can be seen. Addition of OA resulted in a visibly higher p190 band
which decreased to non-treated levels when samples receive a combination of
OA+Roscovitine. The OA+Hesperadin treatment appeared to be toxic to mitotic cells, as
lower protein levels were consistently collected and analyzed.

Although in shorter

exposures no p190 band is detected in OA+Hesperadin samples, longer exposures such as
the one shown in Figure 27 revealed a faint p190 band at the same level as that observed
in the OA+Roscovitine sample, lower than the band in the OA-only sample. Inhibition of
MAPK by UO126 in the OA+UO126 sample had no effect on p190 band mobility,
showing a band at the same level as that of the OA only sample. The same experiment
was performed on non-mitotic cell lysates, labeled NOC(att) in Figure 27, where
treatment with the inhibitors caused no observable differences in p190 band gel mobility;
all p190 bands migrated similarly to that from the control. Together, these results appear
to indicate that cdk1 and Aurora B may play a role in the mitotic phosphorylation of
p190. Further and more in depth analysis involving in vitro kinase assays and pointmutations is required before more concrete assertions on this matter can be made.

DISCUSSION
Post-translational modifications are an important mechanism by which protein
function and stability are regulated. In the case of p190, post-translational modifications
such as ubiquitination and ser/thr phosphorylation are known to decrease its GAP activity
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and thus allow for increased RhoGTP levels necessary for successful completion of
cytokinesis (Maddox and Burridge, 2003;Su et al., 2003). Presented here are preliminary
results obtained in an effort to better understand the means by which p190 is
ubiquitinated and ser/thr phosphorylated during mitosis. The results, though incomplete,
suggest a potential role by the E3 ligase APC/C as well as mitotic kinases cyclin B and
Aurora B in the ubiquitination and phosphorylation of p190 during mitosis.
Results in Figures 21 and 22 show that p190 can associate with APC/C activators
cdh1 and cdc20 in co-immunoprecipitation assays of mitotic cell lysates. Complex
formation between p190 and APC/C activators could be interpreted as supporting
evidence of p190 being an APC/C substrate. Association between p190 and cdc20 was
preferred, as larger amounts of cdc20, overexpressed or at endogenous levels, were
consistently found in p190 precipitates. Interestingly, Su and colleagues (2003) reported
that p190 ubiquitination was observed in the early stages of mitosis, the same time cdc20
is associated with the APC/C and actively participating in substrate recognition and
protein

ubiquitination.

Rather

confusingly,

however,

when

reciprocal

immunoprecipitations were performed with antibodies targeting APC/C activators, only
cdh1 was found in complex with p190. The cdc20 immunoprecipitations showed no
interaction with p190 even in overnight exposures. Should the interaction between p190
and cdc20 be a bona fide cellular association, it is possible that antibody binding
competes with p190 for cdc20 binding or that it causes steric hindrance that blocks D-box
recognition sequences in cdc20 so that p190 and other substrates can not be bound.
Inclusion of other corroborated APC/Ccdc20 substrates such as cyclin A or cyclin B in this
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immunoprecipitation assay would help clarify these results and, more importantly,
validate the approach undertaken.
Analysis of results from Figure 24, where APC/C activators were overexpressed
in increasing amounts and the corresponding decrease in p190 protein measured,
correlate well with results from co-immunoprecipitation assays in Figures 21 and 22.
Quantification of several independent experiments showed that when increasing amounts
of cdc20 (0.5μg-2μg plasmid) were transfected into cells, a significant and steady
decrease in p190 levels resulted, whereas no significant decrease in p190 levels was
observed after cdh1 overexpression, except for the 0.5μg cdh1 plasmid transfection
samples. On the other hand, these results are internally inconsistent with those in Figure
23 where 2μg of either cdc20 or cdh1 were transfected, and significant differences in
p190 levels between treatments were observed before Nocodazole release. The lack of
statistical significance at the later time points may have more to do with technical
deficiencies in the execution of these experiments given that throughout this dissertation,
dramatic decreases in p190 levels are observed at 40 minutes after Nocodazole release.
Also, inconsistencies in measured time points (45 min after Nocodazole release in Figure
23 and 30 minutes after Nocodazole release in Figure 24) make results from this section
difficult to compare. In addition to these internal inconsistencies, the lack of controls for
mitotic progression such as cyclin A or cyclin B degradation prevents us from accurately
relating the time points measured to specific mitotic stages. This is particularly relevant
in light of the fact that overexpression of APC/C activators often results in shortened
mitosis and cytokinesis, since mitotic checkpoints are quickly bypassed by uncontrolled
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degradation of regulatory proteins (Todd Stuckenberg, personal communication).
Together, these data do not provide definitive answers to questions regarding the effects
of APC/C activator overexpression on p190 degradation but only provide clues regarding
those effects.
The in vitro ubiquitination assays with immunopurified APC/C in Figure 25
showed that p190 is not an in vitro substrate of the purified APC/Ccdh1 complex. Several
reasons make this finding difficult to interpret and translate into the cellular context.
First, due to limited ubiquitination activity of the reconstituted APCcdc20 complex in vitro,
the assay is routinely performed by our collaborators using cdh1 and not cdc20 as the
activator. This is likely due to the requirement for additional phosphorylations on varied
APC/C subunits, or their targets, required for activity of the APCcdc20 complex and
unavailable in this in vitro system. Given the timing of p190 degradation in early mitosis
and the data presented earlier in this chapter regarding p190-cdc20 association, we
believe that the APC/Ccdc20 complex is preferred for p190 ubiquitination. Again, given
technical limitations inherent to this assay, such a combination was not attempted.
Furthermore, this assay relies on the use of APC/C immunopurified from interphase cells.
The regulation of mitotic and interphase APC/C could be sufficiently different such that
mitotic substrates may not be recognized and ubiquitinated by interphase APC/C. As
described above, mitosis-specific phosphorylation of several APC/C subunits is required
for mitotic function whereas such modifications are not needed during interphase (Peters,
2002). Furthermore, p190 may need “priming” post-translational modifications exclusive
to mitosis which do not occur in the in vitro expression system used to generate the p190
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protein tested in this in vitro assay or in the purified APC/C preparation. As shown in this
chapter (Figure 26B), mitotic-specific phosphorylation has been detected and may play a
crucial role in regulating not only the GAP activity of p190 during mitosis but also its
stability. Additionally, it may be possible that other E3 ligases active in mitosis, such as
Chfr or the Cul3/KLHL9/KLHL13 complex, may be involved in p190 ubiquitination
(Chaturvedi et al., 2002;Sumara et al., 2007). An appropriate initial strategy to test this
possibility could include coimmunoprecipitations assays with Chfr, Cul3 or p190-specific
antibodies, especially because reports available in the literature indicate detection of
physical association between these ligases and their identified mitotic substrates.
Moreover, shRNA-mediated silencing of these ligases could be employed to determine
their in vivo involvement in p190 ubiquitination.
The changes in p190 gel mobility shown in Figure 26 corroborate previously
described findings of mitotic ser/thr phosphorylation of p190 by Maddox and colleagues.
Previous work in our laboratory showed that there are four putative, mitotic-specific
phosphorylation sites in p190, all contained within the MD, and we confirm that this
domain of p190 can be phosphorylated during mitosis. Point mutations of residues
identified by mass spectrometry as putative phosphorylation sites will be necessary to
confirm their in vivo usage by cellular kinases. We did not test whether the isolated GBD
or GAP domains could also be phosphorylated during mitosis. Furthermore, our use of
mitotic kinase inhibitors yielded only initial information regarding the involvement of
mitotic kinases in p190 phosphorylation, largely because the readout chosen, changes in
p190 mobility, was not a direct measurement of phosphorylation. However, the data
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suggest the involvement of cdk1 and Aurora B kinases, as their inhibition resulted in a
lower mobility p190 band. These results warrant further study. Additional approaches to
addressing the question of mitotic serine phosphorylation of p190 would include p190
immunoprecipitation followed by Western blotting and detection of associated
phosphoproteins with pSer or kinase specific antibodies. In vitro kinase assays would
more specifically determine the potential of each kinase to phosphorylate p190.
The results presented in this Chapter are preliminary and do not support the
drawing of any final conclusions regarding the identity of the E3 ligase involved in
mitotic p190 ubiquitination or of the kinase(s) involved in mitotic p190 phosphorylation.
However, the data do provide leads as to appropriate follow-up experimentation,
particularly with regard to the potential requirement for phosphorylation of p190 for
ubiquitination and the subsequent identification of the E3 ligase mediating this
modification. Given the advances made in other concurrent projects and the difficulties
encountered with this line of experimentation, we focused efforts and attention to
endeavors presented in Chapters 5 and 6.
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Chapter 5
The Role of P190RhoGAP in Cytokinesis
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INTRODUCTION
Cytokinesis is the final step in cell division where ingression of a cleavage furrow
separates daughter cells. It initiates in anaphase and continues throughout telophase
when membrane invagination at the equatorial cell cortex occurs.

Cytokinesis is

completed when intercellular membrane abscission separates daughter cells (Glotzer,
2001). The contractile forces required for furrow ingression are provided by a ring of
filamentous actin and myosin II that is juxtaposed to the cell membrane at the equator of
the dividing cell. Assembly and proper regulation of this contractile ring is critical for
achieving proper cell division and is under the control of the small GTPase RhoA (Piekny
et al., 2005).
RhoA is a molecular switch that cycles between active (GTP-bound) and inactive
(GDP-bound) states. Transitions between activation states are facilitated by Guanine
nucleotide Exchange Factors or GEFs (activators), GTPase Activating Proteins or GAPs
(inactivators), and GDP Dissociation Inhibitors or GDIs (inactivators). RhoA localizes to
the cleavage furrow formation site (Takaishi et al., 1995;Nishimura et al., 1998b) and the
inhibition of RhoA activity prevents cleavage furrow formation (Kishi et al.,
1993;Mabuchi et al., 1993). Increased RhoGTP levels during the latter stages of mitosis
have been observed in multiple independent studies (Kimura et al., 2000b;Maddox and
Burridge, 2003;Yoshizaki et al., 2004). Furthermore, RhoGTP activity zones at the
contractile ring formation site have more recently been described as a prerequisite for
cleavage furrow formation and function (Bement et al., 2005;Bement et al., 2006b;Su et
al., 2009), suggesting that increased Rho activity, localized to the equatorial midzone
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during cytokinesis, is required for cell division.
Active RhoA mediates contractile ring assembly through its downstream effector
mDia2, an actin nucleator that induces the polymerization of long, unbranched actin
filaments (Watanabe et al., 2008). Binding of Myosin II, a mechanoenzyme, crosslinks
newly created actin filaments to form a fully functional contractile ring (Wu et al.,
2006;Vavylonis et al., 2008). Phosphorylation of the Regulatory Light Chain (MLC2) of
myosin II triggers its motor activity and provides the mechanical force required for
furrow contraction and ingression (Bresnick et al., 1995). This phosphorylation event is
regulated by several Rho effectors including Rho kinase, Citron kinase, and Myosin Light
Chain kinase (Kosako et al., 2000;Yamashiro et al., 2003;Poperechnaya et al., 2000).
Actomyosin filaments are assembled on a network of cytoskeletal proteins at the
cell cortex that act as a scaffold and connect the filaments to the plasma membrane.
Anillin, an actin-binding protein, is a crucial component of this scaffold and is required
for cytokinesis (Oegema et al., 2000;Zhao and Fang, 2005a). Anillin has been shown to
interact with actin, myosin II and RhoA (Piekny and Glotzer, 2008) thus playing a vital
role in linking the structural components of the contractile ring to the signaling proteins
and events that regulate cytokinesis.
Additionally, a number of other proteins are involved in the regulation of
cytokinesis. Microtubules form the mitotic spindle that provides the framework for
chromosome segregation and the signals for the positioning of the cleavage furrow
formation site at the equatorial midzone and, as a consequence, direct contractile ring
formation (Bement et al., 2005). Aurora B, as a member of the chromosomal passenger
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complex (CPC), is essential for assembly and stability of the bipolar mitotic spindle,
chromosome-kinetochore attachment and chromosome segregation through its regulation
of the spindle assembly checkpoint (SAC) (Ruchaud et al., 2007). Moreover, through its
interactions with the centralspindlin complex, AuroraB mediates the recruitment of the
RhoGEF Ect2 to the cleavage furrow where it activates RhoA, initiating the downstream
signaling pathways that direct contractile ring establishment and function (Zhao and
Fang, 2005b).
In opposition to Ect2 GEF activity at the cleavage furrow is p190RhoGAP (p190),
a negative regulator of RhoGTP activity (Ludwig et al., 2009). p190 localizes to the
cleavage furrow during cytokinesis where it associates with Ect2 (Mikawa et al., 2008).
Because of the cyclical nature of RhoA activation, this paradoxical association between
the Rho activating and inactivating enzymes is important for the careful regulation of
RhoGTP levels needed for cell division. Reports of proteasome-dependent degradation
of p190 in late mitosis provide an additional mechanism by which the necessary increase
in RhoGTP levels is achieved (Su et al., 2003). Overexpression of p190 results in
decreased RhoGTP levels at the cleavage furrow and multinucleation, a phenotype
indicative of cytokinesis failure (Su et al., 2009).
A greater understanding of RhoA regulation and its effect on downstream targets
is required before the complex nature of cytokinesis is clearly revealed. Here, we use a
p190 overexpression approach to attest its effect on cytokinesis and to identify affected
downstream Rho effectors or pathways. In this study, we show that p190 overexpression
results in mislocalization of a phosphorylated form of myosin II from the cleavage
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furrow. Phosphorylation of Ser19 of the regulatory light chain (pMLC2) of myosin II is
targeted by several Rho effector kinases and is necessary for myosin motor activity. Its
mislocalization upon p190 overexpression may be indicative of decreased contractility at
the cleavage furrow. Our results also show that p190 overexpression interferes with
proper Anillin localization to the cleavage furrow in a small fraction of cells. Moreover,
we also report that endogenous p190 interacts with endogenous Anillin in mitotic cell
extracts in a contractility-dependent fashion, providing clues of their potential
involvement in a mechanosensing pathway feeding back to RhoA and regulating its
activation based on contractile ring functionality.

RESULTS
Overexpression of p190 affects mitotic myosin II activation but not its localization or the
localization of RhoA, Aurora B and Microtubules.
Successful completion of cytokinesis requires the proper localization and
activation of several proteins which are critical for cell division, including the major
cytokinesis regulators RhoA, Anillin, Actin, Myosin II, Aurora B and microtubules
(Figure 28). Endogenous p190 localizes to the cell cortex throughout mitosis and colocalizes with actin at the cleavage furrow during cytokinesis (Figure 29) as previously
reported (Su et al., 2003). To determine the mechanism by which p190 overexpression
causes cytokinesis failure and induces the multinucleation phenotype, HeLa cells were
either mock transfected or transfected with p190 cDNA and the effect of this treatment on
the localization of the aforementioned proteins was assessed by confocal
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Figure 28. Diagram of the normal localization of mitotic proteins tested in this
study
The function and localization information reported in this figure was gathered from
several published review and research articles referenced in the text.
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Figure 29. The localization patterns of mitotic p190 in MDA-MB-468 and HeLa
cells
A) The mitotic localization of endogenous p190 in MDA-MD-468 cells.

The data

presented in this panel show the localization of endogenous p190 as detected by the p27
antibody, developed in the Parsons Laboratory (Chang et al, 1995), and has been
previously published as referenced at the bottom of the figure.
B) The mitotic localization of endogenous p190 in HeLa cells. p190 was detected using
a p190-specific antibody available through BD Transduction Labs.

Further details

regarding this antibody and the experimental procedure are given in Chapter 2 of this
dissertation.
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Figure 30. p190 overexpression does not affect the mitotic localization of RhoA,
Aurora B or Microtubules
A)

p190 overexpression does not affect the mitotic localization of RhoA.

Cell

preparation and immunofluorescence staining are detailed in Chapter 2 of this
dissertation.

The upper set of micrographs is representative of a cell from non-

transfected samples. The lower set is representative of a cell from p190-transfected
samples. For both samples images are representative of N ≥ 30 cells.
B) p190 overexpression does not affect the mitotic localization of Aurora B. Cell
preparation and immunofluorescence staining are detailed in Chapter 2 of this
dissertation.

The upper set of micrographs is representative of a cell from non-

transfected samples. The lower set is representative of a cell from p190-transfected
samples. For both samples images are representative of N ≥ 30 cells.
C) p190 overexpression does not affect the mitotic localization of Microtubules. Cell
preparation and immunofluorescence staining are detailed in Chapter 2 of this
dissertation.

The upper set of micrographs is representative of a cell from non-

transfected samples. The lower set is representative of a cell from p190-transfected
samples. For both samples images are representative of N ≥ 30 cells.
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immunofluorescence microscopy.

Results revealed that after p190 overexpression,

several cytokinesis regulators continued to localize properly, at the cleavage furrow or
the mitotic spindle (Figure 30A, B, C). RhoA continued to localize to the cell cortex at
the cleavage furrow, where it is normally observed after anaphase onset (Figure 30A).
Likewise, Aurora B localization followed its usual pattern as a chromosomal passenger
complex protein: it was found associated with metaphase plate chromosomes (not shown)
and remained at the equator of the cell after anaphase onset, aligned with the spindle
midzone, the future site of cleavage furrow formation (Figure 30B). Microtubules were
also able to form functional mitotic spindles and appeared unaffected by p190
overexpression treatments (Figure 30C).
Myosin II localization to the cleavage furrow also remained largely unaffected
(Figure 31A). However, the phosphorylated form of myosin II regulatory light chain,
which directs the ATPase activity of myosin II, appears to be mislocalized after p190
overexpression (Figure 31B). Whereas a Myosin Light Chain 2 phosphorylation signal
(pMLC2) is observed throughout the cell cortex of an untreated cell, and particularly
enriched at the cleavage furrow, p190 overexpression resulted in a loss of pMLC2 signal
at those sites and a corresponding increase of such signal in the cytosol. Quantification
of the phenotype indicated that over half (53%) of p190 overexpressing cells lost pMLC2
signal at the cleavage furrow. These results suggest that p190 overexpression may cause
cytokinesis failure and a multinucleation phenotype by affecting the localization of
pMLC2 at the cleavage furrow. Because pMLC2 is necessary for myosin II motor
activity, it is possible that this mislocalization is associated with inactivation of myosin II
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Figure 31. p190 overexpression does not affect the mitotic localization of Myosin II
but decreases its activation
A) p190 overexpression does not affect the mitotic localization of Myosin II. Cell
preparation and immunofluorescence staining are detailed in Chapter 2 of this
dissertation.

The upper set of micrographs is representative of a cell from non-

transfected samples. The lower set is representative of a cell from p190-transfected
samples. For both samples images are representative of N ≥ 30 cells.
B)

p190 overexpression decreases pMLC2 levels at the cleavage furrow during

cytokinesis. Cell preparation and immunofluorescence staining are detailed in Chapter 2
of this dissertation. The upper set of micrographs is representative of a cell from nontransfected samples. The lower set is representative of a cell from p190-transfected
samples. Loss of pMLC2 signal was determined by a lack of distinct cortical and
contractile ring-associated signal after incubation with a pMLC2-specific antibody.
Quantification of the observed phenotype was expressed as the percentage of cells having
lost pMLC2 signal at the contrac from the total number of observed p190-positive cells in
cytokinesis. For both samples images are representative of N ≥ 30 cells.
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Figure 32. p190 overexpression has a modest effect on the localization of Anillin to
the cleavage furrow
A) p190 overexpression has a modest effect on the localization of Anillin to the cleavage
furrow. Cell preparation and immunofluorescence staining are detailed in Chapter 2 of
this dissertation. The upper set of micrographs is representative of a cell from nontransfected samples. The lower set is representative of a cell from p190-transfected
samples.

Anillin mislocalization was determined by a lack of cortical associated

fluorescence signal at the equator of the cells, otherwise known as the cleavage furrow
formation site, after incubation with an Anillin-specific antibody. For both samples
images are representative of N ≥ 30 cells.
B) Quantification of the mislocalization of Anillin after p190 overexpression.
Quantification of the observed phenotype was expressed as the percentage of cells having
lost Anillin signal from the total number of observed p190-positive cells in cytokinesis,
as exemplified in A.
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and the inability cells to initiate and/or sustain contractility at the cleavage furrow.

Overexpression of p190 affects Anillin localization
Anillin is a molecular scaffold crucial to the successful completion of cytokinesis.
It is involved in the establishment of the contractile ring and mediates cleavage furrow
stability and activity. Because Anillin performs such an essential role in cytokinesis we
examined whether p190 overexpression in HeLa cells affected Anillin localization to the
cleavage furrow. Confocal microscopy imaging revealed that in fact, when p190 is
overexpressed, Anillin localization to the cleavage furrow is lost (Figure 32) in a portion
of treated cells. However, the frequency of such a mislocalization event was significantly
lower than that of pMLC2 mislocalization (Figure 31B). Quantification of Anillin
mislocalization revealed that only 27% of cells exhibited that phenotype. These results
suggest that although modest in effect, p190 interferes with Anillin localization to the
cleavage furrow. With Anillin playing a central role during cytokinesis, this event has the
potential for significant effects on cytokinesis.

p190 and Anillin co-associate during mitosis and their interaction is contractilitydependent.
As a molecular scaffold, Anillin binds several structural and regulatory molecules
involved in contractile ring assembly and function, creating a molecular complex where
effector and substrate proteins are placed within close proximity (Piekny and Glotzer,
2008). We hypothesized that the effect of p190 on Anillin localization, as well as the
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Figure 33. p190 and Anillin co-associate during mitosis and their interaction is
contractility-dependent.
A) p190 and Anillin co-associate during mitosis. Non-transfected HeLa cells treated with
Nocodazole or left untreated, were used as the source of whole cell lysates for reciprocal
co-immunoprecipitations with p190 and Anillin specific antibodies. Twenty-four hour
after seeding duplicate cell samples, one was enriched for mitotic cells by Nocodazole
treatment

while

the

other

was

left

as

an

asynchronous

cell

population.

Immunoprecipitations were performed as described in Material and Methods. Anti-rabbit
IgG antibodies were used as negative antibody controls at a similar concentration as
immunoprecipitating antibodies and incubated in a mixture of mitotic and asynchronous
cell lysates. (N = 3)
B) The mitotic association between p190 and Anillin is contractility-dependent. In
addition to Nocodazole treatment, mitotic and asynchronous cells were also treated with
Blebbistatin, an inhibitor of myosin II-dependent contractility for 30 minutes before cell
harvesting. Immunoprecipitations were performed as described above. Anti-rabbit IgG
antibodies were used, at a similar concentration as immunoprecipitating antibodies, as
negative antibody controls and incubated in a mixture of mitotic and asynchronous cell
lysates. (N = 3)
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anchoring of p190 at the cleavage furrow formation site, could be mediated through a
potential interaction between the two proteins. We tested whether p190 and Anillin were
able to interact in synchronized mitotic HeLa cell extracts by co-immunoprecipitation.
Figure 33A shows that an association between p190 and Anillin can be biochemically
detected at endogenous protein levels and that this interaction was limited to mitotic cell
samples, supporting the hypothesis.
Biochemical signals provided by increased RhoGTP levels initiate the mechanical
deformation of the cleavage furrow that permits progression through cytokinesis and
eventual cell division. To ensure that membrane furrowing is proceeding appropriately,
feedback mechanisms allowing correction of errors that may occur during cleavage
furrow contraction are required. Such feedback mechanisms are proposed to follow
changes in cell shape and contractility at the cleavage furrow and involve myosin II
(Effler et al., 2007).

Anillin acts as a bridge between contractile ring structural

components and the biochemical signal transducer that regulates them and hence is well
positioned to acts as a convergence point between both biochemical and
mechanosensitive inputs.

Because p190 negatively regulates RhoA and myosin II

activity at the cleavage furrow (Figure 31B) and endogenously associates with Anillin
during mitosis (Figure 33A), we hypothesized that the p190-Anillin interaction could be
involved in a mechanosensing feedback loop and therefore, could be sensitive to
contractility perturbations. To test our hypothesis we disrupted the mechanical forces
required for cytokinesis by treating synchronized HeLa cells with the myosin II inhibitor
blebbistatin. We then assessed the effect of this disturbance on the p190-Anillin complex
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previously detected. Results confirmed the mitotic interaction between Anillin and p190
described in Figure 33A in untreated samples yet, showed that this interaction was
disrupted in blebbistatin-treated cells (Figure 33B). Together, these results show that
p190 overexpression is mildly disruptive of Anillin localization and that this may occur
because of an endogenous p190-Anillin association specific to mitosis. Furthermore, this
association is sensitive to blebbistatin inhibition which we hypothesize may be a part of a
feedback mechanism to regulate the mechanical strength of the contractile ring through
the regulation of RhoGTP levels and myosin II activation at the cleavage furrow.

DISCUSSION
Cytokinesis is a critical process in the cell cycle. As such, it is regulated by
numerous proteins whose mechanism of action and associations are deliberately complex
to ensure successful cell division. The results outlined in this report are focused on
understanding the role that one such regulator, p190RhoGAP, plays in the process of
cytokinesis. Here we report that overexpression of p190 results in the loss of pMLC2
localization to the cleavage furrow, suggestive of a potential decrease in myosin II
activity associated with the cleavage furrow. We also show that p190 overexpression
affects Anillin localization to the cleavage furrow during cytokinesis.

We further

demonstrate that endogenous p190 and Anillin associate during mitosis and that their
interaction is contractility-dependent.
Previous studies have shown that p190 negatively affects cytokinesis in a
RhoGAP-dependent fashion (Su et al., 2003;Mikawa et al., 2008;Sanchez Manchinelly et
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al., 2010).

Throughout the years, numerous studies have confirmed the critical

involvement of RhoA in cytokinesis and shown that its inhibition results in cytokinesis
failure (Mabuchi et al., 1993;Kishi et al., 1993). Many of those studies have made use of
dominant negative mutants, inhibitors, and RNAi to ablate RhoA activity and analyze its
role in cytokinesis (Drechsel et al., 1997;O'Connell et al., 1999;Jantsch-Plunger et al.,
2000). The present study also employs a Rho-inhibitory approach but with a significant
difference. First, it utilizes a naturally occurring negative regulator of Rho, p190, and
second, rather than a complete inactivation, an attenuation of Rho activity is achieved by
p190 overexpression. Previous work in our laboratory has demonstrated, by FRET
analysis, that overexpression of p190 results in decreased RhoGTP levels at the cleavage
furrow during cytokinesis (Su et al., 2009) not a complete inactivation of Rho signaling,
as observed in C3 exotoxin- and Rho siRNA-treated cells. This partial decrease affords
us an opportunity to ask further questions regarding Rho signaling in cytokinesis
including which, if any, Rho downstream effector is more sensitive to decreased RhoGTP
levels at the cleavage furrow. The primary effectors of Rho activation in cytokinesis are
mDia proteins and Rho-activated kinases ROCK and Citron (Narumiya and Yasuda,
2006). mDia proteins direct actin nucleation needed for contractile ring formation, while
ROCK and Citron kinases phosphorylate MLC2, among other substrates, and thus
stimulate myosin II-dependent contractility, as shown in figure 34.

Our results

consistently showed normal actin localization and enrichment at the cleavage furrow in
p190 overexpression settings (Figure 30A-C), suggesting that mDia function was not
significantly dampened by a decrease in RhoGTP levels during cytokinesis. However,
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Figure 34. Model of proposed p190 function at the cleavage furrow during
cytokinesis
A) Under normal conditions, p190 is degraded in mitosis (Chapter 3) and only a small
pool persists.

Remaining p190 is localized to the cleavage furrow and found in

association with the molecular scaffold Anillin (Chapter 5).

Decreased p190 GAP

activity allows for increased RhoGTP levels and activation of downstream signaling
pathways, resulting in the formation of an actomyosin ring and cleavage furrow
contractility.
B) Upon overexpression, increased p190 levels result in decreased RhoGTP levels,
decreased activation of downstream effectors and insufficient myosin II-based
contractility at the cleavage furrow. To correct this defect, the involvement of a feedback
loop is proposed.

When contractility at the cleavage furrow is insufficient, the

association between p190 and Anillin is disrupted, releasing p190 from the cleavage
furrow regulatory complex. This, in turn, releases Rho from its p190-mediated inhibition
and allows for increased activation of downstream signaling pathways inducing cleavage
furrow contraction and successful cell division.
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the observation that a decrease in pMLC2 levels at the contractile ring occurs after p190
overexpression (Figure 31) suggests that events downstream of the RhoA-activated
kinases, Citron and ROCK, are more susceptible to disturbances in RhoGTP levels at the
cleavage furrow. Both ROCK and Citron kinase target the same residue, Ser19, in MLC2
and therefore we are unable to identify which of these two effectors is most affected upon
p190 overexpression. Additionally, mislocalization of either of these kinases, or both,
could explain the observed decrease in MLC phosphorylation.
Although suggestive of myosin II activation defects, the results here presented
come short of providing a definitive explanation on the mechanism by which p190
overexpression yields multinucleation. Because separate cell populations were employed
to analyze the localization of myosin II and its activation status, it is impossible to
ascertain whether the loss of pMLC2 signal at the cleavage furrow is due to a concurrent
loss of myosin II localization or to actual myosin II inactivation. To address this question
more directly, an experiment in which both myosin II localization and activation are
analyzed in the same cell population is needed.

Furthermore, rescue of the

multinucleation phenotype by co-overexpression of p190 and a constitutively active
phosphomimetic MLC2 construct would assert the importance of myosin II activation
more definitively

Therefore, the data here presented is insufficient to distinguish or

identify whether myosin inactivation or its mislocalization serve as the mechanism of
multinucleation induction.
During cytokinesis, Anillin concentrates at the equatorial cell cortex (Figure 32),
where it colocalizes with Rho, Ect2, actin, myosin and numerous other proteins. Our
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results indicate that overexpression of p190 affects Anillin localization in nearly a third
of transfected cells (Figure 32).

These results are in accordance with, and further

support, previous studies reporting that a pool of active RhoA is necessary for proper
Anillin localization to the equatorial cell cortex (Piekny and Glotzer, 2008).
Furthermore, other reports have shown that the silencing of Ect2 prevents proper Anillin
localization because it results in a complete loss of RhoGTP at the cleavage furrow
(Piekny and Glotzer, 2008). As previously noted, p190 overexpression does not ablate
RhoGTP levels but instead attenuates them. Fitting with the current model of Anillin
localization, the overexpression of p190 mediates a moderate decrease in RhoGTP levels
during early cytokinesis which in turn results in a modest decrease in the number of
observed Anillin mislocalization events.
We hypothesized that p190 could be interacting with Anillin because they both
localize to the cleavage furrow during cytokinesis and are associated with Rho.
Furthermore, we believed that an interaction between the two proteins was likely because
Anillin associates with numerous other cytokinesis-related proteins and serves as an
anchor for the contractile ring machinery.

Our results show that these proteins do

interact, as is revealed by co-immunoprecipitation experiments (Figure 33A). Their
interaction is limited to mitosis, when both proteins localize to the cleavage furrow, as
observed by immunofluorescence microscopy, and the interaction is detected when the
proteins are expressed at endogenous levels. It is possible that this interaction is the
means by which p190 is localized and “anchored” at the equatorial cortex where it is then
well placed to carry out its regulatory functions toward RhoGTP enriched in that zone.
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The finding that the p190-Anillin interaction was sensitive to blebbistatin
treatment was further intriguing. If Anillin functions as the anchor for p190 localization
to the cleavage furrow, and the interaction is sensitive to a contractility inhibitor, then
their association could be considered as a means to detect proper or sufficient
contractility of the actomyosin ring at the cleavage furrow and therefore, the p190-Anillin
axis could act as a mechanosensing switch. We envision a model in which optimal
RhoGTP levels are ensured by the mechanosensing nature of the p190-Anillin complex
(Figure 34A and B). When contraction of the CR is strong, p190 remains associated with
Anillin to prevent further RhoGTP increases, overstimulation of the system and
cytokinesis failure. If contraction at the cleavage furrow is weak, p190 dissociates from
the Anillin-Rho complex allowing for greater Rho activation and resulting in increased
contractility of the cleavage furrow.
Together, our results increase our understanding of regulatory and downstream
events involving RhoA during cytokinesis.

We propose that, during cytokinesis,

decreased p190 levels allow for RhoA-dependent localization or activation of myosin II
at the cleavage furrow, inducing furrow contraction and facilitating the interaction
between p190 and Anillin at the equatorial cortex. This interaction potentially allows
p190 to exert its inhibitory activity toward RhoA and prevent uncontrolled Rho
activation, mediated by Ect2RhoGEF. Association of Anillin with p190 ensures that Rho
activity is kept at an optimal level, as it is well known that either constitutive activation
or inhibition of the Rho signaling pathway results in cytokinesis failure.
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Chapter 6
A New Role for P190RhoGAP in Mitosis: Regulation
of Chromosomal Alignment at the Metaphase Plate
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INTRODUCTION
The Rho family of GTPases is comprised of Rho, Rac, Cdc42 and several other
poorly characterized GTPases.

Increasing evidence supports the involvement of Rho

family GTPases in numerous cellular functions including cell polarity and migration, cell
cycle progression, morphogenesis, gene expression, lipid metabolism and ROS
generation. The abundant literature on RhoGTPases and their cellular functions has been
well reviewed (Bishop and Hall, 2000a;Etienne-Manneville and Hall, 2002;Jaffe and
Hall, 2005).

Rho GTPases act as molecular switches that cycle between two

conformational states: GTP-bound (active) and GDP-bound (inactive). Their nucleotide
binding status is mediated by regulatory proteins: Guanine nucleotide Exchange Factors
(GEFs) mediate Rho GTPase activation whereas GTPase Activating Proteins (GAPs)
mediate their inactivation.

When GTP-bound, Rho family GTPases stimulate

downstream effector proteins that in turn act on substrates to perform specific cellular
functions.
Many of the cellular events regulated by Rho GTPases involve their ability to
control actin and microtubule cytoskeleton dynamics (Jaffe and Hall, 2005). Through
downstream effectors such as mDia proteins, the ARP2/3 complex and cofilin,
RhoGTPases direct actin polymerization. Actin filament organization is regulated by
Rho Kinase (ROCK) and its ability to induce myosin light chain phosphorylation as well
as by actin bundling proteins such as fascin. Microtubule dynamics have also been
reported to be under the control of several RhoGTPase substrates including the
Op18/stathmin family which promotes disassembly of microtubules and inhibits their
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further polymerization. In addition to their role as actin nucleating factors, the members
of the mDia family of proteins are involved in the stabilization of microtubules by
increasing cellular levels of detyrosinated tubulin, leading to less dynamic microtubules.
Furthermore, mDia and IQGAP have been implicated in the regulation of microtubule
plus-end capture.
RhoGTPases are important throughout the cell cycle and the particular relevance
of RhoA activity during mitosis has been appreciated for many years.

During

cytokinesis, the final stage of mitosis, RhoA mediates cell division by directing
actomyosin ring positioning, formation and contraction at the equatorial midzone and
does so through effector proteins mDia and ROCK, as described previously.

Less

appreciated is the recently described mitotic role that Cdc42 plays during metaphase
(Yasuda et al., 2004). Cdc42 and its downstream effector mDia3 are implicated in the biorientation and stabilization of spindle microtubule attachment to kinetochores and in the
regulation of chromosome alignment during metaphase. When either Cdc42 or mDia3
are inactivated, chromosome-kinetochore attachment fails and multinucleation ensues.
Interestingly, the activation of Cdc42 during metaphase is reported to be mediated by
Ect2 and MgcRacGAP (Tatsumoto et al., 1999;Oceguera-Yanez et al., 2005;Minoshima
et al., 2003) which are also known to regulate Rho activity levels during cytokinesis,
providing a link between the regulation of the early and late stages of mitosis through
modulation of separate RhoGTPases. This also provides evidence of GTPase-specificity
switching at different mitotic stages by both GEFs and GAPs.
Work in our laboratory is focused on understanding the role that a particular
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protein, p190RhoGAP (p190), plays during mitosis. Studies from our group have shown
that p190 protein levels are decreased in cytokinesis by a ubiquitin-proteasome dependent
mechanism and that its overexpression results in a multinucleation phenotype (Su et al.,
2003). We have also shown that p190 GAP activity stands in opposition to Ect2 GEF
activity during cytokinesis (Mikawa et al., 2008;Su et al., 2009). Together, these results
suggest that, similarly to the Cdc42 GTPase activating protein MgcRacGAP, p190 plays
an important role during cytokinesis by regulating RhoGTP levels and countering the
RhoGEF activity of Ect2. Soon after its initial discovery, the GAP activity of p190 was
confirmed to be specific for RhoA (Settleman et al., 1992b;Ridley et al., 1993) through in
vitro and in vivo experimentation. Further details stemming from these initial reports
confirmed that, whereas p190 displayed no Rac or Cdc42 GAP activity in interphase
cells, it showed hierarchical specificity during in vitro experimentation, highest for
RhoA, followed by Rac and then Cdc42.
Here we report that low level overexpression of p190 in a breast epithelial cancer
cell line, MDA-MB-468 (hereafter referred to simply as 468 cells), results in the
misalignment of chromosomes during metaphase, a defect similar to that observed in
cells where the activity of Cdc42, or its downstream effector mDia3, has been inhibited.
Results further confirm that the observed metaphase defect is mediated through the GAP
domain of p190. Currently, no metaphase function has been ascribed to RhoA, therefore,
there exists a possibility that p190 may mediate the observed metaphase defect through
regulation of Cdc42 activity levels. The results reported herein mark the beginning of a
larger study that will seek to further characterize the means by which p190 regulates not
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only actin cytoskeleton dynamics in cytokinesis but also the microtubule network during
earlier mitotic stages.

RESULTS
We originally set out to study p190 overexpression in 468 cells to confirm
findings reported in chapter five of this dissertation. We were attempting to replicate the
mislocalization and inactivation of Anillin and Myosin II observed in HeLa cells after
p190 overexpression in a different system. One considerable difference exists between
these two systems: whereas in HeLa cells p190 cDNA is transiently transfected using
liposome-based reagents, in 468 cells the p190 gene has been incorporated into the
genome of this cell line and its expression is under the control of a doxycycline inducible
promoter, as part of a tet-on system. When this cell line is treated with doxycycline,
nearly all cells express the exogenous p190 at levels comparable to that of the
endogenous protein (Su et al., 2003). This tet-on system was employed to overexpress
p190 in 468 cells and then assess its effects on cytokinesis proteins.

Cells were

synchronized with Nocodazole to enrich the mitotic population, released for 30 minutes,
fixed and prepared for examination by confocal microscopy.

Surprisingly, and in

contrast to results obtained in HeLa cells, there was marginal effect of p190
overexpression on the localization and activation of the cytokinesis proteins tested.
Instead, two different phenotypes related to nuclear division became apparent.
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Figure 35. Overexpression of p190 in 468 cells gives rise to a different mitotic defect
than in HeLa cells
A) Chromosome segregation in parental 468 cells. Twenty four hours after seeding,
parental 468 cells were fixed and stained for confocal microscopy analysis, as detailed in
Chapter 2. Both sets of images shown represent untreated parental 468 cells. The set on
the right shows a lagging chromosome whereas the one of the left has successfully
segregated its chromosomes.

Image shown is representative of a larger population

analyzed in these experiments (N ≥ 30).
B) p190 overexpression increases the number of lagging chromosomes. Dox-inducible
468 cells were treated with 1μg/ml Doxycycline for twenty-four hours to induce
expression of full length p190. Cells were then prepared for confocal microscopy analysis
as previously described. A lagging chromosome is observed in the DAPI (DNA) stain
panel.

Image shown is representative of a larger population analyzed in these

experiments (N ≥ 30).
C) p190 overexpression disrupts chromosome alignment during metaphase.

Dox-

inducible 468 cells were treated with 1μg/ml Doxycycline for twenty-four hours to
induce expression of full length p190. Cells were then prepared for confocal microscopy
analysis as previously described. Abnormal chromosomal alignment is observed in the
DAPI (DNA) stain panel. Image shown is representative of a larger population analyzed
in these experiments (N ≥ 30).
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Figure 36. Quantification of the mitotic defects observed after p190 overexpression
A) Phenotype quantification in parental 468 cells. Quantification is expressed as the
percent of cells, out of all mitotic cells detected, that exhibit either normal or lagging
chromosome phenotypes, as shown in Figure 34A (N ≥ 30).
B) Phenotype quantification in Dox-inducible full length p190 overexpressing 468 cells.
Quantification is expressed as the percent of cells, out of all mitotic cells detected,
displaying either normal or abnormal chromosome alignment after Doxycycline
treatment for twenty four hours to induce full length p190 overexpression, as shown in
Figure 34B and C (N ≥ 30).
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Overexpression of p190 in 468 cells gives rise to a different mitotic defec than in HeLa
cells
The first phenotype observed was a doubling in the number of anaphase and
telophase cells with lagging chromosomes (Figure 34A and B) in cells overexpressing
p190 compared to control samples of parental 468 cells. In control samples, only 9
percent of cells had lagging chromosomes whereas in p190-overexpressing cells, 20
percent displayed that phenotype (Figure 35A and B). The second phenotype observed
was characterized by more sever nuclear division abnormalities than observed in controls.
This cell population had an increased number of cells with a clearly defined set of
chromosomes aligned at the metaphase plate as well as a small number of chromosomes
which remained away from the midzone, near the poles, and altogether disassociated
from the chromosomal metaphase plate (Figure 34C). This phenotype was designated a
chromosomal misalignment abnormality. Nearly half of the p190-overexpressing cells
displayed this phenotype, in varying degrees of severity, in contrast with the complete
absence of such chromosomal misalignment abnormality in control populations of
parental 468 cells (Figure 35A and B). This second phenotype caused a large population
of cells to be seemingly arrested in metaphase as indirectly measured by p190, RhoA and
Aurora B localization. Whereas both p190 and RhoA localize to the equatorial cell
cortex only during anaphase and telophase, clearly seen in p190-overexpressing cells
with lagging chromosomes (Figure 34B), no such localization was observed in p190overexpressing cells with chromosome alignment abnormalities (Figure 34C and not
shown), suggesting that the latter population of cells were in metaphase and had not
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entered into cytokinesis. Association of Aurora B with chromosomes is observed during
metaphase when it ensures proper capture of chromosomes by microtubules, correcting
any instances where improper attachment occurs (Vader and Lens, 2008). As shown in
chapter five, after anaphase onset and chromosome segregation Aurora B localizes to the
midzone and in telophase it is found at the midbody. Control cells continued to localize
Aurora B properly whereas in p190 overexpressing cells with the chromosome
congression phenotype, Aurora B remained associated with all chromosomes regardless
of their proper or improper alignment at the metaphase plate (Figure 34C), suggesting
that the Spindle Assembly Checkpoint (SAC) had not been satisfied and cells had not
progressed into cytokinesis.

P190-induced defects in chromosomal alignment are dependent on p190 GAP activity.
To determine whether the chromosomal misalignment phenotype was related to
p190 GAP activity, tet-on, dox-inducible 468 cell lines expressing wild-type p190 (wt
p190), a N-terminus deletion mutant (ΔGBD), a C-terminus deletion mutant (ΔGAP) or
empty vector were treated as described above and analyzed not by confocal microscopy
but by imaging flow cytometry. Results showed a marked increase of the chromosome
congression defect in doxycycline-treated wt p190 and ΔGBD 468 cell lines when
compared to their non-treated counterparts, nearly doubling the incidence of the
phenotype (Figure 36). Both constructs have an intact GAP domain and the further
increased response observed in the ΔGBD cell line is likely related to its insensitivity to
mitotic degradation, as reported earlier in this dissertation. In contrast is the response of
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Figure 37. P190-induced defects in chromosomal alignment are dependent on p190’s
GAP activity
Four different MDA-MB-468 cell lines -vector only, wild type p190, ΔGBD, and ΔGAPwere prepared, as described in Chapter 2, for imaging flow cytometry at the University of
Virginia Flow Cytometry Core Facility. The instrument used was the Imagestream by
Amnis (Seattle, WA). Cells of interest (N ≥ 200) were detected by various criteria
including 4N DNA content, round shape, cellular localization of DNA signal. This
experiment was performed and analyzed with the assistance of an undergraduate
researcher, Mr. Ben Kim.
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the ΔGAP mutant, a p190 deletion mutant devoid of GAP activity, after Doxycycline
induction.

No significant difference is recorded between Doxycycline-treated and

untreated samples, suggesting that the GAP activity of p190 is important in mediating the
abnormal chromosomal congression phenotype.

DISCUSSION
The involvement of RhoA in cell division has been well established for many
years. However, although other RhoGTPases such as Cdc42 and Rac are also important
regulators of the actin cytoskeleton, neither was thought to play an important role in
mitosis, until recently. The reported participation of Cdc42 in the regulation of bipolar
attachment of spindle microtubules to the kinetochore (Yasuda et al., 2004) has changed
that perspective while at the same time increasing the complexity of the biochemical
signals necessary for proper cell division as well as the regulation of such signals.
Yasuda et al. report that when Cdc42 or its downstream effector mDia3 are inactivated,
chromosome capture by microtubules fails and the metaphase plate does not form. This
results in cells arresting in metaphase and then going back into interphase without
proceeding through cytokinesis, giving rise to multinucleated cells with aberrant
tetraploid nuclei.

Results shown in this chapter indicate that nearly half of p190-

overexpressing 468 cells exhibit severe chromosomal misalignment abnormalities in a
phenotype that closely resembles that which was described by Yasuda and colleagues
after inhibition of Cdc42 GTPase activity. Moreover, our results also show that this
phenotype is mediated through the GAP activity of p190, as expression of a C-terminal
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deletion mutant of p190 lacking the GAP domain was unable to elicit significantly
greater responses than non-treated cells.
The results from these initial exploratory experiments may be explained by
several separate theories. The first would require RhoA to play a previously undescribed
role in the regulation of microtubule-kinetochore interactions during metaphase that
mirrors the role of Cdc42. The second theory would require p190 to be an in vivo dualspecificity GAP, able to act on both RhoA and Cdc42. A third theory could involve Rho
function during early mitotic stages as a regulator of centrosome separation and astral
microtubule attachment to the cell cortex. Because of the preliminary nature of this
project and results, we are unable to rule out any of these theories. However, the
literature provides numerous studies that make the latter two theories more plausible than
the first.
Yasuda et al. provide evidence that RhoA is not involved in microtubulekinetochore interactions. Their study showed that a pan-RhoGTPase inhibitor, C. difficile
Toxin B, as well as expression of either constitutively active or dominant negative Cdc42
prevented microtubule-chromosome interactions during metaphase.

In contrast,

expression of constitutively active or dominant negative RhoA did not result in
metaphase related phenotypes. Instead, RhoA mutants produced expected cytokinesis
defects. Constitutively active or dominant negative Rac1 expression had no discernable
effect on mitosis, further confirming the specificity of their results. Together, these
results establish a clear case against the theory of RhoA involvement in microtubulechromosome attachment as a means to explain the participation of p190 in the process.
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Evidence supporting the theory of a double-specificity p190RhoGAP is currently
unavailable, yet several dual-specificity GTPase activating proteins, including
MgcRacGAP, have been previously described. Interestingly, several comparisons can be
made between these two GAPs that suggest the possibility that p190, like MgcRacGAP,
may be able to act as a dual-specifity GAP in living cells. In addition to being able to
regulate RhoGTP levels during cytokinesis, both proteins are able to associate with Ect2
during mitosis and their activity is in direct opposition to Ect2 (Zhao and Fang,
2005b;Mikawa et al., 2008), both are required for successful cytokinesis and improper
regulation of their activity results in multinucleation (Zhao and Fang, 2005b;Su et al.,
2003), and both associate with kinesins (Mishima et al., 2002).

Furthermore, the

specificity of MgcRacGAP for Cdc42 in metaphase reported by Yasuda and colleagues is
switched to RhoGAP-specific activity by phosphorylation at Ser 387, mediated by Aurora
B (Minoshima et al., 2003) during mitosis, hence proposing a mechanism by which the
GTPase specificity of other GAPs, including p190, may be regulated. Unpublished
results from a phosphoproteomic analysis performed in our laboratory to differentiate
interphase from mitotic phosphorylation events in p190 have identified several putative
ser/thr phosphorylation sites in the Middle Domain of p190 that are preferentially
modified in mitosis.

Intriguingly, several of these sites correspond to Aurora B

consensus phosphorylation sequences. Other putative phosphorylation sites correspond
to sequences modified by the cyclin B-cdk1 complex that serves as a major regulator of
mitosis. The effect of post-translational modifications at each of these putative mitotic
p190 phosphorylation sites is at present unknown, although an overall increase in Ser/Thr
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phosphorylation in p190 has been reported (Maddox and Burridge, 2003) resulting in
decreased p190RhoGAP activity. Whether increased p190 ser/thr phosphorylation results
in greater affinity of p190 for Cdc42 is a fascinating possibility that merits further testing.
Finally, in support of p190 functioning as a GAP for other GTPases in addition to RhoA,
Settleman and colleagues reported nearly twenty years ago that, in vitro, p190 can
function as a GAP for all three major RhoGTPases, RhoA, Rac and Cdc42 (Settleman et
al., 1992a).
Numerous additional experiments are necessary to confirm or refute whether
p190RhoGAP is a dual-specificity GAP in mitosis. Initial experiments could include
Cdc42GTP-binding assays to detect active Cdc42 in mitotic samples after overexpression
of either wild type p190 or the GAP inactive R1283A mutant.

Additionally, co-

overexpression of constitutively active Cdc42 and wt p190, in an attempt to rescue the
chromosome congression abnormalities, would confirm whether p190 mediates the
phenotype through modulation of Cdc42GTP levels. Furthermore, immunoprecipitation
or binding assays between p190 and Cdc42 loaded with the non-hydolyzable γ-S GTP
would offer additional information regarding the potential direct binding and effect of
p190 specific to Cdc42. Together, the numerous similarities recounted between the
function and regulation of p190 and MgcRacGAP provide precedent for the hypothesis
that p190 may act as a dual-specificity GAP throughout the different stages of mitosis
and provide a potential mechanism by which our experimental observations here reported
may be explained (Figure 38B).
Initial reports have implicated Rho in the process of centrosome separation and
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Figure 38. A representation of the different cell division pathways which p190 may
affect to induce cytokinesis failure in MDA-MB-468 cells
A) Rho is involved in astral microtubule interactions with the cell cortex in
prometaphase. Lfc is a Rho GEF known to activate Rho in prometaphase. At that stage,
Rho may target ROCK to phosphorylate and activate myosin II at the cell cortex and
mDia at astral microtubules to direct proper centrosome separation and spindle
orientation. p190 overexpression could negatively affect RhoGTP levels in prophase,
disrupting the activation of downstream Rho effectors and resulting in improper
centrosome separation. Thus, the phenotype observed in MBA-MD-468 cells could also
be mediated in a Rho-specific manner.
B) Cdc42 is required for microtubule-kinetochore interactions and chromosomal
alignment. Ect2, a dual-specificity GEF, activates Cdc42 in metaphase and Rho in
telophase. Upon Ect2 activation during metaphase, Cdc42 acts on mDia3 at the
kinetochores to facilitate biorientation and stabilization of attachment of the spindle
microtubules (MTs) to the kinetochore. Bioriented and stabilized microtubulekinetochore attachment ensures correct chromosomal alignment at the metaphase plate
and segregation in anaphase. p190 overexpression could negatively affect Cdc42GTP
levels in metaphase, disrupting the activation of downstream Rho effectors and resulting
in improper chromosomal alignment and segregation. Thus, the phenotype observed in
MBA-MD-468 cells may be mediated in a Cdc42-specific manner.
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astral microtubule attachment to the cell cortex. Centrosome separation first occurs
around the nuclear envelope at the onset of nuclear envelope breakdown and is dependent
upon aster microtubule attachment to the cell cortex. A 2004 study examined signaling
events downstream of Rho and their involvement in centrosome separation (Rosenblatt et
al., 2004) and reported that prometaphase disruption of myosin II function by drugs such
as blebbistatin or the ROCK inhibitor Y-27632 interferes with normal spindle assembly
and positioning. Time-lapse movies revealed that these treatments block the separation
and positioning of duplicated centrosomes after nuclear envelope breakdown, thereby
preventing the migration of the microtubule asters to opposite sides of chromosomes.
Defective spindles exhibited two main phenotypes, a “lopsided” phenotype in which
chromosomes remain on one side of the asters and an “at the pole” phenotype where
unaligned chromosomes are seen at one or both poles, similar to the phenotype we
observe upon p190 overexpression in 468 cells. Immobilization of cortical movement
produces similar spindle defects as myosin II disruption and dampens astral microtubule
attachment to the cell cortex. This suggests that the previously reported Rho-dependent
activity of myosin II (Maddox and Burridge, 2003) is required early in mitosis not only
for cell rounding but also for centrosome separation and positioning. A proposed model
of Rho function in centrosome separation is presented in Figure 38A.
To understand whether the mechanism by which p190 overexpression causes the
chromosome misalignment phenotype in 468 cells by disrupting centrosome separation, it
is necessary to perform time-lapse microscopy experiments where cells overexpressing
fluorescently labeled p190 are followed through mitosis until phenotype onset. If the
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phenotype is mediated by improper centrosome separation, microinjection of a
constitutively active form of MLC2 could be performed to rescue or prevent the
chromosomal misalignment phenotypes.
Interestingly, this phenotype was not observed in HeLa cells but was described in
kangaroo rat kidney cells. Similarly, we did not observe the chromosome misalignment
phenotype in HeLa cells, only in 468 breast cancer cells. The stark differences between
phenotypes in the two cell lines we tested, HeLa and 468, invite questions regarding the
inherent differences between the systems. It is unclear why such contrasting phenotypes
are observed. However, when taking into consideration that both cell lines are aneuploid,
transformed, tumorigenic and developed from primary cancer cells, it is certainly
plausible that any of a number of mitotic checkpoint proteins may have altered
expression or activity patterns that result in the particular ability of each cell line to
present with vastly different phenotypes that highlight the separate mitotic events in
which p190 participates. For this reason we find those inherent differences between cell
lines to be quite useful as we endeavor to understand the mitotic role of p190RhoGAP.
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Chapter 7
Summary and Perspectives
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SUMMARY
Cell division, or cytokinesis, is the process by which the replicated DNA and
organelles of a cell are equally divided to give rise to two daughter cells. Cytokinesis is
observed in all cellular-based life, and thus it is an essential biological process. A cell
that fails to divide and successfully complete this process becomes a binucelated,
tetraploid cell, having twice the normal DNA content. At this junction, cells follow one
of two potential fates: they activate appropriate checkpoints, become apoptotic and die or
they begin down the pathway of tumorigenesis. In many human carcinomas, tetraploid
cells arise as an early tumorigenic population and precede the emergence of aneuploid
cells (Margolis et al., 2003). Aneuploidy and chromosomal instability are characteristic
of the great majority of human cancers and are linked to the progressive development of
high-grade, invasive tumors (Cahill et al., 1999). The mechanism by which tumor cells
proceed through a precancerous tetraploid intermediate to aneuploidy is therefore of
central scientific importance. Given its crucial role in the propagation and continuation
of life, as well as in the prevention of tumorigenesis, a robust regulatory system has
evolved to ensure the fidelity and reliability of cytokinesis. The work presented in this
dissertation is designed to increase our understanding of said cytokinesis regulatory
systems by investigating the modulatory events that direct the activity of the master
regulator and orchestrator of cytokinesis, the small GTPase RhoA.
The main focus of this dissertation is to understand the important role that
p190RhoGAP, a negative regulator of RhoA, plays during cytokinesis and how its proper
regulation is crucial to successful cell division. The results herein presented are part of a
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research effort that began several years ago when failed attempts to make stable-cell lines
overexpressing p190 revealed that increased amounts of p190 were toxic to these cells.
Further experimentation showed that, whereas p190 protein levels are consistent
throughout most of the cell cycle, they are dramatically decreased during mitosis and this
decrease is mediated by the ubiquitin-proteasome pathway. Moreover, overexpression of
p190 results in cytokinesis failure, as determined by the emergence of binucleated,
tetraploid cells (Su et al., 2003). These results were well aligned with cytokinesis models
calling for increased RhoGTP levels during cytokinesis, the time when its negative
regulator, p190, is degraded. Although p190 had been well characterized in its regulation
of Rho activity in processes such as migration, adhesion and cell polarity, this report by
Su and colleagues was the first to describe p190 as a negative regulator of cytokinesis. In
fact, immunofluorescence analysis of p190 localization during cytokinesis placed it at the
cleavage furrow, the central hub for cytokinesis events, where it colocalized with RhoA
and actin. More recently, research from our laboratory demonstrated that the role of p190
in cytokinesis is in direct opposition to the function of the mitotic-specific RhoGEF Ect2
(Mikawa et al., 2008), specifically, negatively regulating levels of active Rho in the
cleavage furrow during cytokinesis, ensuring successful cell division (Su et al., 2009).
The work in this dissertation provides further important details regarding the
regulation of p190RhoGAP during cytokinesis.

First, our findings show that p190

degradation is required for proper completion of cytokinesis given our observation that
sustained endogenous p190 levels during mitosis result in an increase in multinucleated
cells, indicative of cytokinesis failure. Preliminary data regarding the identity of the E3
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ubiquitin ligase that targets p190 during mitosis suggests that the APC/C may be
involved. Furthermore, we establish that p190 degradation is mediated through four Nterminal lysine residues, which could act as primary ubiquitin acceptors in a cellular
context. We also show that increased p190 levels potentially affect cytokinesis through
inactivation or mislocalization of myosin II normally found at the cleavage furrow and
propose that an observed interaction between p190 and the molecular scaffold Anillin
could be part of a mechanosensing switch regulating RhoA activity as a function of the
contractile force generated across the cleavage furrow. Finally, we also discover a
potential new role for p190 during cytokinesis, as a regulator of microtubulechromosome interactions during early mitosis.

PERSPECTIVES
Clarification and further details on the regulation of p190 during cytokinesis
Work presented in this dissertation expands our understanding of p190 regulation
by showing that binucleation and tetraploidy are not just results of the overexpression of
p190 but occur due to inappropriately sustained levels of p190 at a point in the cell cycle
when degradation is required. siRNA reconstitution experiments showed that when cells
are unable to properly regulate and decrease p190 levels during mitosis, as was the case
with cells reconstituted with the non-degradable ΔGBD p190 deletion mutant, they had a
greater propensity to fail cytokinesis and become binucleated. Cells reconstituted with
wild type p190, expressed at nearly endogenous levels, did not have this increased
propensity for binucleation and were able to avoid cytokinesis failure. Results further
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confirmed that it is the GAP activity of p190 which drives the multinucleation phenotype,
as overexpression of the isolated GAP domain of p190 proved to be a strong inducer of
muntinucleation while expression of a full length p190 molecule lacking GAP activity
had no effect on cytokinesis failure. Together, these results confirmed and clarified the
role that p190 regulation plays during cell division.
Several reports indicate that an increase in RhoA activity is necessary during
cytokinesis (Maddox and Burridge, 2003;Yoshizaki et al., 2004).

Interestingly, the

literature has been focused on describing the role that the RhoGEF ECT2 plays in this
activation event (Kimura et al., 2000a;Yuce et al., 2005;Nishimura and Yonemura,
2006;Chalamalasetty et al., 2006), paying little attention to the cyclical nature of Rho
activity which requires the coordinated action of both GEFs and GAPs. Our experiments
identify an additional mechanism to ensure that increased RhoGTP levels are achieved
during cytokinesis, namely, by drastically decreasing the GAP levels of p190, a well
known and powerful negative regulator of RhoGTP levels.
Further studies into the mechanisms of p190 regulation have identified four Nterminal lysines that are crucial for p190 degradation. Lysines play a central role as
ubiquitin acceptors and, though shown to be central to p190 degradation, we have not
confirmed their role as the primary ubiquitination sites of p190.

In fact, using

ubiquitination studies of deletion mutants missing the first N-terminal 83 amino acids of
p190, we can attribute 40% of total p190 ubiquitination to these four N-terminal lysines.
Though it would be important to assess the ability of these lysines to be ubiquitinated,
such an experiment is fraught with complications because, to our present knowledge,
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most of the N-terminal half of p190 is required for degradation and at the same time
heavily ubiquitinated in vitro, making any interpretations of potential results nearly
impossible.
The identification of the E3 ligase mediating the ubiquitination of p190 and the
role of recognition sequences found in p190 would have further clarified the mechanism
by which p190 is recognized and degraded during mitosis. Preliminary data outlined in
Chapter 4 suggested that APC/C might function in that capacity. However, we also need
to consider and test the possibility that other mitotic E3 ligases, such as Chfr or the
Cul3/KLHL9/KLHL13 complex, may be involved in p190 degradation (Chaturvedi et al.,
2002;Sumara et al., 2007).

The initial set of experiments performed to test this

possibility could include coimmunoprecipitation assays with Chfr, Cul3 or p190-specific
antibodies. If p190 is a substrate for either of these ligases, this approach may prove
effective, especially in light of published reports in the literature showing physical
association between these ligases and their identified mitotic substrates. Moreover,
shRNA-mediated silencing of these ligases could be employed to determine their in vivo
involvement in p190 ubiquitination. In vitro testing could involve direct ubiquitination
assays with purified components and radiolabeled p190. These assays would have a
much higher likelihood of success because, unlike the APC/C complex which contains
approximately 15 subunits, the Chfr is a single molecule ligase and the
Cul3/KLHL9/KLHL13 consists of only three components. Then, it would be important
to understand whether additional post-translational modifications of p190, such as ser/thr
phosphorylation, are required for its ubiquitination. To this end, point mutations of the
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putative cyclin B and Aurora B phosphorylation sites could be expressed in cells to test
their involvement in mitotic p190 degradation. The process of E3 ligase identification is
a challenging undertaking, and these suggestions could prove useful and important.

Clarification and further details on the role that p190 plays during cytokinesis
Subsequent work showed that the A isoform of p190, and not p190B, is involved
in cytokinesis. We showed that p190B is not localized to the contractile ring during
cytokinesis but rather remains cytosolic and dissociated from the membrane.
Furthermore, the overexpression of p190B does not result in multinucleation. Though
identical in domain structure, p190 proteins are only 50% homologous at the amino acid
level with the lowest homology percentage associated with the Middle Domain which
functions as the regulatory center for p190 function. A comparative deletional and
chimeric study of p190A and B function, particularly through analysis and comparison of
their Middle Domains, would provide a wealth of useful information as we try to
understand the differences between two very similar proteins.
The mechanism by which p190 causes multinucleation has also been addressed by
the work presented in this dissertation. Chapter 5 shows that myosin II activity at the
cleavage furrow is decreased, either by loss of the activating phosphorylation or by
myosin mislocalization, through p190-mediated decreases in Rho activity. Determining
which scenario occurs would more definitively establish the role of myosin II in p190induced multinucleation and studies have been proposed in chapter 5 to resolve this
uncertainty.

Some of those experiments include immunofluorescence microscopy
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analysis of myosin II localization and activation in the same cell population.
Furthermore, rescue of the multinucleation phenotype by co-overexpression of p190 and
a constitutively active phosphomimetic MLC2 construct would assert the importance of
myosin II activation more definitively.
Interestingly, these studies found little evidence for impaired actin organization at
the cleavage furrow. It would be important to fill in the gaps in our understanding of this
mechanism, given that multiple separate pathways initiate with Rho and end with the
activation or inactivation of myosin II. For example, myosin II can be activated through
ROCK by direct phosphorylation of its regulatory light chains. Myosin II can also be
activated through direct phosphorylation by Citron kinase, a Rho effector, or by ROCKdependent inactivation of Myosin Phosphatase. Therefore, assessment of the activation
levels of these kinases after p190 overexpression would reveal interesting clues regarding
the signaling pathways downstream of RhoA which are more sensitive to disturbances in
RhoGTP levels. A potential initial approach to address this question would be to assess
the mitotic localization of these proteins and measure the phosphorylation levels of
several of their mitotic substrates. Additionally, the use of constitutively active forms of
Citron and ROCK to rescue p190-induced multinucleation could reveal whether one or
both kinases are involved and affected by decreased RhoGTP levels.

Likewise,

expression of a dominant negative form of myosin phosphatase could be used to analyze
its contribution to the multinucleation phenotype.
The observed association between p190 and Anillin has proven to be a fascinating
discovery, particularly in light of the sensitivity of this interaction to inhibition of
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contractility by blebbistatin treatment. The data in Chapter 5 suggest that the interaction
between p190 and the molecular scaffold Anillin may be the means by which p190 is
localized and “anchored” at the cleavage furrow, where it is then well placed to carry out
its regulatory functions toward RhoGTP enriched in that zone. Further details of this
association

could

be

gleaned

from

deletional

analysis.

For

example,

coimmunoprecipitation assays after the overexpression of various deletion mutants of
Anillin together with full length p190, and vice versa, could identify the domains that are
important in mediating the interaction between these proteins. Then, Anillin deletion
mutants with impaired binding to p190 could be expressed in cells to asses whether the
p190-Anillin interaction is the means by which p190 localizes to the cleavage furrow
during cytokinesis. Furthermore, the sensitivity of this interaction to inhibition of myosin
contractililty is also of very exciting consequences. If Anillin functions as the anchor for
p190 localization to the cleavage furrow, and the interaction is sensitive to a contractility
inhibitor, then their association could function as a means of detecting whether sufficient
contractile force exists for the actomyosin ring to proceed with closure. Such a process
could be ongoing until contraction is complete. Therefore, the p190-Anillin axis could
act as a mechanosensing switch. Specifically, optimal RhoGTP levels are ensured by the
mechanosensing nature of the p190-Anillin complex. When contraction of the CR is
strong, p190 remains associated with Anillin to prevent further RhoGTP increases,
overstimulation of the system and cytokinesis failure. If contraction at the cleavage
furrow is weak, p190 dissociates from the Anillin-Rho complex allowing for greater Rho
activation and resulting in increased contractility of the cleavage furrow.
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Identification of a new mitotic role for p190 in chromosome alignment
Results described in Chapter 6 revealed that low level, inducible overexpression
of p190 in a breast epithelial cancer cell line, MDA-MB-468, results in the incomplete
alignment of chromosomes at the metaphase plate and that this phenotype is largely
dependent on the GAP activity of p190. A similar defect has been observed in cells
where the activity of Cdc42, or its downstream effector mDia3, has been inhibited
(Yasuda et al., 2004). Because no metaphase function has been currently ascribed to
RhoA and the GAP–induced, p190 overexpression phenotype in 468 cells is limited to
metaphase, there exists a possibility that p190 may mediate the misalignment of
metaphase chromosomes through regulation of Cdc42 activity levels.
Evidence supporting the theory of a double-specificity p190RhoGAP is currently
unavailable, yet several dual-specificity GTPase activating proteins, including
MgcRacGAP in mitosis, have been previously described.

Intriguingly, the dual-

specificity of MgcRacGAP is regulated by Aurora B phosphorylation (Minoshima et al.,
2003). As described in Chapter 4, there are two putative Aurora B phosphorylation sites
that are mitotic-specific.

Given several other similarities between p190 and

MgcRacGAP, described in Chapter 5, it is reasonable to imagine that a similar
mechanism regulating p190 specificity may be in place.
Several experiments are required to test this “dual-specificity GAP” hypothesis
and to test whether specificity is regulated by mitotic-specific phosphorylation effects.
To test whether p190 has Cdc42GAP activity in mitosis, initial experiments could include
the cotransfection of p190 and constitutively active Cdc42 in an effort to rescue the p190-
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induced chromosome misalignment phenotype. Furthermore, the use of a Fluorescence
Resonance Energy Transfer (FRET) biosensor to monitor CDC42 activity levels during
metaphase could reveal whether Cdc42GTP levels are affected at a specific time and
place by overexpression of wild type or dominant negative (R1283) p190RhoGAP. In
addition, Cdc42GTP-binding assays to detect its activity levels across a synchronized cell
population after overexpression of either wild type or dominant negative (R1283)
p190RhoGAP could be used to measure the effect of the GAP activity of p190 on
Cdc42GTP levels.

Should any changes in Cdc42 activity be attributed to p190

overexpression, then the mechanism set in place to regulate its dual-specificity would be
addressed. A natural place to begin this exploration would be to test whether Aurora B,
or even cdk1, phosphorylation had any effect on the overall chromosome misalignment
phenotype or in any of the specific assays described above. Because RhoGTPase function
is highly compartmentalized during mitosis and cytokinesis, fluorescence confocal
microscopy could be used to assess potential Cdc42 and p190 colocalization during
metaphase using either microphotographs or live cell imaging.
An additional explanation for the chromosomal misalignment phenotype
described in this dissertation was recently presented in initial reports that described the
potential role of RhoA in centrosome separation. In these studies, when Rho-dependent
myosin II activity was inhibited, centrosomes failed to separate properly and
chromosomal misalignment ensued (Rosenblatt et al., 2004). Inhibition of myosin II
activity yielded phenotypes where chromosomes remained on one side of the
centrosomes or unaligned at one or both poles, in a similar manner as observed upon
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p190 overexpression in 468 cells. To further test the possibility that p190 acts through
Rho during prometaphase to induce the chromosomal misalignment phenotype, it is first
necessary to ensure that the onset of this phenotype occurs early on during mitosis and
that centrosome separation is impaired.

This could be achieved through time-lapse

microscopy of cells overexpressing fluorescently labeled p190. If the phenotype in fact
occurs during early mitosis, microinjection of constitutively active forms of Rho, ROCK
or myosin II into p190 overexpressing cells to prevent or rescue chromosomal
misalignment could be carried out.
Together, the results presented in this dissertation increase our understanding of
the regulatory processes necessary for proper mitosis and cytokinesis by clarifying the
ways in which p190 is regulated and functions during this critical stage of the cell cycle.
Furthermore, this work provides an exciting and new direction for future p190 research
by describing its involvement in chromosome alignment during early mitosis and its
potential role as a dual-specificity GAP during mitosis.
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